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Reject a new way of hiding MSG in foods



Comments

Name Location Date Comment

Dr Howard
Dengate

Woolgoolga,
Australia

2017-01-31 MSG causes sleeplessness for me. I want a regulation to
show the free glutamate content of foods on all ingredients
labels rather than being hidden in more than a hundred
ways.

Marion Attwater Pascoe Vale,
Australia

2017-01-31 what, more MSG hidden in foods??!!!! please wake up
FSANZ and start following the lead of Europe. my son
was 2 years old when i moved from europe back home to
australia, and his behaviour is awful due to the effect of
glutamates destroying the balance of neurotransmitters,
not to mention annatto 160b the "natural colour".
PLLLLEEEEEEAAAAAAAASE stop the MSG.

Sarah
Tomkins-Gallimore

Australia 2017-01-31 I don't want hidden additives put in foods which then make
people chronically sick and effect their lives negatively when
it is toatally unnecessary.

Jenny Ravlic Mount Waverley,
Australia

2017-01-31 I actively avoid MSG. I suffer badly from broken sleep and
mood swings from MSG and will never support a change
that will mean MSG can be hidden from the consumer.

Cameron
Naumann

Australia 2017-01-31 I don't want any surprise reactions to my food.

Kate Strang Australia 2017-01-31 My children react greatly to this unnecessary rubbish.
Their reactions upon ingestion are immediate, dramatic
and frightening, there is no mistaking the cause. Ban this
incidious nonsense NOW!

Sam Goodhew Australia 2017-01-31 Because I react to msg...I want to know what's in my food..

Carly Musovic Australia 2017-01-31 I am suffering the exact same reaction right now and I can
tell you it sucks!

Courtney McLeod Australia 2017-01-31 We deserve to know exactly what additives or harmful
"processing aids" are being used in the foods we consume.
With food sensitive children, this is of great concern to me.

Renae Lowe Australia 2017-01-31 I believe everybody has the right to know what they are
consuming and we need to have the information available
which helps us to decide if it is something we want to or not.

Jessica Price Australia 2017-01-31 I really hope this can be stopped!

Jessica Thorne Australia 2017-01-31 I wish the people proposing these changes and the people
wanting to use these chemicals could come to my house and
witness the horrible reactions our family has. Consuming
something like that could take my son out of regular life and
cause him pain for up 1 to 3 weeks. This ingredient being
hidden is dangerous.
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Lauren Fairfulll Australia 2017-01-31 This is a drop in our standards of ingredient labeling and will
cause so many problems for so many people.

Rachel Wells Hervey Bay,
Australia

2017-01-31 I have two sons who severely react from msg. One gets
seizures and the other one believes he will die one minute
after ingesting msg and then gets severe eczema. It's
disgusting how many things msg is In and what it's labelled
under.

Steven Newton Australia 2017-01-31 We need more transparency in ingredients not less.
Australia is already one of the worst for this - no wonder
we've gone from being one of the healthiest populations to
being one of the worst!

heather lavery Wantirna,
Australia

2017-01-31 As a naturopath ive seen too many clients with reactions like
this. It needs to stop! Stop messing eith our food its why so
many people are getting sick and chronic conditions these
days

Georgina Marshall Australia 2017-01-31 My child has allergies and I need to know what is in her
food.

Katrina Croxton Beerwah,
Australia

2017-01-31 Chronic head pains from MSG

Claire Bailey Launceston,
Australia

2017-01-31 These chemicals have no place in food or its production.

Judith Szakacs Australia 2017-01-31 Consumers have a right to know what's in the foods we're
buying. I can't believe how much we're poisoning ourselves
as a society.

Naomi Hughes Cameron Park,
Australia

2017-01-31 I'm sick to death of hidden chemicals in our food!

Pip Smith Australia 2017-01-31 If this is not on the label it is removing people's right to
choose to consume this rediculous engredient. This is not
food.

Amy Green Romsey,
Australia

2017-01-31 My son reacts to MSG in food.

Emma Butt Australia 2017-01-31 I'm signing because I care what is in my food.

Samantha Rowland Australia 2017-01-31 There needs to be transparency

Allysha Richardson Australia 2017-01-31 EVERYTHING should Be listed in the ingredients. When you
have children like mine that can't eat much and are super
sensitive, additives like these make them sick!

Hayley Crichlow Australia 2017-01-31 I react to msg so without it listed on labels it will make life
very difficult

Kate gray Australia 2017-01-31 I recently unknowingly had MSG in Chinese takeaway, had a
massive headache, felt 'high' for hours, then couldn't sleep
until about 3am with a racing heartbeat. Hiddeous stuff.
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It's so hard to establish what we are intolerant to, please
don't take away our right to an accurate ingredients list - it's
ABUSE!

Sarah Eather Wallsend,
Australia

2017-01-31 My two daughters and i have all experienced the ill side
effects of additives and preservatives in our food. I want to
know what we are eating without the hidden stuff.

Katie turnbull Australia 2017-01-31 I believe in the health of my family

Laura Wallace Australia 2017-01-31 I want to know what is going into the foods I eat and I give
my son.

Melissa Willard Australia 2017-01-31 I experience first hand the effects of glutamates and other
chemicals added to foods. Rashes, migraines and foggy
heads, and irritability, amongst other symptoms should
not be acceptable side effects that people have to live with.
Glatamates might make food taste good in a market of over
processed, over flavoured food, but increasingly it seems
that this is causing harm. We need to stand united against
such harmful chemicals being overused and unnecessarily
used. Some of us understand the dangers and experience
the symptoms, while others don't yet, or may never, but
food should not hold such potential to harm anyone. Please
keep the food industry from getting more out of control
and dangerous. All it takes is often one shared snack at a
party or play for my family to suffer consequences that last
for days. Not worth the risk, especially in foods that are
incredibly tasty, hard to resist and constantly shared with
children. Often it takes years for people to work out a link to
what is causing the problem becau

Sandra Simmons Australia 2017-01-31 What is in our food should be blatantly obvious. More
transparency required. I react badly to high levels of
free glutamate and this change could mean I can't make
informed choices about what I eat

Brittany Warr Australia 2017-01-31 My nephew is allergic to all preservatives and I want to k ow
what I can feed him. Poor kid can't eat anything!

Sonia Gulwadi Ormond,
Victoria,
Australia

2017-01-31 As a consumer I have a right to know exactly what is in
the food I buy. No additive or processing aid should be
left off the label. Transparency in our food industry is long
overdue!!!

Rachael Edwards Balintore,
Australia

2017-01-31 I have a glutamate sensitive daughter. We read labels, avoid
all flavour enhancers and reduce glutamates in natural food
sources for her benefit. It's inconvenient, but doable. Please
reject this attempt to remove that information from labels.
It's important for us to have that choice.

Bernessa Lee Sutherland,
Queensland,
Australia

2017-01-31 I really want to et all MSG and associated chemicals banned.
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Tanya Cone Australia 2017-01-31 Consumers have the right to know all ingredients in
processed foods to minimise allergy risk and contamination
efforts

Honni Brooks Australia 2017-01-31 My daughter has an allergy

Wilma Reynolds Australia 2017-01-31 We deserve to know exactly what additives or harmful
"processing aids" are being used in the foods we consume.

Tammy Rollo Sydney,
Australia

2017-01-31 As a parent and human being I believe we should be
working to make our food safer for all!

Michelle Marazakis Mount Waverley,
Australia

2017-01-31 we deserve to know what is in our food! My daughter and I
both react to MSG so if it's hidden and unlabelled, how are
we meant to avoid it?

Natalie Roeder Australia 2017-01-31 Msg affects my son by causing anxiety, nail biting and
sleeplessness. My husband gets migraines. We have a right
as consumers to know what we eat. There needs to be more
transparency in food products, not hidden products. Please
stop this from happening! Its completely sickening to think it
could.

Tracey Piper Wellington, New
Zealand

2017-01-31 My kids have a huge intolerance of MSG..it makes them both
sick in different ways...skin breaking out in large welts and
crook stomachs....let's get it removed.

Robert Francis Australia 2017-01-31 All additives should be clearly identified and these are
harmful to many and unneccesary.

Michelle Larkins Austral Eden,
Australia

2017-01-31 I am afraid of what will happen to me if I eat foods with this.
I react severely to MSG and other closely related products
( 631, 627, 635) . We need clear labels to identify potential
allergies.

Amanda Clark Kalorama,
Australia

2017-01-31 I and my family are adversely affected by MSG.

Amy Lehninger Australia 2017-01-31 Consumers have the right to know ALL ingredients in the
food they buy.

Heathermary
Dellaca

Australia 2017-01-31 I have seen the evidence. Thk you

Maree Kratzer Australia 2017-01-31 We need to know what is in our food. It really shouldn't be a
question at all.

Natalie Roeder Australia 2017-01-31 Msg affects my son by causing anxiety, nail biting and
sleeplessness. This needs to be stopped and we should
have a right as consumers to know what we are buying. Its
sickening to think this could happen!

Wendy Culshaw Dundas Valley,
Australia

2017-01-31 Every additive needs to be detailed so that informed
decisions can be made by the consumer about what is or
isn't safe for them.
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Nicole Simpson Australia 2017-01-31 This change has the potential to make my child very sick,
and her elimination diet much more difficult to follow.

Linda Beck Auckland, New
Zealand

2017-01-31 We need to know what is in our food.

Brianna Fitzgerald Australia 2017-01-31 I am effected by MSG and believe I have a right to know
what is included in my food.

Leah Reid Australia 2017-01-31 I think it's abhorrent how manufacturers can hide the
inclusion of products when they are fully aware of the
negative health impacts on people.

Kristy Orrock Australia 2017-01-31 I'm signing because I developed an MSG and ribonucleotide
allergy last year with a full head to toe rash. I NEED to know
what I'm eating!

Nikki Tickle Australia 2017-01-31 My daughter has severe food reactions to many food
chemicals including MSG. Without clear labelling of additives
contained in foods we have an impossible task of keeping
her safe.

Lauren Wilton Whangarei, New
Zealand

2017-01-31 I get severe migraines from MSG tainted foods, this would
have a significant impact on my life; along with many others
I would imagine!

Anna Littlewood Australia 2017-01-31 We have a right to know what is in the food we purchase,
from start to finish.

Natalie Ebrill Australia 2017-01-31 Consumers have a right to know what chemicals are in
processed food, especially when trying to avoid contents
that can cause known preventable reactions. Please use
commonsense and respect consumers.

Sandi MacFeate Australia 2017-01-31 I have multiple food intolerance and NEED to know the
content of packaged foods

Jordana Murphy Australia 2017-01-31 My son has a reaction to MSG and alike.

Virginia Andrews Australia 2017-01-31 It's shocking what there allowed to hide in our food

Heather McIntosh Australia 2017-01-31 My children have food intolerances including MSG this
would be a disaster for us. It's very simple really we just
won't buy packaged food.

Francine Bell Australia 2017-01-31 All my 5 children including myself have reactions to MSG
and any form of free glutamate. We suffer from a range
of symptoms if we consume it: asthma, gastrointenstinal
ailments, heart palpitations, nausea, behavioural problems,
learning difficulties, insomnia. We have avoided all these
symptoms by avoiding any form of free glutamates. It is
misleading and dangerous to use this as a processing aid
and not to have it declared on labels. On behalf of my family
and my Additive Free Kids community I ask for regulation
that requires disclosure of the use of any free glutamates in
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food products whether they are an ingredient or used as a
processing aid.

Katrina Schofield Australia 2017-01-31 Everything added to OR used in the production of our food
should be disclosed. Let us make informed choices for
ourselves & our families!

Caroline Robertson Australia 2017-01-31 If this is allowed, it will drastically decrease the range
of manufactured foods which I can buy without risking
ill health. This will affect both my own, and my family's,
wellbeing. It may make it impossible to eat socially.

Glenda Lambie narre warren,
Australia

2017-01-31 ribo rash as we call this as been a nightmare for both my
kids to point of hospilisation required for severe rash and
angio odema like reactions we do not need this in our foods.
i have a right to protect my kids and myself from this

Fran McGovern Oatlands,
Australia

2017-01-31 My son is severely food chemical intolerant and it is hard
enough trying to keep him safe and well without having to
worry about hidden msg.

Tracy Gaze Australia 2017-01-31 My daughter has a high tolerance for free glutamates
in foods but not the concentrated dose that is MSG and
it's related variations. And these intense reactions last 5
days. We therefore need to avoid such additives, as well
as when lower actual dose free glutamates are combined
with the flavour enhancers. It's bad enough that we need
to know something like 129 different words for where these
free glutamates hide on labels now, even when products
state "No MSG" just because that particular form wasn't
directly added, but to now have foods contain additional
free glutamates without any sign of it on the label surely
can't be legal. As it is we need to avoid all added flavours
because of not knowing if they will cause her problems. Will
we now need to avoid packaged foods, just in case? Having
access to the information from which to make decisions is
important. Personally, I would like to see the end of the 5%
label loophole, which is not used in other countries like the
U.K. so is clearly manageable. But to no

karen Hamburg evanston,
Illinois, US

2017-01-31 Please do not allow msg byproducts to be hidden in
processed food. Please

Kirstin McLean Wellington, New
Zealand

2017-01-31 Having food intolerances is super hard. Let's not make it
even harder.

Gannonjane.
Cohen Cohen

Carseldine,
Australia

2017-01-31 This for my kids health

Louise Carey Newcastle,
Australia

2017-01-31 Food labeling needs drastic improvements - not deceptive
steps backwards that will physically, mentally & emotionally
hurt many families. Regardless, we have the right to know
this information, & it needs to be clear & easy to decipher
without question.
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Tracy Grove Brookfield,
Tauranga, New
Zealand

2017-01-31 I am signing this because MSG was the cause of my asthma.
This stuff is awful!! Everything from Vomiting, Time bomb
headaches, tightening of the throat, drops in peakflow
levels. Dangerous stuff and I NEED to see MSG, HVP,HPP etc
on the labels so i don't have the bad reactions this causes

Louise Bostock Australia 2017-01-31 Our children need better food choices - not more processed
rubbish full of harmful ingredients!

Kelly Ziervogel Adelaide,
Australia

2017-01-31 I suffer with MSG side effects.

Annabelle Walsh Willoughby,
Australia

2017-01-31 Please don't allow this - our whole family reacts to these
sorts of additives and we need to be able to clearly see on
every label, what it is we are ingesting. It is our right. I have
a child with autism. Please don't make life harder by making
me make every piece of food from scratch as I can't trust
labels of packaged food.

Katrina Freeman Lemon Tree
Passage,
Australia

2017-01-31 We don't need this crap in food. It is dangerous,

miriam cormack Australia 2017-01-31 I have the right to know what I am eating .

Colleen Spiro Tauranga, New
Zealand

2017-01-31 I believe there should be warnings on the labels

Kelly Bingham Australia 2017-01-31 I'm signing because my two children and I all react to MSG,
even in small amounts. My children react immediately
with extreme hyperactivity and my son also gets hives. I
get stomach aches. I routinely check all labels and ensure
we do not suffer these conditions and appreciate the
transparaency of our current system that allows me to do
this. I feel it is inherently dishonest to deliberately omit
these ingredients, particularly as it causes so much suffering
and you are removing our freedom of choice. Please do not
allow this.

Estela Gimenez Australia 2017-01-31 My child is extremely glutamate sensitive and so are many
children who are diagnosed as ADHD SPD and who have
food sensitivities related to eczema, gut issues and immune
sensitivity. That is most of the children today due to severe
disruption of gut biota ( gut bacteria and enzymes)!!!!This
move will set all children up to fail from an economic
productivity standpoint of a nation. !!!!

Melanie Freeman Umina Beach,
Australia

2017-01-31 It is my right to choose what goes in my body.

Emily Grant Australia 2017-01-31 A LABEL SHOULD NEVER BE ABLE TO LEGALLY SAY NO
MSG IF THAT IS A LIE!!! How are we meant to know what's
going into our bodies and make informed choices if the
information we're using is false or misleading?
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Janelle Grace The Gap,
Australia

2017-01-31 To protect the health of my family due to glutamate (and
other) sensitivities. Keep our food pure!

Delwyn Gilmour Australia 2017-01-31 My children have food intolerances and 5 want to protect
them!!!

Leeanne De
Quintal

Australia 2017-01-31 I will not support MSG or additives in food for my body! And
exspecially not for my kids. We need proper labelling so we
know every ingredient used in our food.

Mary Sherwood Dundas, New
South Wales,
Australia

2017-01-31 Aren't our kids health, and potentially, lives, worth it??

Donna Mckell Australia 2017-01-31 Suffering from food intolerances I need to know what I am
eating

Jo Horne Australia 2017-01-31 It's already hard enough to avoid MSG, this will make it so
much more difficult

Nat Sanderson Australia 2017-01-31 I am intolerant to some food chemicals and synthetic msg.
Natural mag causes some reactions nothing like added msg.
It really complicates my life when it is not on lables.

Fiona Lord Australia 2017-01-31 I'm signing because my health is at risk

Melissa Bates Faulconbridge,
Australia

2017-01-31 My son reacted very badly to the msg challenge. He had a
3 hr meltdown. He just looked so uncomfortable in his own
skin - which broke out in eczema.

Lorna Hliounakis Australia 2017-01-31 I have family members with severe intolerances, and prefer
to know exactly what is in my food!

Jennifer Horner Australia 2017-01-31 Severe reactions to glutamates

Wendy Eggleton Australia 2017-01-31 It endangers people's immune systemWe need organic
chemically free food

Karen Santo Warragul,
Australia

2017-01-31 I want to be able to make informed decisions about what my
family eat.

Helen White Australia 2017-01-31 I have food allergies and as I have gotten older I have
more got to ask whyI know a few people that have anifilatic
reactions to MSG so what does it meanSo sad too bad...get
an epi prn

Lisa Horne Australia 2017-01-31 We suffer from food related issues in our house and need
clearly labeled food items. No more hidden additives and
chemicals

Rachel Roussos Australia 2017-01-31 many children react to glutamates without their parents
knowing about the impact of glutamates - also my family
react to glutamates
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Sonya Macdonald Australia 2017-01-31 I am severely allergic to MSG and it is already bloody
tough. Please don't make it harder by non disclosure of this
substance

Michelle Tessier Australia 2017-01-31 I want to know about every additive in my food that I share
with my children, family and friends! We deserve to know! To
some its life or death!

Ky Stubley Hurstbridge,
Victoria,
Australia

2017-01-31 The deception in the food industry must end...This is
criminal!

Sonya Macdonald Australia 2017-01-31 Being allergic to MSG is already no picnic. I am constantly
vigilant, reading packets every day. Please help change.org
submit a formal challenge to an attempt by food
manufacturers to have MSG undisclosed on ingredients lists.
If this goes through, restaurants too will not know what
their food contains. That'll mean eating out impossible for
folks like me.

Kristie Wieland Australia 2017-01-31 I am a firm believer that we should NOT be exposed to any
forms of toxic chemicals or forced to believe that we should
be eating foods or using body care products that contain
them. It's a difficult mission to avoid these in this toxic world
we live in but all efforts are worth it!

Sue Barron Australia 2017-01-31 There should be more labelling of free glutamates, not less.
I for one suffer from headaches from small amounts and
migraine and asthma from large amounts.

Rebecca Clark Australia 2017-01-31 My son is sensitive to glutamates and this enzyme will harm
him if it's not disclosed.

Erin Phillips Australia 2017-01-31 Other countries have banned these additives, why can't
Australia lift their standards and be a leader in health and
educate people on what 'natural flavours' actually are and
mean.

Amanda Wilson Geelong,
Australia

2017-01-31 There are already so many loopholes for corporations to
be adding chemicals to our foods without our knowledge, I
won't be allowing another for such a dangerous ingredient!

Eleanor Speed Loch Sport,
Australia

2017-01-31 Glutamates are disaster for my health!

Linda Smith New Lambton,
Australia

2017-01-31 We should know every single thing that goes into the foods
we but.This is not ok.

Skye Salli Australia 2017-01-31 My entire family are intolerant to MSG, among other things.
We need & have a right to see clearly what is in the food
we're purchasing.

Natalie Herridge Australia 2017-01-31 Manufacturers need to know we don't want this crap in our
food!
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Annmarie Viti Australia 2017-01-31 I want to know what is in the food i am feeding my
children!!!!

Anne Buckingham Australia 2017-01-31 Consumers need to be informed of the contents of foods.

Joanne Murphy Oxenford,
Australia

2017-01-31 Labelling needs to be clear and only word term for msg!!

Joanne Mellor Australia 2017-01-31 Transparency is needed in food labeling so each person
can have the option to make informed choices about which
foods he/she eats, and can avoid those that wreak havoc to
himself/herself!

Belynda Leaver Australia 2017-01-31 After eliminating preservatives from our daughters diet and
therefore our own we all now can feel the effects on MSG in
food. We try really hard not to eat food containing MSG but
it's amazing what it gets put into

Sam Neumann Australia 2017-01-31 I am allergic to msg

Claire Anderson Australia 2017-01-31 We have a right to know what we are purchasing and
consuming. I need to be careful with mine and my family's
food due to reactions that are often delayed so can be hard
to pinpoint. Please don't make things any harder than it
already is. This will make it impossible to be sure anything is
safe.

Rebecca Morris Australia 2017-01-31 We are being deceived with what is in our food. Not
everyone reacts to MSG, but it should be on food labels for
those who do.

barbara Francis Sydney,
Australia

2017-01-31 Because we all should know what is in the food we eat

Evelyn See Australia 2017-01-31 I m signing because i get bad headaches and neckaches
when i consumed MSG

Angela Penton Australia 2017-01-31 How is something that can cause severe allergies allowed to
be disguised!

Jacqui Murphy Australia 2017-01-31 We want our food to be real and with no hidden dangers!

Malia Chappel Australia 2017-01-31 I'm allergic to MSG

Bernadette
Woodhouse

Safety Bay,
Australia

2017-01-31 I want to know what is in my food and make my purchase
decisions based on knowledge

Cherie Jerome Australia 2017-01-31 I

Gloria Whateley Walla Walla,
Australia

2017-01-31 I suffer severe migraines from MSG and for a few hours
after eating MSG I have irregular heat beats which can be
quite frightening. please give us the right to know what is in
our food so we can have a choice.
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Amanda Carlin Australia 2017-01-31 We have a right to know what we are eating and feeding our
children!

Antoinette Stevens Sydney,
Australia

2017-01-31 I am sensitive to MSG and like to be able to see if it is in a
food or not.

Danielle Miller Melbourne,
Australia

2017-01-31 Msg in a unnessisary dangerous ingredient. Australia needs
a better food standard.

Sandra St Jack Dunsborough,
Australia

2017-01-31 I have family members that have very nasty reactions to
MSG. They would be subject to numerous allergic reactions
in the case that we couldn't identify MSG in products. It's
already a minefield with numerous names and numbers
used in labelling.

Marlee Bruinsma Cedar Creek,
Australia

2017-01-31 I want to know what is in the food I eat

Wendy McAuley South Guildford,
Western
Australia,
Australia

2017-01-31 Because we the consumer have the right to know what we
are feeding our family, so many children/adults react terribly
to MSG!!! Why oh why would any company want to use this
poison let alone hide the fact from consumers #

Ashleigh Moreland Australia 2017-01-31 We need transparency on our labels!!

Peggy Silberman Croydon,
Australia

2017-01-31 I get awful headaches from consuming MSG. Often these
headaches last for up to a day and impact on my ability
to perform every day tasks. It is already a very difficult
task to determine if MSG is in packaged foods as there
are so many ways that it can be legally labelled (ie hidden
in labelling). Rather than making it easier for producers
to hide MSG - a significant allergen for a huge number
of people - in foods, I ask that the restrictions around
the labelling of foods containing or possibly containing
MSG be tightened. The rights of the consumer to have
transparent information about the food they are eating is
always important, but especially so when a huge number
of people suffer significant effects from exposure to that
ingredient.

Louisa Morris Australia 2017-01-31 A nasty excitotoxin, should not be allowed in the food
industry

Holly Hill Australia 2017-01-31 I believe we have the right know ALL ingredients of the
foods we put in pur bodies

Kaitlyn Anderson Australia 2017-01-31 I have fibromyalgia and have discovered that free glutamate
in diet is one of the biggest contributors to symptoms. I'm
also a dietitian and, in starting to specialise in this area, have
found that I often need to tell clients to avoid processed
foods altogether as it can be too difficult to decipher labels.
We need more transparency from food manufacturers to
make it easier for those whose everyday lives are affected by
food chemical intolerance.
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Frances Murrell Fitzroy, Australia 2017-01-31 We need to know what is in our food, it affects our health.
FSANZ needs to follow its legislated objectives of 1)
Protecting public health and safety, 2) providing adequate
information to consumers and 3) preventing misleading or
deceptive conduct. Rejecting the application for this enzyme
is the way to fulfil those objectives.

Alesha Copeland Australia 2017-01-31 Labeling in general is out of control!! Money hungry
assholes!

Anna Brown Cambridge,
Tasmania,
Australia

2017-01-31 The consumer has the right to know what they're eating
through thoroughly labelling on packaged goods. There are
too many serious reactions that people have and it would be
negligent not to transparent with ingredient lists in this day
and age.

Harleen kaur Australia 2017-01-31 Highly allergic to msg...

Carol Hadley Umina Beach,
Australia

2017-01-31 I'm signing because members of our family have
uncomfortable symptoms due to msg

Maureen Dubois Australia 2017-01-31 MSG and glutamate both cause migraines for me which can
be debilitating, this will make avoiding them much harder.

Cath Sweeney Brisbane,
Australia

2017-01-31 Highly allergic to MSG - instant migraines and
breathlessnessThis is a food safety issue!

Libby White Australia 2017-01-31 I have a son who reacts to MSG and all of its other number
counterparts and forms.its horrible to watch what it does to
people who react badly to these chemicals but they are not
good for any of us or necessary either. Stop poisoning us. It
is not necessary to be po

Anita Mears Mount Isa,
Australia

2017-01-31 My child has a wide range of food intolerances & is
anaphylactic to peanuts. We need to be aware of all food's
contents, especially nasty artificial flavours, colours,
additives & msg.

Belinda Fredericks Parkes, Australia 2017-01-31 We have the right to know ALL ingredients in the food we
buy!

Michele Nicjols Ballina, Australia 2017-01-31 We have a right to know and choose

Kelly Asphar Australia 2017-01-31 I have a right to know what I'm putting in my body
regardless of whether someone else deems it as safe

Koh Sarah Bedok,
Singapore

2017-01-31 My child is sensitive to MSG too.

Cathy Potter Melbourne,
Australia

2017-01-31 My daughter is MSG intolerant so I need to know

Sarah Walter Australia 2017-01-31 Having a daughter with severe food allergies we need
to know what she is eating. Hiding things in food is a
contributor to the significant rise in food allergies that are
being seen. Amazingly when you move to diets without
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processed foods (or to countries that do not have processed
foods) these allergies cease to exist. Is our health and that of
our children really worth the risk?

Judith Francis Australia 2017-01-31 I am sensitive to MSG as are members of my family. I can
avoid it cooking fresh foods at home but it's very difficult
with processed foods as they are often not labelled.

Gemma
Worringham

Melksham,
England, UK

2017-01-31 My family struggle with food intolerances as it is

Kathy Whittaker Mount Isa,
Australia

2017-01-31 It is a consumers right to know everything that is in food
products, especially potentially dangerous ingredients,
either it's for taste or cooking enhancing.

Alisha Keyzer Australia 2017-01-31 Food additives have a horrible reaction on my family!

Diana WAESE Australia 2017-01-31 ...i don't want my family to eat any more crap, I changed our
diet and read every label, but what can we do if it's not on
the label! That's disgusting !

Kaye Barry Mitchell Park,
South Australia,
Australia

2017-01-31 So many natural and artificial chemicals in food make many
of us very sick. It is difficult now to find additive free foods,
this will make it extremely difficult to know if any food we
buy will be good for us or will make us or our children ill.

Judy Schneider Australia 2017-01-31 We need full transparency in food labelling, for both health
and ethical reasons.Many people do try and eat a healthy
diet, but if ingredients are not displayed, then that will be
impossible.Also, think of the added health costs if people's
health is further comprised through no fault of their own.

judith raisbeck Brunswick,
Australia

2017-01-31 I want to know exactly what is in my food. I want my food
to be tampered with as little as possible. I want total
transparency in food manufacture & labelling.

Bronwyn Bennett Glen Waverley,
Australia

2017-01-31 I am reactive to MSG, and dont want to become unwell....

Sally Ruljancich Dollar, Australia 2017-01-31 I have the right to know what I am eating. It is that simple.

Rochelle Pinter Castle Hill,
Australia

2017-01-31 MSG is already masked with names such as Hydrolised
Vegetable protein and about 50 other names. It is extremely
dangerous for people that are allergic or sensitive. I for one
come out in itchy hives and it is pretty uncomfortable

Sharon Caldwell Australia 2017-01-31 My daughter suffers with sensitivity to msg.

Christine Irvine CHRISTCHURCH,
New Zealand

2017-01-31 MSG gives me instant debilitating migraines necessitating
medications and time off work. I avoid anything with MSG in
it and have done for many years, but it is becoming harder
because of the way it is hidden with renamed ingredients. If
it was law to have labelling with the numbers (in the 600's) it
is easier to avoid and stay healthy. It's hard enough for me
as an experienced adult, having to read labels everywhere I
go or just not eat. Do we want our children to get sicker too?
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Meghan Randell Australia 2017-01-31 I know people close to me that have struggled with food
alergies and msg is behind alot of reactions.

Fiona Shelton Australia 2017-01-31 I'm sick of the chemicals that are put in our food

Usha Narain Australia 2017-01-31 I want to understand what's in the food I give my kids.

Patricia Perazza Australia 2017-01-31 because I need to know if MSG is in my food.

mathew stubbs Little Bay,
Australia

2017-01-31 I react badly to MSG and need to know if it is added to any
food I eat

Donna Fingland Australia 2017-01-31 Preservatives are having many negative impacts on people's
health and we need to reduce them dramatically.

Adriana Zschech Australia 2017-01-31 I'm signing this because I'm sick and tired of hidden
additives and perservatives and we have to pay the price
with our kids and our own health.

Fran Silvestro Australia 2017-01-31 I want to know what is in the food I am buying and I have
family members that have msg allergies .

Leanne Richards Jumbunna,
Australia

2017-01-31 It's important for me to be able to check for MSG in my
daughters food

Wendy Koopman Australia 2017-01-31 I want to know what I'm eating & feeding my family!

Dee Chase Australia 2017-01-31 We need to know what is in our food stop hiding this stuff.

Belinda Powell Australia 2017-01-31 My daughter has multiple food allergies and intolerances,
including MSG. Having unlabeled MSG in food is a disaster.

margie Hickey Palermo,
Australia

2017-01-31 Because we NEED to have clear, honest labeling of our food
and food products. People need to know what they are
putting in their bodies (however minuscule the quantity is)
That is the only way people can really look after their health.
FSANZ should be looking after the welfare of the people
NOT siding with the profitability of companies

Diana Adams Auckland, New
Zealand

2017-01-31 I thin that unnatural additives to good are unnecessary and
harmful.

Briallyn Hale Coolum Beach,
Australia

2017-01-31 I am signing this petition because I have the right to know
what is in my food. I have children that react to additives,
including MSG.

Steven Clark Australia 2017-01-31 I have various food intolerances and have been working for
years to refine a diet that allows me to function symptom
free on a day to day basis. Unfortunately I am not the only
one and many others are attempting the same. I am signing
this petition as less transparency and further additives will
have a disastrous effect on myself and others like me. My
concern however is not for myself but for others, those at
the start this journey, those who are effected and are not
aware and those who may not have the luxury of choice like
I do who will all unknownly suffer because of this decision.
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I implore you to reconsider the human cost associated with
your decision.

Lyn Woods Adelaide,
Australia

2017-01-31 I'm all for natural food

Sally Sitters St Agnes,
Australia

2017-01-31 My kids go nutso when they eat stuff like this and it's just
not worth it

Megan Haddon Australia 2017-01-31 I do not support any regulation that allows the inclusion of
such dangerous additives in food. Furthermore, I'd like to
see such additives banned, and completely eliminated from
all food

Amanda Smith Australia 2017-01-31 It will effect my family health. As a consumer I should have
the right to know what's in the food I buy.

Sharyn Fagan Abu Dhabi,
United Arab
Emirates

2017-01-31 Because I find if extremely frustrating that food companies
are aloud to do this. They should be straight up about what
is in our food.

Annmarie Dent Australia 2017-01-31 My partner is highly intolerant to MSG. It affects his asthma
in such a way he needs to be hospitalised.

Diane Nicholls Australia 2017-01-31 This is not right..people suffer from these
additives..Australia stand up and do the right thing..it's not
always about money.

Jacqui Clarke Peregian Beach,
Queensland,
Australia

2017-01-31 Everyone has a right to know what goes into their food.

Jeanette Stein Australia 2017-01-31 We have a right to know what is going into our bodies. Truth
in food is essential.

Madaline Belcher Wellington, New
Zealand

2017-01-31 I want to know what is in the food I buy.

Marina Gurm Mill Park,
Australia

2017-01-31 We have a right to know what's in our food and MSG
shouldn't be there!

Tanya Hornick Australia 2017-01-31 I want to know what's in my food, including how its
processed

Nathalie Teissier Australia 2017-01-31 I 1) Reject A1136 – Protein Glutaminase as a Processing Aid,
a new way of hiding MSG in foods.2) Ask for a regulation to
show the free glutamate content of foods on all ingredients
labels so that such flavour enhancers are in public gaze,
forcing food manufacturers to reduce use.

Deanne Freeman Australia 2017-01-31 My son reacts to MSG as well. We have had to learn how to
guess hidden ingredients of items like onion powder and
numerous other seasonings. It's wrong that anything can be
hidden in another ingredient.
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Sarah Beale Modbury,
Australia

2017-01-31 Additives in food are mostly unnessessary, often harmful
and can be addictive. Additives in everyday foods can
make it harder for families to adopt a whole foods diet
and provide a cheap way for manufacturers to use fillers
and preservatives which reduces the nutritional value in
processed foods. Let's help make it easier for families to
make good choices!

Emily Garratt Australia 2017-01-31 MSG is evil and should be banned in all good

Cathy Wachal Cardinia,
Australia

2017-01-31 We have the right to know what has been added to our food,
so we can choose what we put into our bodies.

Dawn Eagle Melbourne,
Australia

2017-01-31 Please put a stop to using msg

Kathryn Bolton Australia 2017-01-31 Because I have the right to know what's in the food I eat -
always.

Belinda McClurg Coffs Harbour,
New South
Wales, Australia

2017-01-31 I'm allergic to glutamate's and need to avoid them.

Maryanne Ireland Australia 2017-01-31 We should know what we are feeding our families

Donna Pisarek Keperra,
Australia

2017-01-31 Manufacturers need to stop hiding shit in our damn food &
the govt needs to stop allowing them to do it!

Alana Asplet Australia 2017-01-31 The food industry is disgusting with what they are getting
away with.

Kay Groves currimundi,
Queensland,
Australia

2017-01-31 kay Groves

Nancy Peat Australia 2017-01-31 We deserve to know what's in our food! Give us the info to
decide for ourselves. This is not a 'processing agent' it's an
additive plain and simple. Thank you

Shelly Lynch Australia 2017-01-31 We should have the right to know what is going into our
foods!!!! I make a lot of meals from scratch for this very
reason but my kids are too young to make an informed
decision on their own.

Alison Chapman Australia 2017-01-31 I want my food chemical free

Karen Watts Perth, Australia 2017-01-31 Labels should include ALL ingredients....its disgusting to
hide ingredient & be devious especially with the amount of
Allergies!

katherine lang Australia 2017-01-31 Me and my children are sensitive to various foods. Reactions
range from hives to migraines with stomach pains and
bloating too. Its hard enough to control these reactions
now, hiding chemicals that can have serious complications
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for young children is ridiculous and dangerous not to
mention the cost to the medical system.

Angela La Spina Australia 2017-01-31 I am msg and glutamate sensitive as are my children.

Michelle Crees Lilydale,
Australia

2017-01-31 I want to know what's in my food

Lissa McQueen Australia 2017-01-31 Msg effects me and I never want it near my childrenIf it
needs msg it's not real food.

Debra Dee-t Australia 2017-01-31 I am signing because we all have a right to know what is in
our food

Jessie wilks Australia 2017-01-31 I'm highly allergic to msg ####

Debbie Reynolds Melbourne,
Australia

2017-01-31 This is poison Stop poising us

Michelle Booth Burgess Hill,
England, UK

2017-01-31 My son has salicylate intolerance and I know only too well
the importance of accurate food labelling. We should all
know exactly what we are putting in our bodies!!

Liz Katsiotis Australia 2017-01-31 My child has food allergies

Monique Dennis Australia 2017-01-31 We have a right to know what is in the food we eat

Jenny Ren Australia 2017-01-31 I have family with anaphylaxis to msg-please label all foods
it is present in

Rebecca Janetzki Australia 2017-01-31 I've seen first hand the affect MSG and other food additives
can have on a body. We need clearer labeling, not more
hidden chemicals!

Michele FIEBIG Queenstown,
New Zealand

2017-01-31 This product makes some adults and children SERIOUSLY
ILL!

Danyelle Richmond Melbourne,
Victoria,
Australia

2017-01-31 I am all for transparency in labelling... If food manufacturers
didn't have anything to hide, food would be labelled as clear
as day. Until then, my children and I will stick to a whole
food diet which does not rely on labelling for transparency,
and we will know what we are eating

Nicky Tommasini Australia 2017-01-31 Because our family suffer from food intolerances and I am
1. Sick of having things in our food that make people sick or
are known carcinogens and 2. Because I am Sick of having
to contact a manufacturer to find out exactly what is in food
before we can safely consume it. At least if it is openly on the
label we can make our own decision in whether or not we
consume it.

sarah freeman Ridgeway,
Australia

2017-01-31 The science says this can b a significant problem for some
people, so why not declare it????

Mari Mars Townsville,
Australia

2017-01-31 This impacts on me.
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Nerida Beable Lysterfield Sth,
Armed Forces
Americas (except
Canada), US

2017-01-31 We must be told what we are eating, no one wants to fill
themselves with chemicals

Serena Williams Australia 2017-01-31 Because I have an intolerance to food chemicals including
natural ones. This will make my already nightmare of
choosing further into a complete and utter catastrophe

Julie Matthews Fairy Meadow,
New South
Wales, Australia

2017-01-31 If it isn't food and is an additive then you should have to
indicate what is in edible products

Kylie Oneill South Gundagai,
Australia

2017-01-31 We all have the right to know what is in the food we are
buying,especially for people with allergies

Jenny Norman Australia 2017-01-31 Transparent food labelling and ingredients lists are critically
important so that we know what is in our foods. We need to
be able to make informed choices.

Mary Murphy Sai Kung, Hong
Kong

2017-01-31 We should always be able to make an informed choice about
what we put into our bodies.

Kim Harris Grraldine, New
Zealand

2017-01-31 It is wrong to mislead consumers by not having this on the
label

Lindelle Thompson Tindal, Australia 2017-01-31 All food ingredients should be labled for consumers to read

Caroline Towers Australia 2017-01-31 This could be life threatening for some, full disclosure is
imperative!

Linda Steele Oklahoma
City, Victoria,
Australia

2017-01-31 I am anaphylactic and this is seriously dangerous

Kim Druve Chuwar QLD,
Queensland,
Australia

2017-01-31 Processing aids are completely misleading. All 'foods'
utilised in the making of a food product should be included
on the label. MSG can affect people in trace amounts, as
can other additives or 'processing aids'. FSANZ should be
protecting the consumer, not just the food industry.

Cwin Dean Australia 2017-01-31 Why you can't trust ANY label. YIKES..."It will never be shown
on the ingredients label because it will be classified as a
“processing aid”, part of an international food industry trend
to hide the additives which many seek to avoid.""...And the
label may legally say “No MSG” or “No added MSG” or "No
preservatives"."

Tosha Herasemiuk Mornington,
Australia

2017-01-31 My life is worth living without pain! Proper labelling is
mandatory.

Tracy Procter Australia 2017-01-31 I want to choose what I eat. Truth in food labelling!

Tom Abbott Australia 2017-01-31 We have a right to know what we are eating.
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Chris Horswill Lindisfarne,
Tasmania,
Australia

2017-01-31 Family members have severe allergies!

Paula Jorgensen Northcote,
Victoria,
Australia

2017-01-31 Hiding a dangerous additive in food is a violation of our
human rights.

Sophie Griffiths Ashtead,
Australia

2017-01-31 MSG gives me anxiety and I avoid it at all costs. Due to this
and these other awful health impacts, it should be against
the law to put it in any food without the consumer knowing.

julie eggleton gold coast,
Queensland,
Australia

2017-01-31 It is not right for food companies to profit from hiding
information from their customers

Debbie Delmo Australia 2017-01-31 This is disgusting. How can we eat healthy when they are
ruining everything.

corinne johnson Australia 2017-01-31 I cannot believe these arse holes think this would even be
an option! Im allergic to MSG - how can a known allergen be
justifyable to be purposely hidden in food! Disgraceful!

Melita Breen Australia 2017-01-31 If a food product needs a 'processing aid' that is concerning
esp a MSG additive. Labelling should include all ingredients
not matter how small.

Annette Fitzgerald Sydney,
Australia

2017-01-31 MSG causes so many health reactions, it should be clearly
labelled

jennifer todd Australia 2017-01-31 I read every label of food and so much is not properly
declared on packets, there is so much crap added to food
and it is poison to us and it should be banned from even
being added in the first place if it has to be declared then
we can make an informed decision on whether to buy the
product....so sick of reactions from things and then you dont
even know what contributed to it.

Shirley Foulkes uckfield,
England, UK

2017-01-31 I know what these food additives can do to some people.

Julie Williams Australia 2017-01-31 I have food intolerances

Lucy Percy Surrey Hills,
Australia

2017-01-31 Both of our children have anaphylaxis, allergies and
intolerances. Accurate food labelling is essential to our
family so that I can be confident what I am putting in their
vulnerable bodies.

Comissa Fischer Australia 2017-01-31 It's about time there was accountability for companies who
have no moral compass. It's also time Australians were
better informed about th dumping ground that we have
become for the products that Europe and other countries,
even the US reject.
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kate porter brisbane,
Australia

2017-01-31 Our children deserve to know what's in their food!

Kerrie smallwood Birmingham,
England, UK

2017-01-31 I'm signing because I suffer terrible reactions from
consuming MSG. Only 2 weeks ago I was bed ridden for 3
days, suffered asthma attacks, uncomfortable rashes and
continuous sneezing and the most awful issues with my
digestive system.

Beth Curran Australia 2017-01-31 My family and I have food intolerances and it is a constant
battle to find healthy foods that we don't react to. Our lives
are miserable if we eat preservatives, colours and artificial
flavours. PLEASE do not allow this to happen! Our childrens
health and happiness will be at risk.

sarah Williams Australia 2017-01-31 I have a child

Radka Dojcansky Australia 2017-01-31 I am for clean eating!

Karen Millington Floraville,
Australia

2017-01-31 I have family members and lots of friends with food
intolerances which causes them alot of grief and even death
and my daughters girlfriend is highly allergic to MSG! Do not
allow these products to be used.

sophie shepherd Australia 2017-01-31 Fuck off with the poison

Melleah Crunkhorn Brisbane,
Queensland,
Australia

2017-01-31 Transparency in food labelling is essential to understanding
the food we eat.

Niluki Rodrigo Australia 2017-01-31 Consumers deserve to know what's in the food they eat.
Food additives in any form (processing aid or otherwise)
should be declared

Emma Caudwell South frankston,
Australia

2017-01-31 Its so important this isnt allowed to pass. When I have msg I
bloat and my throat starts to close over.

Vivian Rudowski Australia 2017-01-31 MSG has been shown to cause a number of allergic
reactions. People susceptible to these reactions need to
know which foods to avoid.

Melissa Philp Australia 2017-01-31 I have a right to know what food I'm feeding myself and
family

Jessica Donovan Australia 2017-01-31 I want to be clearly informed about what I am feeding my
family

Maureen Reynolds Australia 2017-01-31 Alergies are horrible. My mother suffers with Hives and it is
awful to see her suffering and can have them for 3 days .

Lynn McCardle Australia 2017-01-31 MSG is not necessary. And we need to know everything in
our food not just what the food companies want us to know
about. It is called choice. Let the food companies stand by
their products without hiding anything. If the products are
good enough they need to hide nothing.
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Evan Russell Melbourne,
Australia

2017-01-31 I have food allergies and chronic pain

Eloise Roberts Australia 2017-01-31 Disgusted that labels are too hard to understand putting
our kids at risk especially with numbered foods that make
peopleunwell

Paula Mitchell Australia 2017-01-31 My son is intolerant to glutamates. It causes him to have
significant sleep disturbances.

Cass
Schoenmakers

Australia 2017-01-31 I want to know what is in the food my family and i eat. It
should not be hidden.

Louise Bradley Australia 2017-01-31 I have an MSG intolerance

Corallie Harper Australia 2017-01-31 I have terrible reactions to MSG. No more crap in our foods
pls

kristylee leslie gladstone,
Australia

2017-01-31 Im allergic to MSG!

Margrett Sherwood Christchurch,
New Zealand

2017-01-31 Companies have to be responsible with ingredients in
products and not hide behind clever marketing and
deception.

Monique Phipps Australia 2017-01-31 The effects of MSG can be severe and I don't think this
should be in our food. It is dangerous and irresponsible.

Francene Russell Berowra
Heights,
Australia

2017-01-31 All additives should be listed so the consumer can make an
informed choice.

Rachael Doherty Australia 2017-01-31 My husband is impacted by MSG.

Kate Galvin Australia 2017-01-31 My daughter is anaphylactic to MSG & this will make it
virtually impossible to buy anything off the shelf for her to
eat!

Kay Reeves Australia 2017-01-31 I'm signing because I already have too many 'additive' issues
to deal with as it is without masking another!

Christine Gearing Australia 2017-01-31 The adverse effects of msg are debilitating. Hiding this
ingredient from consumers is deceptive.

Angela Riepsamen Australia 2017-01-31 Some people react badly to msg and msg like food additives,
it signifantly effects their quality of life. These people choose
food without additives, all additives should be clearly labeled
not hidden

Timele Stewart Australia 2017-01-31 My daughter becomes very distressed and emotionally
unstable and unable to concerntratw for a few days after
just 1 serve. Thus effects her family life as well as her
learning at school.

Gai Berry Australia 2017-01-31 MSG effects me and others i know.
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Sheryl Winton Baulkham Hills,
Nebraska, US

2017-01-31 Full disclosure is needed so that we know what we are
choosing to eat.

Kerry Millington Australia 2017-01-31 I know many people, both family and friends (including
myself), with food allergies and sensitivities, some quite
severe and to not be able to tell if these additives are in the
foods we eat can have quite bad consequences.

Janine Roberts Lara, Victoria,
Australia

2017-01-31 I am sick of feeling like crap every time I eat anything not
prepared totally by me.

Shosheena Stone Sydney,
Australia

2017-01-31 It is my right as a consumer to know exactly what is and isn't
in the food I'm consuming and feeding to my family

Rebecca Kilinski Australia 2017-01-31 I have a right to know what I'm eating! I choose to read
labels on processed food; the manufacturers should not be
able to hide any ingredients or 'processing aids' from the
consumer.

kathryn wilson Mount Isa,
Australia

2017-01-31 Food should be food and all of the ingredients need to be
labeled.

Jude Burger Canberra,
Australia

2017-01-31 I am dramatically affected by MSG and it took me decades to
work that out. I lament the loss of my full capabilities during
those years.

Rebekah De la
Cerna

Point Cook,
Australia

2017-01-31 I believe that consumers have the right to chose their
foods based on information that is honest, transparent and
informed.

Kiama Lucas Australia 2017-01-31 I feel this is disgraceful!!!

Megan Levey Australia 2017-01-31 MSG affects all of my family

Freida Meier Brisbane,
Queensland,
Australia

2017-01-31 Food must be clearly marked with every single ingredient.

Nicole Lynch Bundaberg,
Australia

2017-01-31 I know within minutes of eating MSG loaded food my face
turns red is hot to touch and on some occasions it swells
slightly the redness and hot sensation takes hours to
subside and thats after taking medicine and drinking lots of
water. Many restaurants have claimed to be MSG free but
my face has proven otherwise. Im sick of the lies and the
following reactions that take a day or 2 to get over. MSG or
free glutamines should NOT be allowed in food hidden or
otherwise.

annmarie beatty wodonga,
Australia

2017-01-31 It makes me sick...literally and emotionally. That greed
comes before health, the health of our species. Just stop it.

Felicity Roberts Naracoorte,
Australia

2017-01-31 My own children have allergies and we need to know what
they are eating. Food should be real not chemical laiden

Michelle Billings Australia 2017-01-31 My 8 year old daughter reacts severely to all the msg family,
I cannot work out on the labels what too avoid! Due to
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numerous acceptabl wording.. Cut out the dodgy labels and
call it what it is, so my daughter can enjoy her life, not find
out the hard way and be sick for weeks!

Jenni Richards Australia 2017-01-31 MSG should never be sneaked into kids foods or any foods
for that matter. Disgusting.

Rachael Barker Australia 2017-01-31 My son and I both react to MSG. I get migraines, and it
changes my son's behaviour and emotions.

Bob Biddle Australia 2017-01-31 I signed this petition because we all have the right to choose
what we eat. I specifically buy NO MSG listed products
because I know it has bad effects on my family. No more
lies for profit we have a right to know what is in our food by
reading the labels. We want more details on what's added
not less. Wake up FSANZ DO YOU JOB AND STOP SELLING
OUT.

Lowanna Swales Australia 2017-01-31 We all have a right to know what we are eating,using on our
skin.etc.....

Kym Jerome Australia 2017-01-31 This has got to stop. It is costing taxpayers millions

Donna Drew Australia 2017-01-31 Myself and my girls are allergic and NEED to know if it is
present in food so we don't get very sick.

Claerwen Leahy Northcote,
Australia

2017-01-31 Several of my family have reactions with MSG - and it is often
hidden in foods. Sick of it! Literally!

Jess Glabbatz Australia 2017-01-31 Child with severe reactions to preservatives

Melissa Dahtler Australia 2017-01-31 This is completely misleading, dishonest and poses huge
threats to those who MUST (and want) to avoid these toxic
substances in food.Unacceptable

Yvette Muir Australia 2017-01-31 Im a human

Carmel Window Australia 2017-01-31 Signing because hiding msg is not good when you have bad
reaction to it . It should be in bold for everyone to see .

Jayne Lyddiard Brookfield,
Australia

2017-01-31 My child had a reaction after eating Chinese & as there's
no need for them to report if there is msg in the food I
still don't know if that's what he reacted to or not....so
dangerous & scary!

Emily Adair Blacktown,
Australia

2017-01-31 Because it's already hard to avoid msg for both my son and
I are allergic. We don't need it to be hidden and harder to
avoid!

julie Everett Bonnells Bay,
Australia

2017-01-31 MSG is a major problem and it's covered up MSG can hurt
many people and children

Ami B Australia 2017-01-31 I'm signing because......well it's pretty obvious isn't it - this
stuff is poison!!!
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Joanne Foster Drouin West,
Australia

2017-01-31 I am extremely sensative to MSG this is so unfair to so many
people this product needs to be banned not hidden in food

Rachel Virgin Australia 2017-01-31 Food labelling needs to be clear, and always in favour of
informing the consumer. This is horrendous, labelling laws
need to be amended to be as honest as possible. Not to
cover companies shortcuts.

Kathy Matthew TUMBARUMBA,
Australia

2017-01-31 Stop falsifying foods and info!!!Society is getting sicker and
sicker because of profiteers !!!

Lori Phillips New Lambton,
New South
Wales, Australia

2017-01-31 Do not approve this! Do not poison our food and keep it
hidden.

Jill Bonsor Montrose,
Australia

2017-01-31 In a household with many allergies, complete ingredient
lists on foods are essential

Trudy Murray Australia 2017-01-31 We need full disclosure of ALL the ingredients/chemicals
used in food processing, not just the ones that
manufacturers *want* to tell consumers about.

Michelle Potter Australia 2017-01-31 I am allergic to msg it causes me to get migraines vomiting
for 2-3 days after eating I react with in 5-15 min of eating
foods with these chemicals in them .....

Sheryl Newton Tokoroa, New
Zealand

2017-01-31 We have the right to know what's in our food there is
enough corruption in the food industry and hiding GMO and
chemicals as it is.

Sophie O'Brien Australia 2017-01-31 My children suffer an intolerance to additives and
preservatives!We don't need this fake crap in our bodies x

Kate Coleman Australia 2017-01-31 Stop putting rubbish in our food.

Renette Grubb Australia 2017-01-31 If they need to "hide it" we have a problem!!!

Alberta Caruana Australia 2017-01-31 I have an intolerance to MSG. It's such a pain as so much of
our food has added MSG. it's about to get much harder for
me to work out if food contains it.

Suzanne Lucy Australia 2017-01-31 MSG causes me abdo pain. I avoid MSG. If MSG is hidden
in products it will cause me issues. I feel the government
should protect the public by regulating what is in food.
Restrictions and full disclosure of ingredients are essential.

Soo Coughlan Australia 2017-01-31 I do not accept hidden food additives. I expect any and all
product 'treatments' to be disclosed.

mary tommasini Australia 2017-01-31 both my grandsons suffer reactions from certain things in
food. Everything should be clearly and honestly labelled

Sharon Akeroyd Australia 2017-01-31 Because companies are hiding so much about was is in our
food. What's it going to take a death of someone. I really
hope not!
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Veronica Elliott Australia 2017-01-31 MSG causes reactions that I avoid at any cost. By labelling
accurately consumers can chose foods that meet their
needs.

nat french Australia 2017-01-31 Because my friends and family over last 20 years have had
issues. Over last 10 years it has increased. Over last 2 x years
it seems like every I talk to has an issue with Msg

Kristy Payne Kingsley,
Australia

2017-01-31 I don't believe in tampering with our food

Jane Shaw Australia 2017-01-31 I become ill if I ingest msg.

Katherine Hinkley Australia 2017-01-31 I'm signing because we deserve to know what's in our foods

kim-louise turnage Australia 2017-01-31 Im alergic to msg.

Edi Stephenson Vermont,
Australia

2017-01-31 I do not want to have this added to my food and especially
not without my knowledge. This must be stated in the label.

Ross Goddard Australia 2017-01-31 I believe we should know what is in our food. All of it. If
the food industry feels the need to hide it, then it probably
shouldn't put it in there in the first place, but we certainly
need to KNOW it's there.

Alana Drake Australia 2017-01-31 My son has many food intolerances and severely reacts to
glutamates

Leanne McCudden Australia 2017-01-31 Consumers should be able to make informed decisions
about food products. We need clearer labelling.

athena todd Australia 2017-01-31 Have very bad allergies and see effects on children in my
practise

Karen Dods Yackandandah,
Victoria,
Australia

2017-01-31 I want to know what I am putting into my body

Nicole Hoffman Cotton Tree,
Australia

2017-01-31 We have the right to know what's in our food.

Nicole Beck Australia 2017-01-31 This is so obviously wrong. Should be black and white.

Nicole Flaherty Paradise, South
Australia,
Australia

2017-01-31 I get migraines if have too much msg and my son's skin gets
rashes.

Janelle Wallace Australia 2017-01-31 We should know what's in our food!

Annabelle Stanford Australia 2017-01-31 I think consumers have a right to know what is in the food
they are purchasing and consuming and not have allergens
hidden behind the veil of "processing" rather than being
listed as ingredients.
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Cathy Bissett Edge Hill,
Australia

2017-01-31 All ingredients used in a product must be disclosed - simple!

Rochelle Bonney Cairns, Australia 2017-01-31 I want to know if it's in my food or not.

amanda veltri Sydney,
Australia

2017-01-31 We don't want to eat MSG

Tonya Taylor Australia 2017-01-31 I'm tired of getting sick from food because the labelling is
inadequate

Alli Mason Sydney,
Australia

2017-01-31 This is wrong on every level!!!

Rosanne Gearing Middle Park,
Australia

2017-01-31 I want to know what is in my food. I want the label to tell me.
I don't want a 'processing aid' messing with the chemistry of
the otherwise safe ingredients to increase things many of us
need to avoid, without disclosure.

Louise Clark Australia 2017-01-31 All components MUST be shown on labels to protect our
bodies.

Catherine Giltrap Australia 2017-01-31 We need clear food labelling so consumers can choose.

Lydia Taylor Embleton,
Australia

2017-01-31 I'm signing because this is unacceptable! So frustrating
that products contain so many additives, preservatives and
colours and now another hidden nasty!!

Kate Hackett Korora, New
South Wales,
Australia

2017-01-31 Why do we need to add this to our food? Are our bodies not
important? Please don't allow it, once these things go into
our food it's much harder to make manufacturers remove
them. Please listen to the people, not the big compsnies!

Melissa Alagich Australia 2017-01-31 We have the right to know what's in our foods

Jennifer Barclay London,
England, UK

2017-01-31 je signe parce que je veux savoir ce que je manger et si il y
a des produits conservative utiliser dans les produits que je
consume

Jenny Fish Australia 2017-01-31 I and several of my family are sensitive to MSG. Any hidden
way of increasing free glutamates in food is potentially very
harmful and warning should be given on the label.

Karrina Smallman Australia 2017-01-31 We need clearer more defined list of what is in our food

Christine Flood Australia 2017-01-31 I'm signing because I have food intolerances and so do my
grandchildren. We MUST be able to choose what we eat with
safety. Honesty and integrity are needed in labelling.

Teresa Hancock Ngunnawal,
Australia

2017-01-31 I want less additives & preservatives in our foods

Annette Sage Australia 2017-01-31 We should know what's in our food
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Sara Judd Eastwood,
Australia

2017-01-31 We have the right to know what is in our food and make
informed choices

Tricia Collier Bundeena,
Australia

2017-01-31 MSG is awful stuff! My daughter and I react to it. Why do we
need to have it in some many forms and in so many foods?
Without disclosing it there will be potentially life threatening
medical emergencies!! What are these people thinking? We
don't actually need it in our food.

Natalie Robinson Ringwood,
Victoria,
Australia

2017-01-31 My partner gets migraines from MSG so we need to be able
to identify and avoid it!

Melanie Carter Australia 2017-01-31 I want clarity and correct information on what I am eating
and feeding my children.

Nicole Hargreaves Australia 2017-01-31 As a degree-qualified nutritionist I know how important it
is for the public to be able to choose what is in their food
- many of my patients have very severe reactions to free
glutamate in food, caused by 'normal' MSG or by other
processing methods/ingredients that raise glutamate levels.
It's unacceptable that this could be in our foods without
people knowing it.

Natasha
Weatherburn

Canberra,
Australian
Capital Territory,
Australia

2017-01-31 I want to be able to make a fully informed choice about
what food and drinks I consume. Hiding ingredients behind
labelling technicalities is just downright misleading in my
view.

Leigh-Ann Kennedy Australia 2017-01-31 Demand healthy safe foods for our kids

Gen Koitka Australia 2017-01-31 I think there should be transparency in what we are
ingesting. If there's nothing wrong with this ingredient, why
not just list it?

Esther Felice Australia 2017-01-31 I need to know what's in my food! When I consume msg I
feel unwell with headaches and I can't sleep. It upsets me
when it has been hidden and I consume it unknowingly.

Christine Cox Australia 2017-01-31 I have an intolerance to MSG, as does my daughter-in-law
and my brother as well as many other people I know. We
need to be able to purchase and eat foods that are safe for
us all.

Melinda Miller Ivanhoe,
Victoria,
Australia

2017-01-31 My husband has a medically diagnosed allergy to MSG. I
NEED TO BE ABLE TO PROTECT HIM.

Sue Gilkes Australia 2017-01-31 We do not need more additives in our food. Particularly this
one! Makes me ill.

Lisa Thompson Larrakeyah,
Australia

2017-01-31 Those who need or want to avoid certain foods, chemicals,
additives, processing aids etc. should have all of the relevant
information resdily vailable to them on a processed food's
label. There shouldn't be any guesswork if it's going to be
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eaten! As food becomes mire and more complicated, full
disclosure is essential.

Ray Simpson Cloverdale,
Australia

2017-01-31 We need truth in labeling not hidden ingredients..

Danyelle Corben Australia 2017-01-31 I have MSG Allergies and its hard enough for me as it is.By
hiding the names I will suffer so much more.

Leanne Wiggins Australia 2017-01-31 Msg is proven to be bad for you

Rihannon Cook Australia 2017-01-31 I suffer debilitating migraines and vomiting if i consume
msg. It is a horrible thing and i can't eat any chinese,
vietnamese or thai food because they usually add it.

Anna Winter Sydney,
Australia

2017-01-31 This is just to make more money for companies. Not good
for our health

Kirsty Freeman Eaton, Australia 2017-01-31 Because I'm a parent who wants the best for her children!!

Sarah Wilson Quakers Hill,
Australia

2017-01-31 This can't be allowed to continue

Georgina Maika Jamboree
Heights,
Australia

2017-01-31 This is outrageous...we all have a right to know what we are
buying and eating

margrit pulford Australia 2017-01-31 I agree

daleth sobon Osborne Park,
Australia

2017-01-31 disagree with hiding MSG in food ingredients. We have the
right to know what is in the food packaging.

Karina Steenari Australia 2017-01-31 Nothing should be hidden in the food we eat. The reactions
this will cause is damaging.

Chantele Crowley Windradyne,
Australia

2017-01-31 My son will have severe asthma attacks without warning -
this can NOT be passed too many people will suffer or worse
if this becomes reality.

Alison Cassell Australia 2017-01-31 I want complete transparency regarding what is in all foods!

Jacqui Taylor Australia 2017-01-31 Consumers have a right to make informed choices by
ingredient labelling being mandatory

Erica C Hunter, Australia 2017-01-31 Please label foods containing this new enzyme, Protein
Glutaminase, so that people who are sensitive can be
properly informed of the risk of adverse reactions. Thank
you.

Rachel PRUDHAM Beldon, Australia 2017-01-31 I react badly to MSG. Please don't allow this.

Vandra Stenton Australia 2017-01-31 My sister is allergic to MSG!! My children and myself are
sensitive but as yet don't need adrenaline or antihistamines,
our sensitivity could get worse. If MSG is hidden in my
sisters food she will be ill and not know the cause or find out
which product it's in and exclude that. You can't hid peanuts
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in food due to allergies so why can you hide toxic flavour
enhancers that are not even natural or necessary for the
human body!!

Michelle Abbondio Australia 2017-01-31 I'm signing because MSG keeps me up all night and gives
me heart palpitations

lois smythe Courtright,
Canada

2017-01-31 Im so sorry for this child. We must protect our children.

Linda Grimshaw Radcliffe,
England, UK

2017-01-31 It's about time the addition of MSG is stopped it's causing to
many problems that could easily be avoided

Daena Guest Perth, Australia 2017-01-31 I have an allergic reaction to MSG. I get very lll physically.
I already avoid MSG in anything I purchase or eat. If they
start using this I will have to stop eating ALL processed
foods because the reaction of eating it is so bad for me that
I end up sick for days. Every company I currently use would
suffer because I just couldn't justify or trust one company
anymore. Please don't take away my trust in any of these
companies. It has taken me years to find companies I could
trust. Years to know which foods to avoid because I get sick
when I eat them. Please don't do this. Please.

Shane Everingham Singapore,
Australia

2017-01-31 My family members are affected by MSG and other
glutamates. Approving this type of food additive is sneaky,
rude and dangerous!

Joy Bennett Alexandra, New
Zealand

2017-01-31 Msg in food makes me so ill..vomiting etc.It is usually in
Chinese food I find,but I always ask when buying any food.

edith Battrick Dunedin, New
Zealand

2017-01-31 I like to know what is in my food, and then make my choice

Beverly Spiller Australia 2017-01-31 I believe nothing should be in our food that is not shown on
labels or is an unnecessary chemical

Racgel Lepper Auckland, New
Zealand

2017-01-31 Serious matter guys!

Shirley Prescott Australia 2017-01-31 I hate the deception. Real food please

Naomi Mitchell South Yunderup,
Australia

2017-01-31 We have a right to know what is in our foods and this is not
something we should be consuming!

Jamie Wheelahan Australia 2017-01-31 We have a human right to know what is in the food we
consume.

Maro Preece Sydney,
Australia

2017-01-31 I am absolutely disgusted with this. Why do you want to use
a chemical that harms. Start eating some real wholesome
food!!!!

Franca Milillo Australia 2017-01-31 i find it a disgraceful attempt from the "food" industry

Sally Field-Leal Sutton, Australia 2017-01-31 On my dietician supervised challenge with MSG I had
digestive issues and a rash. I like to make informed choices
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when it comes to selecting food. It will be impossible for that
to happen if this goes through.

Natalie Taaffe Australia 2017-01-31 What about the numerous people out there with an allergy
to MSG.

Elaine D'lasselle Vic, Australia 2017-01-31 I want the food me and my family eat to be correctly labeled
so that I can make an informed decision about buying it.

Kym O Earlwood,
Australia

2017-01-31 We have a right to know exactly what is in the food we
choose to purchase

katrina mcdonnell Aldinga Beach,
Australia

2017-01-31 We deserve to know what's in our food. Its our right

Alison Peters Australia 2017-01-31 Keep this chemical out of products.

Mary-Leigh
Scheerhoorn

Gold Coast,
Queensland,
Australia

2017-01-31 I have a glutamine intolerance and it's hard enough
managing free glutamate in unprocessed foods. Hiding it i.e.
not putting it on labels is a nightmare for people with this
issue.

Renee Ludlow Australia 2017-01-31 A completely unneseccary processing aid that is harmful to
our children

Caryn Vincent Australia 2017-01-31 We as society do not need anymore processed foods and
hidden ingredients its about time food standards were
made open and accountable to us the consumer

Marianne Provan Tumut, Australia 2017-01-31 I m sensitive to MSG how deceitful is this new additive

Jess Menere Punchbowl,
Australia

2017-01-31 I dont believe in companies being allowed to hide
ingredients/additives

Melanie Sennett Brisbane,
Australia

2017-01-31 It is wrong to have hidden ingredients that make people so
sick. My daughter is intolerant to MSG and ever since she
started eating food has had many reactions to MSG

Keron lee Australia 2017-01-31 I have had anaphylactic episodes involving msg #600's
additives

Melanie Hart Bexley, Australia 2017-01-31 We need to know what additives are in our food to make the
appropriate choice for our family. It is not acceptable to hide
additives

Naomi Coonan Australia 2017-01-31 Manufacturers need to stop putting things like this into our
food.

Heidi McNabb Australia 2017-01-31 We need to know what's in our food!

Astrid Priest Australia 2017-01-31 My children have MSG intolerance, please don't let it sneak
into food!

Judith field Brisbane,
Australia

2017-01-31 We should know what's in our food etc, people have
allergies to these products, some can be life threatening.
Spread awareness
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Nadine Collins New Norfolk,
Tasmania,
Australia

2017-01-31 People deserve to know exactly what is in the food they eat.

Stacey Kearney Australia 2017-01-31 My children react to msg, and preservatives and we choose
not to eat them. Choose about what we eat is a human right

Margaret Slade Australia 2017-01-31 My son is allergic to MSG. It's ridiculous that we keep
allowing loop holes when it comes to food.

Sarah Eisel Inglewood,
Australia

2017-01-31 It's disgusting what can be done to our food without our
knowledge!

Sandra Tipper Australia 2017-01-31 It's dishonest to deceive people this way hopefully people
will stop buying processed food too avoid it

kym Nelson WRodney, New
Zealand

2017-01-31 As I react to monosodium glutamate and would like to know
if it's in the food / drink that I am ingesting

Sharon McInerney Australia 2017-01-31 I am signing because I am allergic to this and it causes me
to have severe asthma attacks.

Melanie Longmuir Hamilton,
Australia

2017-01-31 Because food production should be transparent; allowing
consumers to make informed decisions!

Anita French Australia 2017-01-31 MSG triggers my asthma. I need to know which food to
avoid.

Jacinta Bartels Australia 2017-01-31 Food should be food. My son is awake for 22 hours straight
if he eats anything with MSG. It's hidden & has so many
names. It's disgusting

Sue Thomson Urangan,
Australia

2017-01-31 I am severely intolerant to glutamates and preservatives.
This would take away the already compromised choices I
have regarding my health and right to eat clean foods.

Katherine Riley Australia 2017-01-31 Food labeling should be completely honest and transparent.

Alison marklew Australia 2017-01-31 I don't agree with the hiding of chemicals in foods that
basically poison us and our children or anyone else.

Janette Fallon Australia 2017-01-31 Exma is a horrible skin disease to have and no specific cure.

Jessica Killeen Melbourne
3130, Victoria,
Australia

2017-01-31 We all have a right to choose what goes into our bodies, and
to protect the health of our families. Correct labelling and
public education is key.

Susan Sheppard Auckland, New
Zealand

2017-01-31 As consumers we should be allowed to decide what
products and what ingredients we feed ourselves and our
families. It is also concerning for individuals with medical
conditions that could suffer health consequences if they
aren't able to make fully informed purchasing decisions on
the ingredients in the food they buy.
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Heather Pascoe Punchbowl,
Australia

2017-01-31 I have grandchildren with allergies, we don't need more
additives in our food. We should be lessening them.

Jenny Parbery Australia 2017-01-31 I have had an asthma attack induced by MSG. Don't they
remember people have died from asthma attacks brought
on by msg?

Lisa Hodson Australia 2017-01-31 This should not be tolerated! Humans should not be
consuming this and if they do it should be their own choice
to do so. Misleading information should not be allowed!

Sharon Palmer Australia 2017-01-31 This is a plan to deceive consumers, and will negatively
impact on the health of people with food chemical
intolerance to glutamates.

Louise Jones Australia 2017-01-31 I strongly oppose this application and plead for
transparency with food labelling for consumers. We avoid
eating any food with added MSG.

Deb Bonanno Australia 2017-01-31 We need to eat real food, not more additives.

Penny Barron Sydney, New
South Wales,
Australia

2017-01-31 Too many toxins are being renamed to hide them in foods
they shouldn't be in in the first place. What's wrong with our
so-called government safety bodies? Oh, of course. They're
like puppets on the strings of whatever corporate interest is
offering them the most in kickbacks...

Amber Wright Australia 2017-01-31 I hate artificial crap.

jennifer sandberg Alstonville,
Australia

2017-01-31 For the benefit of good health this substance should be
banned.

Bernadette Talese Australia 2017-01-31 MSG makes me VERY SICK! Also, I want to know what is in
my food!

Joanne Musgrave Tuggerah, North
Carolina, US

2017-01-31 I get headaches and brain fog when I eat MSG on a regular
basis.

Monique Grzelska Doha, Australia 2017-01-31 This can not be hidden on the ingredients list. This
ingredient gives me heart pains so I need to avoid it at all
costs. Hard to avoid if it is not listed. Why not list it - what
have you got to hide? It's the manufacturing company only
that might lose profits - or is it???

Rebekah Osborne Australia 2017-01-31 Signing petitions isnt my thing but companies being allowed
to use MSG and be allowed to not declare it is wrong, it's
worth making the time to sign this. Our kids deserve to
know what they are eating. Or just avoid packaged foods
altogether.

Leigh Sly Perth, Western
Australia,
Australia

2017-01-31 I have the right to know exactly what I'm consuming!
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Melissa Abbott Mandurah,
Australia

2017-01-31 Unbelievable. Stop adding stuff to food!

Sarah Nisa Australia 2017-01-31 This is extremely concerning

Bronny Lowke Australia 2017-01-31 Let's STOP trying to make everything better. Instead, we
make it toxic. Back to basics and leave food alone.

cristy watts Australia 2017-01-31 I know first hand what it is like to have food intolerances
and there needs to be more respect given to people in
this situation because it is so difficult. DOING THIS IS SO
WRONG!!!!

Susie Steve Australia 2017-01-31 We deserve the right to know what is in our foods

Desiree Van Dijk New Auckland,
Australia

2017-01-31 Food transparency is essential

Janice McConnon Australia 2017-01-31 I am similarly affected when there is MSG in food, the welts
last up to 36 hours will no relief.

Alison Torrens Australia 2017-01-31 I have lots of problems with MSG and free glutamates in
foods

Carol Mathewson Australia 2017-01-31 As a person that reacts to MSG and the other stuff our
greedy multi nationals put in our food to extend shelf life
I want to see the substance banned completely and not
able to be put in our food under any circumstances under
disguised names or just slipped in, our health system suffers
from the effects of these substances and so do we. Say NO
to this request we do not need it.

Sharon Luke Australia 2017-01-31 I want to know when MSG is present in any food available
for purchase in Australia. I want to be able to completely
eliminate MSG and any other additives I do not wish to
consume - the only way to do this is by enforced labelling.

Diana Devine Australia 2017-01-31 We have a right to know what ingredients are in our food. A
"processing aid" is an ingredient and should be labelled as
such.

Jen Kongsai Moss Vale,
Australia

2017-01-31 Australia should lead thexway in safe foods. We should be
able to choose what we feed our children and put in our
own bodies. We should be able to trust that food won't harm
us, and trust ingredient labels.

Peta Keinert Australia 2017-01-31 I avoid all additives in mine and my children's diet due to
a history of cancer, autism , anxiety , depression , brain
fog/ learning difficulties and autoimmune disease. This
is disgusting and SHOULD NOT even be considered as
acceptable food standards !!!!!

Karen Howard Glenning Valley,
Australia

2017-01-31 I am sensitive to MSG so I understand first hand how
frightening Reactions to this are. Such an additive must be
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listed on packaging! Better still ban it from being added in
the first place! #

Melinda Purtill Australia 2017-01-31 - Reject A1136 – Protein Glutaminase as a Processing Aid,
a new way of hiding MSG in foods.- Ask for a regulation to
show the free glutamate content of foods on all ingredients
labels so that such flavour enhancers are in public gaze,
forcing food manufacturers to reduce use.

Kiri Jean Green Australia 2017-01-31 I want to know what's in the food. Everything should be on
the label

Kirsten Archer Australia 2017-02-01 We are allergic to msg

Natasha Collins Melbourne,
Australia

2017-02-01 We have a right to know what we are putting into our
bodies.

Brad Hall Australia 2017-02-01 I believe that all ingredients should be listed, in a clear, plain
English way.

Hamish
Waddington

Hastings, New
Zealand

2017-02-01 I agree with the petition

Clare Smith West Beach,
South Australia,
Australia

2017-02-01 I have an intolerance to MSG and need to know what it is in.

Jackie Clark Karratha,
Australia

2017-02-01 I have allergic reactions to msg and it's important for me to
know what it's in!

Jocelyn Jones Australia 2017-02-01 Since having children I now pay a lot of attention to what's
in our food, but I hate how hard it is find the right info and
how much harder it is for those who are uneducated on the
matter. There needs to be a lot more transparency in these
matters and unsafe products should NOT be available, let
alone hidden in unsuspecting places.

Helen Wood Australia 2017-02-01 MSG makes my heart race, my body restless and my nerves
on edge. Sleep is impossible. The sensations are unbearable
- I choose my foods very carefully for these reasons.

Angela Streck Nsw, Australia 2017-02-01 It is our right to be informed about every ingredient that is
in and used in processing the food we eat. Otherwise our
choice is taken away before we can even make it, which sees
us heading further and further down an unethical path.

naomi philips Gold Coast,
Australia

2017-02-01 I want our children to be able to eat safe and healthy food!

susan stein Capalaba,
Australia

2017-02-01 everyone should know what is in their food!

Roseanne Sorbello Sydney,
Australia

2017-02-01 Coming from someone whose child has been hospitalised
due to msg's in food, I can attest to this being an extremely
dangerous idea.
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Suzanne Cipriano Mount Barker,
Australia

2017-02-01 More additives to make our children sicker? No thanks!

Josephine Holman Bassendean,
Australia

2017-02-01 This shows that the corporate bottom line is more important
than the customer, and that criminal practice is considered
fair play in order to increase market share and profit
margins. Shame on the participants of A1136 (how secretive
is that?) even the applicants do not seem to want to be
identifiable.

Lesley Carlson Australia 2017-02-01 Everybody deserves to know what they are putting in their
bodies.

Karolyn Landat Leichhardt,
Australia

2017-02-01 I get headaches from MSG and always check products to
actively avoid it. This would make it very difficult for me and
others' with similar intolerances.

Adrienne Samuels Chicago, Illinois,
US

2017-02-01 MSG and aspartame like at the root of the obesity epidemic.
They kill brain cells in an area that disrupts the endocrine
system that regulates appetite. Say "no" to this creative way
of hiding MSG. See <a href="http://www.truthinlabeling.org"
rel="nofollow">www.truthinlabeling.org</a> for more
information.

Robyn Scammell Ashburton, New
Zealand

2017-02-01 Correct identification of items in food products is very
important to me and my family because of food allergies ..

Doz McComb Australia 2017-02-01 It's not right to put these additives in foods that affect so
many. I don't want it in the food I eat.

Chantel Torrisi Australia 2017-02-01 I'm signing because fuck MSG!

Elma Van Ruth Australia 2017-02-01 We should know what is put in our food and know what we
will it in our bodies

Shane steve Australia 2017-02-01 why on earth # would we want to keep dangerous
supplements hidden from unsuspecting disasters!!!

alison seymour Australia 2017-02-01 I really believe we shouldnt be eating MSG...especially
unknowingly.

Gill Holder Australia 2017-02-01 How dare they. What's next ? New improved asbestos-

Lynn earth City of
Gold Coast,
Queensland,
Australia

2017-02-01 I - and many other people - suffer many negative effects
from this disgusting chemical that food companies so
uncaringly put in their products - just to make a buck. Get it
out of our food NOW.

Wendy Sestokas Australia 2017-02-01 It's ludicrous in this day and age that anything added to
food is not clearly labeled, including chemicals that are used
to grow food. Does someone have to die before FSANZ takes
action; after all that is what their charter should be about.

Gaya Meewella Australia 2017-02-01 I am highly allergic to processed foods and want to know
exactly what's in my food.
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Marie manidis Australia 2017-02-01 Transparency should be the order of the day.

Jasna Jovinov Australia 2017-02-01 I have really bad, exhausting migraines whenever MSG is in
my food... so, yes! This is the right thing to do!

Andrew Stephens Australia 2017-02-01 I am a chronic migraine sufferer and it is hard enough to
avoid MSG without hiding it from the public.

belinda hansen Wentworth,
Australia

2017-02-01 I am one whose life is made miserable by the actions of MSG
in my body ..and it can be difficult enough to discover in
products, without this new substance.

marion gardner Australia 2017-02-01 I want to know, in detail, what I am eating.

Julie Budar Australia 2017-02-01 I have multiple food sensitivities

Veronica Connery Perth, Australia 2017-02-01 It is important this message goes out to food
manufacturers, stop causing the bad health of your
consumers

Kate hobson Australia 2017-02-01 We need to know what is in our food.

Tracy Nicholls Australia 2017-02-01 I want to know what's in the food I eat.

Janet Mulquiney Australia 2017-02-01 I try avoid added MSG at all costs, it causes me to have an
irregular heartbeat and hallucinations.

Glynis Penrose Cairns, Australia 2017-02-01 I am a grandmother of a 3 month old little boy and I will be
very observant of what he eats no preservatives for him

Sally Mcdermaid Australia 2017-02-01 My son doesn't concentrate after eating MSG. It is
impossible to do homework after consuming MSG

Tanya Heritage Australia 2017-02-01 We need to know what we are eating. There are so many
people with allergies to MSG - think of them!!!!!

Lynette
Wrigley-Brown

Auckland, New
Zealand

2017-02-01 My family and I react to MSG and other food chemicals. We
need any added chemicals to be obvious, not hidden.

Shar Trewben Australia 2017-02-01 Not good

Janine Benness Perth, Australia 2017-02-01 I believe we need to know what we are eating. Classing food
as a processing aid is unfair as I have strong reactions to
food containing glutamates - natural and synthetic.

danielle husband Brisbane,
Queensland,
Australia

2017-02-01 This is wrong

Dawn Thyer Australia 2017-02-01 MSG is not a 'food'. I don't want it in my food. It is
detrimental to the health of humans and animals.

Delwyn Crinis Bulli, New South
Wales, Australia

2017-02-01 Truth in Food labelling is necessary for trust!
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Kim Howlett Australia 2017-02-01 Allergens and chemicals should always be listed, even in
manufacturing

Jeanie Wright Australia 2017-02-01 We deserve total transparency from the food industry with
appropriate labelling laws. We need to control the growing
epidemic of food additive symptom induction and disease
progression and how can we do that if they constantly find
ways to hide these harmful ingredients from our knowledge
of their incusion. Full disclosure should be mandatory!!!

Sharon Maxfield Australia 2017-02-01 I have 98 food intolerances and 2 super sensitivities
and know full well the effects of artificial preservatives,
colourings and flavourings. They should ALL be banned!
There is barely even a need for at least most of them.Cheers
#

Rebecca Naumann Australia 2017-02-01 Multiple people in my family are greatly affected by MSG in
food. If MSG becomes a hidden ingredient we will not be
purchasing any processed food. A name and shame list will
be produced and the companies will just get bad publicity
from this.

Julia Johnstone San Francisco,
California, US

2017-02-01 I want the ability to make informed choices when
buying/eating foods

Cassie Piltz Albury, Australia 2017-02-01 These additives are extremely bad for people both mentally
and physically and there is ablsoultely no reason to have
themin food

Miriam Mathew Australia 2017-02-01 I am signing because all my family members and
several close friends are severely intolerant to all msg
related substances. This can be painful, debilitating and
psychologocally damaging. It should never be disguised or
hidden from consumers.

Jodie Vass` Australia 2017-02-01 The amount of additives and preservatives in our foods is
at a ridiculous and unhealthy level. People are now trying
to make conscious decisions to watch what they're eating
and by hiding more forms of MSG in food will ultimately
lead to more health issues. Our major causes of morbidity
and mortality are lifestyle related - with so much of this
pertaining to food. Keep the crap out of our food and do
not allow money hungry manufacturers and big chain
supermarkets to benefit from this. Make health a priority

June Clarke Alexandra, New
Zealand

2017-02-01 It's causing too many health problems and has done for
years.

Rachelle Liddell Pakenham,
Australia

2017-02-01 I'm signing because we are consumers are entitled to know
what we are consuming especially because of the risk that
this poses to our health and wellbeing.

Nikki taylor Wellington, New
Zealand

2017-02-01 We should know what we are eating and then we will can
make informed choices .
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Monica Lawler Centennial Park,
New South
Wales, Australia

2017-02-01 I am signing due to the fact that I am sensitive to
Glutamates. I also strongly believe consumers should be
aware of the actual real ingredients in foods they purchase.

Daniel Shrimpton Dunedin, New
Zealand

2017-02-01 It is out right to know what is in our food.

Tracey Brown Wyoming,
Australia

2017-02-01 We have enough issues sourcing food my kids can eat
without becoming upset or ill please keep this fromOur food

Justin Vass Australia 2017-02-01 I'm agains food additives

Ruth Sommerville Spalding,
Australia

2017-02-01 My 3yr old son gets hives, diarrhoea, vomiting and asthma
from exposure to MSG and other preservatives. Higher
levels of these in his diet, through hidden additives will have
a significant effect on his health and development.

Gayle Gaffney Australia 2017-02-01 Because i do not want this product hidden. Too dangerous.

Sally Constable Australia 2017-02-01 I want to be able to know what is in my food. I am intolerant
to glutamates, and need to be able to see what is added to
my foods.

Chris Hall Tasman, New
Zealand

2017-02-01 Why are we going backwards as a society? We need to know
what's in our food!

Taryn Davies Campania,
Australia

2017-02-01 Labels can save lives, if the right info is on it.

Rachael U'Brien Australia 2017-02-01 Msg, and most preservatives increase my asthma, eczema
and psoriasis symptoms, if it is not labeled what defence do
I have?

Carolyn Watson Australia 2017-02-01 all our family members including grandchildren react badly
to any form of MSG

Alexis Gazzard Australia 2017-02-01 Children shouldn't have to suffer from anything that's
preventable.

Christelle Pearson Australia 2017-02-01 I am signing because all additives or processing additives
should be labelled so that consumers can make informed
decisions and others like myself can advisor those things
that induce illness.

Amelia Babos Australia 2017-02-01 This could have serious implications for my friends children.
People need to know what they are putting into their bodies

Janine Basha Australia 2017-02-01 I am allergic to MSG with migraine style headaches, swollen
tongue, dry mouth and insomnia. It is essential that I avoid
MSG and similar glutamate derivatives and know that food
with MSG is labelled clearly.

Marilyn Beale Australia 2017-02-01 MSG should be clearly identified on all food labelling due to
health reactions in consumers.
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Jackie Van loo Australia 2017-02-01 Everyone has the right to know what in the food they are
consuming and make there own decision whether to eat it
or not.

MARY-ANN SCOTT RAVENSBOURNE,
Australia

2017-02-01 I want clear labelling for ingredients on all foods to help
make informed choices.

Lindy Hall Australia 2017-02-01 We need to know what is in our food!

Miriam Avery Australia 2017-02-01 My boy can't tolerate msg even in small doses!

val wright Kundabung,
Australia

2017-02-01 this is just so wrong. MSG is a stimulant. It already gets
sneaked in by using its cousins....so its a flavour enhancer
but its so much more. It creates many health issues.Please
stop mucking around with food and playing russian roulette
with peoples health

rob cook Gymea, Australia 2017-02-01 Protect our food - too much rubbish in it

Lisa Crump Australia 2017-02-01 we don't need this rubbish in our food, we don't need it in
our bodies, our children's bodies and we have the right to
know what's in our food. Transparency is needed and every
item needs to be listed so we can make our own choices.

Lynda Squire Schofields, Japan 2017-02-01 It's disgusting that all these additives are allowed in our
food just to make us sick in the long run!

Laura Connors Lake Cathie,
Australia

2017-02-01 Stop messing with our food!!! Yuck, enough.

Bronwyn Pollnitz Parkside,
Australia

2017-02-01 I'm adversely affected by MSG, and I'd hate for others to be
affected without knowing what was causing problems.

Tamara Comarova Australia 2017-02-01 I'm singing because I want my daughter and granddaughter
will be healthy. Thank you

Sarah Ballard Torquay,
England, UK

2017-02-01 It is very disheartening to think what goes on and what is
hidden for all the wrong reasons dressed up as doing good.

Helene Maelich Australia 2017-02-01 People with known sensitivities MUST be given the chance
to avoid. And those that don't know MUST be given the
information to work it out.

Karen Uljarevic Australia 2017-02-01 Hopefully encourage companies to choose ingredients that
don't have such bad side effects.

julie simpson Broadbeach
Waters, Australia

2017-02-01 I'm signing this because it is poison to humans!!!

Diane Pallisier Punchbowl,
Australia

2017-02-01 I have suffered from MSG 621 poisioning for 42 years. Most
restaurants can't tell me if it is added but say probably not.
Inevidebly I end up with rapid heart beat, swollen lips and
toung and can't sleep for hours. Horrid results.
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Patricia Aitkens Australia 2017-02-01 I have family members who react to MSG. Please don't hide
it and cause them to have nasty sore painful skin reactions.

Maria Wheelton Australia 2017-02-01 All food should be listed and msg should be ban not
encouraged further!

Catherine Vincent Australia 2017-02-01 One of my kids reacts badly to MSG, with poor behaviour
and eczema. We need to know all the ingredients in our food
so we can make informed choices about what products we
buy and look after the health of our kids!

kelsey adams Australia 2017-02-01 We have the right to k ow what's in our food !!!

Catherine Keall Yallingup,
Australia

2017-02-01 We are subjected to too many hidden additives as well as
pollutants in the air. I suffer greatly from these. Also with 7
grandchildren I am becoming more aware of the effects of
these things on children's' moods and behaviour.

Tracey Vincze Australia 2017-02-01 I have a right to know what I'm eating

Alisha Evans Tauranga, New
Zealand

2017-02-01 We have a right to know everything that is in the food we
eat.

Julie Milnet Morwell,
Australia

2017-02-01 My grandchildren have allergies and we need to know what
is in our food.

Sarah Chandler North Adelaide,
Australia

2017-02-01 We need to know what is in the food we eat.

Vanessa Watson Australia 2017-02-01 I need to know what's in our food due to our reactions

Michaeli Witney GLENWOOD,
Australia

2017-02-01 We should be informed of potential poison being used in
any part of food processing manufacturing or preparing.
Seriously is this not a basic human right to be treated with
honesty when purchasing any product.

Narelle Adams Australia 2017-02-01 There are a lot of people with severe food allergies and need
to know what they are eating otherwise they suffer severely

sonya boloski Australia 2017-02-01 I have 2 daughters severlye allegeric to 635 a family similar
to MSG. One vomits blood and the other nearly died after
eating KFC approx 12 years ago. If they are concealing MSG
they will conceal 635 also and the others in this range. This
could kill my daughters.

Jonathon Vincent Australia 2017-02-01 People have a right to know exactly what is in the food they
eat.

Debbie Knight Australia 2017-02-01 As a grandmother i have noticed in the last 47 yrs how much
food ingredients has changed. I would hate to think this
happened to any of my grandchildren, let alone anyone
elses.
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Carlie Page Allambie,
Australia

2017-02-01 We can't allow these ingredients o be hidden from
customers particularly when they can cause or contribute to
food allergies and negative physical reactions.

Shae Duggan Warrenheip,
Australia

2017-02-01 We need to know what we are eating! Our health care
system cannot handle this.

Dez Williams Sydney,
Australia

2017-02-01 I'm signing this petition because there are far too many
chemicals added to foods to enhance taste including
colouring and flavouring and preservatives. These are
impacting the health of the Australian population especially
children. These chemicals must be declared on packaging
etc.

Samantha
MacNally

Sydney,
Australia

2017-02-01 This photo is what my son looked like 5 hours after a
Chinese Meal where MSG was used. It terrified me. I thought
he was going to die. Please sign this petition.

Angela
Fitzsimmons

Australia 2017-02-01 Australian food laws need to be much stricter than they are.
You are killing us.

Jenny Graves Canberra,
Australia

2017-02-01 Many of us are sensitive to glutamates (and other additives).
Making it legal to hide them in this way is going to cause us
awful problems.

James MacPherson Australia 2017-02-01 Straight up clear labelling. We pay money for these
products. How hard is it.

Lisa Grund Australia 2017-02-01 I have this reaction to too much MSG. Not nice at all.
Hopefully they can't not list MSG on labels.

allison cowley Australia 2017-02-01 We need to know what's in our food.

Susanne Munro Australia 2017-02-01 My children are MSG sensitive

Amber Weedon Mullumbimby,
Australia

2017-02-01 This NOT ok

Sharyn Hall Australia 2017-02-01 I don't want MSG in any of my food.

Kim Norman Australia 2017-02-01 Because MSG is a neurotoxin and should not be approved
for use in consumable products.

Kylie Spicer Australia 2017-02-01 I am disgusted in the way companies are adding ingredients
to our foods that are affecting our children's ability to focus,
learn and be the best they can be!

Kylie F Australia 2017-02-01 I'm tired of governments allowing these food companies to
put these ingredients in our foods!! Enough is enough, this
has to stop now!!!

Melissa Foo Australia 2017-02-01 Consumers have the right to know and choose what they're
paying hard earned money for. Especially if it affects health
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Nina Ward Adelaide,
Australia

2017-02-01 We all should. This matters.

Paul Corrigan Australia 2017-02-01 Ingredients should be easy to read on food labels.

Kat Jones Adelaide,
Australia

2017-02-01 I experience adverse reactions to MSG and should have
INFORMED choice as to its presence in foods.

Helen Thomson Australia 2017-02-01 There is too much unnecessary stuff added to our foods
that ruinibg our gut flora and immune systems affecting
children's health and wellbeing outcomes. Needs to stop

Karen Gillespie Mount Light,
Australia

2017-02-01 We should just eat food, not chemicals.

amy brandolini Australia 2017-02-01 We need laws in place to do with labels and ingredients
because if we, the consumer are deceived about the
imgriends, then we lose the power of supply and demand,
and how our choice of product is our influence on the whole
industry. If we don't have that, we have no power of it.

ALyce budz Australia 2017-02-01 I'm signing because I'm an asthmatic who is sensitive to
msg & food additives

bernadine carroll Brisbane,
Australia

2017-02-01 we have a right to know what we are eating.

Effie Tsitsis Australia 2017-02-01 I have a right to knit what im consuming

Joan O'Brien Nimbin,
Australia

2017-02-01 Why hide an ingredient, especially one that can cause an
adverse reaction?

susan OSBORNE Australia 2017-02-01 I feel strongly about additives etc being disguised in food
etc. and the damage it can cause to people with allergies.

Rhiannon Williams Australia 2017-02-01 I am severely allergic to MSG I understand the implications
of hiding such enhancers in foods. The increase in
preservatives and additives in foods is unnecessary and
sadly too common in foods these days!!!

Geoff Dean Australia 2017-02-01 MSG free and truth in labeling please.

Melodie Tickner Sydney,
Australia

2017-02-01 We need to be informed as to what is in the food we buy.
There is no need for secrecy in this day & age of food
sensitivity & intolerances.

Sarah Aldridge Australia 2017-02-01 We NEED to know what is in our food - why can't we have
food without additives?

Alfiah Blond ST.JAMES,
Australia

2017-02-01 We need honest food labelling so we can track what is
making us sick and stay clear of it.

Helen McKenna Melbourne,
Australia

2017-02-01 Because this marketing of MSG and other similar products is
underhand and dangerous to our health.
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Danielle Dyjak Australia 2017-02-01 Msg must be labeled

christiane jones Australia 2017-02-01 im signing because i have kids and this is just not fair with
them!

Liz Grace Tweed Heads,
Australia

2017-02-01 I suffer from urticaria (hives) from additives including MSG. I
should have a right to know if it is in my food. Without clear
label let my right to choose and have control if my health is
taken away!

Svea Spicer Darwell, Canada 2017-02-01 MSG ALSO COME IN NATURAL FORM, AND THEREFORE
WHEN FOOD IS LISTED AS MSG-FREE, THEY ONLY TALK
ABOUT THE SYNTHETIC TYPE. DON'T BE FOOLED!

Deborah Saffir Australia 2017-02-01 All additives need to be fully declared

Jackie Wright Tauranga, New
Zealand

2017-02-01 We don't won't msg in our food

Michelle Wratten Auckland, New
Zealand

2017-02-01 My daughter has a skin disease which flares up when she
has MSG in her diet. We have successfully avoided MSG for a
couple of years but if this change comes in I won't be able to
monitor her diet anymore.

Tania Krawczynski Australia 2017-02-01 I want better choices for my kids

Lee-Anne McCall Auckland, New
Zealand

2017-02-01 I like to eat food that's safe and already so many processed
foods are masquerading as food

Lauren Jacobs Australia 2017-02-01 I'm signing because I care about what I and my family eat.
We try really hard to avoid shit stuff in our food. This will just
make it harder!!

Mairi Winstanley Ohaupo, New
Zealand

2017-02-01 Consumers should have the right to know exactly everything
in the food they purchase.

Natalie
Papaioannou

Kilburn,
Australia

2017-02-01 We deserve truth on label! We deserve the CHOICE about
what we put in OUR bodies! I will not allow a food company
or government to make that decision for me! This is the life
of mine and MY CHILDREN and Noone else gets to mess
around with that!!! I

Helen Hudson Sydney,
Australia

2017-02-01 msg is quite toxic to some people so they must avoid it

Philippa Hodges Melbourne,
Australia

2017-02-01 Its so important for us to know what we are putting into
and on our bodies. Its scary to think something like msg
could be hidden. Cleary if they want to hide it they know
how dangerous it is!

Lyn Bridge Australia 2017-02-01 Many people have reactions to MSG therefore all products
must have all the ingredients on the labels. We need to be
able to trust the manufacturers.
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Cass Smith Chiswick,
Australia

2017-02-01 Chemicals should not be in food. they are slowly hurting our
health and stopping us from being our best.

Maria Ringsparr Flagstaff Hill, SA,
Australia

2017-02-01 We really shouldn't be having this discussion to start with.

Mark Massey Australia 2017-02-01 adding MSG to food and not being up front about it is
wrong.

Kathryn Dean Australia 2017-02-01 Hiding additives in food will be very dangerous for sensitive
people.

Jane Ryrie Australia 2017-02-01 Nothing should be hidden in our food.

Susan Bragg Australia 2017-02-01 Protecting public safety as so many people react to additives

Alicia Snowdon Australia 2017-02-01 This is poison to humans, I should maintain my right to
choose not to purchase a product that contains msg!!

Bonnie Jeffs Australia 2017-02-01 I want to know what is in a product when I am making
purchasing decisions.

MARYANNE VELLA Australia 2017-02-01 Im signing because I have allergic reactions to MSG so I
avoid it !!

T Donald Gawler, Australia 2017-02-01 I don't like what msg does to us. It's nasty stuff.

Robyn Bragg Cairns, Australia 2017-02-01 Sick and tired of companies doing what they want when it
comes to ingredients and additive hiding

Jessica Maley Sydney,
Australia

2017-02-01 I don't believe this a fair to the consumer! Especially those of
use who need to be careful of what we eat because of food
intolerances and severe reactions to MSG.

Kim Martini Australia 2017-02-01 It is disgusting the way food companies treat consumers
like idiots and believe they can put whatever they like into
food without our knowledge. There should be more food
ingredient listing not less.

Carly Mills Pukekohe, New
Zealand

2017-02-01 My child has severe food intolerance and food labels make
life much harder than it should be as things are either not
listed ir alternative names are used. Msg is a huge issue with
us. Everything needs to be labelled, as its the health of our
children. Be honest what you put in your food. Label it

Pamela Wood Australia 2017-02-01 I am signing because I have a reaction to lots of food.

Kirsty Van
Noordenburg

Australia 2017-02-01 There is too much shit put in our food. Things should be
natural not manufactured and mucked around with!!!!!

Wendy Anderson Australia 2017-02-01 I'm highly allergic to monosodium glutamate and other free
glutamates. I suffered many years of severe and debilitating
migraine headaches before I discovered that MSG was
causing them. I now read every label carefully before buying
or consuming. It's extremely difficult for me to eat out at
restaurants or even friends places. Take away is out for me,
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even take away sandwiches. My life and especially my social
life has been made very difficult with this allergy, and any
new regulations or laws that allow MSG to be hidden even
more will make my life even more difficult. People who are
not allergic to MSG have no idea that it is already in most
processed foods, so cafes, takeaways and even hospitals are
serving it and have no idea what is in their food. Please don't
allow approval to A1136 regarding this additive.

Jane Moore Australia 2017-02-01 Please take notice of people's experiences and the science.

Maree Reus Australia 2017-02-01 My son has a bad reaction when I eat msg. It can obviously
cause damage as he was affected hugely though breast
milk.

Andrew Wardle Wareemba,
Australia

2017-02-01 I suffer from Food and Chemical Intolerance. My mother
died from bowel cancer probably from non diagnoses of
tolerances in her day

Vikki Brooke Australia 2017-02-01 We have a right to know what is in our food, and have the
information available to us, to enable us to make informed
decisions

Tony Buchanan Dunedin, New
Zealand

2017-02-01 I am against this type of technology that is misleading when
a consumer is checking what an item contains

Tina Tsolos Australia 2017-02-01 Ultimately this is unethical if we won't know that this
ingredient is in the product we are buying. There are already
too many additives in our foods causing numerous health
problems. Why add more?

Johanna Hansen Wanaka, New
Zealand

2017-02-01 My

Stephen Bruce Australia 2017-02-01 I have a daughter who has food intolerance and has
suffered skin reactions since a baby. Also, consumers have a
right to know what is in their food!

Dorian Peters Australia 2017-02-01 It's not fair to our children.

Sheree Lydon Australia 2017-02-01 My daughter also looks like this when she has any hidden
msg, we obviously don't buy anything with it listed either!

anne williamson Sydney, New
South Wales,
Australia

2017-02-01 The damage msg can do to humans. Should be totally
banned

Janelle Thorne Australia 2017-02-01 My family suffers from reactions to some food additives. In
particular, MSG and flavour enhancers trigger migraines for
my husband and daughter. The food industry should NOT
be allowed to use an ingredient unless it is recorded on the
label.

Pamela Jones Australia 2017-02-01 Excess glutamates cause me to suffer nightmares,
sleeplessness, and high levels of joint pain. I have to avoid
natural sources as well as added glutamates and then I have
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little pain and sleep well. Please don't hide what you put in
your foodstuffs.

David Blake Australia 2017-02-01 I'm signing this because my daughter has a bad reaction to
MSG and many other chemicals that food companies like to
destroy our food with, why we on earth these companies
feel that it is necessary to feed us little more than a chemical
composition resembling food rather than food itself is
beyond me. Maybe instead of hiding these additives so that
we don't know they are there and will buy their products
poisoning us at the same time they could do something
revolutionary and leave them out all together

D'anah Wallace Encounter Bay,
Australia

2017-02-01 It is SO hard to stay healthy when food is compromised with
substances that are deleterious to our wellbeing!

Christine Martins Australia 2017-02-01 It is vital people know what is in their food

Anna Wade Australia 2017-02-01 We need to protect our health and especially the health of
our children. The government isn't

Bev Jennings Tarragindi,
Australia

2017-02-01 I need to know what is in my food, as I have severe allergies
to 12 foods, and intolerant to many others!

Emma Gordon Adelaide,
Australia

2017-02-01 I and friends have severe reactions to msg - this could be
potentially life threatening and life limiting if consumed.

Michele Dougherty Mountain Creek,
Queensland,
Australia

2017-02-01 We already have way too much poison in our food - NO
MORE

Naomi Monk Australia 2017-02-01 ALL INGREDIENTS need to be listed for consumers. If you
need to hide it maybe it shouldn't be in there!

Eileen Eade Australia 2017-02-01 It has got to stop.

Petamarie
Mathews

Trafalgar,
Victoria,
Australia

2017-02-01 People are allergic to msg and additives. We need to be
able to read lables and trust that they have everything in
the food listed. I don't see why companies need to hide the
ingredients of their product.

Jenny Lewis Australia 2017-02-01 I think we have the right to know what is in our food and to
choose not to be poisoned

Glenn Martin Brisbane,
Australia

2017-02-01 We should know what is in our foods and be able to make
informed choices about what we eat.

Sara Lempochner Australia 2017-02-01 It should be law that every single ingredient is listed, no
matter how small a percentage. We have a right to know
exactly what we are purchasing and consuming. This system
is getting beyond ridiculous! How sad for our future :(

Ellen Preston Australia 2017-02-01 I'm signing because I don't like MSG in my food, it leaves a
yukky salty feeling in my mouth. M saying no to MSG
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Rebecca Fairleigh Australia 2017-02-01 There are many people who are allergic to MSG it should be
lusted not matter how small the amount

Sheryl Robertson Condon,
Australia

2017-02-01 a majority of people i know are now effected by these
food additives and their children are also suffering. The
symptoms lead to severe behavioural issues and the flow on
effects school, home and the community. PLEASE STOP IT!!!!

elizabeth holmes Dunedin, New
Zealand

2017-02-02 There are too many people on medication for food allergies
which has to be addressed. Politicians won't act unless put
under pressure to do so, even though they probably have
family members with allergies. It affects everybody.

Samantha Curnow Karrinyup,
Australia

2017-02-02 Stop poisoning us through our food supply!

Julie McNally Brunswick
Heads, Australia

2017-02-02 Signed

Lynn Skurka Australia 2017-02-02 I'm sighning because I know (from personal experience)
how debilitating a reaction to food can be

Greg Balding Kambah,
Australia

2017-02-02 I'm signing this because I don't believe any additives should
be hidden as we need to know whats been added to our
food so we can make an informed choice.

Lea Schofield Australia 2017-02-02 I have food allergies and so do members of my immediate
family and their families. We need to ensure our children are
kept safe

Carole Pendergast Australia 2017-02-02 I have unpleasant and harmful reactions to some processed
foods.I am unable to identify the cause. As a result I avoid
processed foods as much as possible. It is in the interests
of food manufacturers to disclose any ingredients that
may cause harm, otherwise an increasing number of the
community will be forced to avoid all processed foods.

Kerry Neilson Evanston
Gardens, South
Australia,
Australia

2017-02-02 # STOP poisoning our food and covering it up.! enough is
enough it's time to stand up and take action as a whole...

Mary Sheather Australia 2017-02-02 I have mant allergies & intolerances & cannot understand
how MSG can be allowed in our foods

Laicon Knight Australia 2017-02-02 We have the RIGHT TO KNOW AND CHOOSE what we put in
our bodies and what we feed our kids!!!!!!

Julie Schulz Australia 2017-02-02 My son reacts to MSG.

Teresa Vale Australia 2017-02-02 My son reacts to MSG and other colours and preservatives
in food and I want to know that I can easily read the
ingredients list WITHOUT being misled.

Dori Livingstone Australia 2017-02-02 MSG and it's many "friends" have caused havoc for me my
whole life...since doing the elimination diet and learning
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about all the different ways it can be hidden in food I have
eliminated most of my migraines/headaches...I still get
caught out ocassionally though if I buy something that
has free gulatamtes hidden under a different label...As a
Mum of a large family I cannot afford to be out of action
with a migraine so I need to be able to make a quick,
informed decision when I am shopping and not get caught
out by hidden or newly named versions of MSG/free
glutamates...Thankyou for taking the time to listen :)Kind
Regards, Dori

Mary Brehe Sydney,
Australia

2017-02-02 I have food sensitivities and have the right to know when
someone is adding this to make their product taste better.
Use better ingredients! Not MSG!

Audrey Hart Australia 2017-02-02 I am tired of our foods being abused without the publics
consent.

Jodie Watt Toowoomba,
Australia

2017-02-02 We have a right to know every ingredient that is in the food
we purchase and consume.

Steve Brown Australia 2017-02-02 It's wrong

Leanne Martin Gosford,
Australia

2017-02-02 I'm signing, not because I have food allergies, but because
every single one of us has the right to know exactly what
food companies are putting in our mouths.

Leonie Rowe Australia 2017-02-02 I have a severe allergic reaction to MSG. So if you let food
processors use it in any form I suffer. Will you pay my
medical bills or be responsible for my life if I ingest this thru
no fault of my own??

Hannah Flack Australia 2017-02-02 I want to protect my families health

Rowena Headlam Howrah,
Australia

2017-02-02 I'm signing because I have reactions to MSG and need to
know when it's in a product I'm buying.

Peter Henley Australia 2017-02-02 MSG affects me personally

Megan Chong Evandale,
Australia

2017-02-02 People need to know what additives are present in food,
whatever stage of the production process it is applied. And
too many people are sensitive to MSG to conceal it.

Judith Sommerville Australia 2017-02-02 My Grandson is severely affected by preservatives, including
MSG so every bit of food that I purchase is scrutinised. If it
is not going to be obvious on packaging, this will cause my
Grandson to be severely ill resulting in sleep deprivation
hence his long term health. Please do not allow this to
happen.

Jennifer Hurst Australia 2017-02-02 1: I know people who could have adverse reactions to
increased free glutamats.2: and MOST IMPORTANTI strongly
believe manufactures should tell the truth, and not try to be
tricky. It's time for open honest marketing.
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Natalie Kilpatrick Australia 2017-02-02 I have an allergic reaction to it and need to know if it's
present

Rudi Bartl Australia 2017-02-02 I don't think we need this added to our food supply

Jacinta Rawlinson Perth, Australia 2017-02-02 It's a fundamental right and a medical necessity to know
what you are eating!

Kate Beardsley Australia 2017-02-02 I believe everything used in the processing of foods
should be listed as an ingredient so consumers can make
choices based on their individual needs. I have a son who is
anaphylactic to sulphites and we have been caught before
by fruit/vege sprayed with a new fungicide. Everything
needs to be on a label, not just the end ingredients.

Chelsea Boisvert Australia 2017-02-02 This makes me angry, how can this possibly be approved. I
have every right to know what I am eating.

Anne Connor Australia 2017-02-02 This important issue needs everyone's support.

Margaret Archer Australia 2017-02-02 I have had reactions to msg and it should not be in our food.

andrea pearce oceanshores,
Australia

2017-02-02 Msg is not supposed to be in foodIt makes people ill

Penelope Wardle Australia 2017-02-02 I have food intolerences and I require EVERYTHING added to
the product to be listed NO EXCEPTIONS!

Rosario Fedele Australia 2017-02-02 Its all these hidden chemicals that are making everyone
ill.The pharmaceutical companies make them and then sell
us the antidote in the form of more chemicals.It doesn't take
a generous to work that out..

Leanne Gott Perth, Australia 2017-02-02 It is hard enough trying to work out which products don't
have nasties in them without them being hidden.

Angie Fassina Australia 2017-02-02 Don't want the msg additives hidden

Robbert plink Australia 2017-02-02 We are all within our rights when we expect that the foods
we purchase in good faith are what is described on the
package. I know that hiding adit Ives has become an art and
it should be stopped now.

LYN murray Brisbane,
Australia

2017-02-02 Why isn't the govt doing its job and that is to protect its
people.

Peter Vincent Australia 2017-02-02 We don't need hidden ingredients and processes.

Krystle Dooley Australia 2017-02-02 this is wrong and dishonest

Amy Anderson Bovell, Australia 2017-02-02 My God im so sick of Big Food manufactures getting away
with poisoning us! Time you all stand up and say big fat NO!
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Mike Jackson Busselton,
Australia

2017-02-02 I want my food to be untainted by chemicals.
Ever wonder why there is so much cancer
around?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????

erica vernon jan juc, Victoria,
Australia

2017-02-02 Ban MSG!

Melody Francia Australia 2017-02-02 Allowing the sneaking of additives into our foods makes
authorities complicit with food industry liars and just as
liable when something goes wrong. Disgraceful sellout of
the quality of Australian produce.

Eric Sommerville Australia 2017-02-02 I have family members who are allergic to some food
additives

Jacqui Sheppard Australia 2017-02-02 Too many people are suffering side effects due to hidden
ingredients. I also have experienced the headaches from
msg.

Mascha van den
Biezenbos

Australia 2017-02-02 I'm all for honest and healthy food and have two kids and
myself with food intolorances.

Elaine McDonald Australia 2017-02-02 I'm signing because I feel strongly that added chemicals
have no place in food, and certainly hidden chemicals are
dangerous for many people, including some in my family

Kirsten Croser Australia 2017-02-02 Everyone should be able to choose what foods they
consume especially for the sake of children still developing
- the idea of hiding such additives in otherwise healthy food
is unconscionable and should not be considered at all in the
interests of FDA responsibility to the public and its duty of
care in regard to correct information labelling.

Sally Cattell Lillian Rock,
Australia

2017-02-02 People have the right to know what they are eating

Alison Mcdonald Carlton North,
Australia

2017-02-02 not gluten free

Jo Myles Australia 2017-02-02 If it is in food it must be listed, with no exceptions. If they
can not list it then leave it out. Simple.

Mona Thorpe Australia 2017-02-02 I'm signing because I have a child with severe food allergies,
including glutamates and other preservatives. We need
transparent, honest food labelling to safeguard the health of
our children.

Sharon Dunbar Australia 2017-02-02 I'm signing this petition because I am very sensitive to
numerous food additives. They make me and my children
very sick. We should be informed which additives have been
added to the food and drink we buy.

Anna Cameron Wanaka, New
Zealand

2017-02-02 I react to this food, and believe it's not fit for human
consumption. It should not be hidden, people must know
what they are eating if they are to be well
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Kylie Hobbs Flagstaff Hill,
Australia

2017-02-02 It is wrong to disguise ingredients that can cause severe
reactions.

Kathy Holst Australia 2017-02-02 I don't believe we need more manufacturing chemical
additions to our food. Also we need transparency in labelling
so that the public is aware of the ingredients

Craig Holmes Dunedin, New
Zealand

2017-02-02 It's not unreasonable to ask what constitutes the make up of
the food one is consuming and that it be declared on a label
attached to that food.

Kirsty Pendragon Gold Coast,
Australia

2017-02-02 Please enough with these additives. This will lead to tradegy,
it's only a matter of time.

Annie Murray Australia 2017-02-02 It is wrong to deceive people. All actions regarding the
health of people should be transparent. The less our food is
processed the healthier we will all be.

Fiona Perry Australia 2017-02-02 Concerned about the harmful effects of MSG and its
widespread use in processed foods

Sherilyn Holloway Australia 2017-02-02 Why wouldnt i?? its disgusting what is being allowed!!

Terrianne
McDonald

Australia 2017-02-02 Consumers have the right to know what is in their food

Rachel Stone Mullumbimby,
Australia

2017-02-02 MSG has caused me excruciating pain in the form of severe
migraines and also irregular heartbeat and panic attacks.
People have a right to know – and choose – what they eat.
Why lie? Do the right thing, food manufacturers!

Susan Blackburn Adelaide,
Australia

2017-02-02 I don't want to see my grand children have this happen to
them, or any other poor little bubbles,,,,,

Deborah Yetts Australia 2017-02-02 My sister is highly allergic to MSG and an attack is
frightening and upsetting to witness.

Erin Porter Australia 2017-02-02 As the consumer we have a right to know what goes into a
product. We deserve to know what ingredients have been
used. If MSG is in our food it should be clearly labelled just
like any other ingredient so that we may make our own
informed choice as to whether or not we choose to ingest
this poison.

Bev Steeden Australia 2017-02-02 Enough is enough. Real food honest labelling needed in
Australia

Aimee Goode Australia 2017-02-02 For a friend!

Ally Sun Launceston,
Australia

2017-02-02 Glutamate also allows cancer to energise in the absence of
sugar! Get rid of it!!!!!

Rik Jurcevic Rosebery,
Australia

2017-02-02 Much as I like MSG which is abundant in Truffles, Tomatoes
and some of my fave foods, it makes me very ill. I want more



Name Location Date Comment

information not less on labels so that people can make safe
informed choices.

Nikki Ma Australia 2017-02-02 Family health side effects of msg

kerry sharkey Melbourne,
Australia

2017-02-02 We need all our food ingredients clearly labeled to ensure
we can make educated choices for our selves and our
families. Thank you

Tonia Christoffel Australia 2017-02-02 Im signing this because I have suffered from reactions to
MSG in the past and my children are sensitive to this.

Emily Negus Australia 2017-02-02 MSG is poison to our bodies!!

Michelle Freund Speers Point,
Australia

2017-02-02 I am highly allergic to MSG (not just sensitive) and have no
choice but to rely on accurate, honest and thorough food
labelling. Should I consume food containing MSG I face a
very real risk of death.

Amanda Pahl Mudgee,
Australia

2017-02-02 Reject the application for "Protein Glutaminase" to be added
to foods without people's knowledge or consent. Everyone
has a right to know what they are going to consume.

Dimi Faraonio Australia 2017-02-02 I care about what I eat & what my children eat!

Judith Dawes North Ryde,
Australia

2017-02-02 we need to maintain detailed labels of foods for the sake of
people who suffer from food intolerance (such as myself and
several members of my family)

Jackie Ramsay Australia 2017-02-02 It is wrong, we don't need this in our food.

JulieAnne Bingham Australia 2017-02-02 We should be able to know what is in our foods especially
people with food intolerances .

Marsha Emerman Eugene,
Australia

2017-02-02 I'm one of the many people who suffer severe adverse
reactions to MSG. It must be clearly labelled!

Margaret Modra Aberfoyle Park,
Australia

2017-02-02 Food outlets need to be honest with what is in their
products, so that potential customers know whether or not
food will be safe for them to eat.

Naomi Ryan Australia 2017-02-02 I myself, and 2 of my children suffer with food intolerances
and allergies and MSG are included in this.

candeda
wickham-hurd

London,
England, UK

2017-02-02 We have a right to know exactly what we are eating.MSG Is
unhealthy.

Opeia Stefanovic Australia 2017-02-02 I know so many people that are so highly sensitive to the
absolute chemical rubbish legally permitted in food, with
horrendous consequences. If this new additive is permitted,
it absolutely must be declared on the label of the product.

Donna Rose Australia 2017-02-02 We all have a right to know what we are eating

charlène
bielaszewski

France 2017-02-02 I'm allergic to msg
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Jenni Hansen Australia 2017-02-02 My sister has a serious allergy to MSG

stephanie fuller Melbourne,
Australia

2017-02-02 I have friends whose children sometimes get very sick due
to MSG in foods, this has been diagnosed by doctors looking
for specific allergies, this has not been a google diagnosis in
either case. Please label foods to make food shopping easier
for parents.

George Baumann Balmain NSW,
Australia

2017-02-02 The long term effects of GM foods on the human body is far
from having been adequately studied.

Danielle Cope Australia 2017-02-02 I have ceoliac disease and I can't tell you how much this
means to people with allergies !! Can save lives and save
money on healthcare if people really understand what they
are eating!

Lena Reeves Australia 2017-02-02 I have enough allergies already ,without adding more!

kay mason Australia 2017-02-02 i don't like MSG - not a drastic reaction; but I HATE the
thought of ingredients being disguised, hidden, re- (or
deliberately mis-) named.

Jann Hulme Australia 2017-02-02 I couldn't put it any better than the first message. We all
need to know what's in our food!

Barbara Gurner Australia 2017-02-02 Stop poisoning us all. FFS.

Hettie Sanderson Middelburg,
South Africa

2017-02-02 How dare you feed your citizens poison and still call yourself
a leader??? Poor excuse for a human you are!!!

Claudia Cepin Northcote,
Australia

2017-02-02 I am signing because I want to know what is in my food and
in my children's food. Msg is bad for you and I want to be
given the choice to know what is in the food. I want to know
it on the label.

Melanie Mayer Punchbowl,
Australia

2017-02-02 I am signing because additives, preservatives and colors are
making my son and myself sick and if manufacturers want
me to keep buying their product, I want to know what is in it.
Otherwise there will always be the vegetable garden in my
backyard.

Naomi Baines Australia 2017-02-02 I suffer terrible reactions to MSG

Phyllis Menos Melbourne,
Victoria,
Australia

2017-02-02 This is unacceptable, a risk to public health.

Kerry Upham Aspendale,
Australia

2017-02-02 This is something we have a right to know. Label what is in
products so we can make educated decisions.

Alberto Fiorito San Salvador de
Jujuy, Argentina

2017-02-02 It´s fair
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Katrina Harrison Beecroft,
Australia

2017-02-02 Allergic to msg and this would result in allergic reactions
that would cause unexpected reactions resulting in severe
chest pain

Janet Andersen Australia 2017-02-02 So many people are allergic to these additives. I am one of
them, and have a severe asthmatic reaction that requires
urgent hospitalisation to keep me alive.

Victoria Whitelock Perth, Australia 2017-02-02 I also had a bad experience with MSG!

Aveline Wilkinson Australia 2017-02-02 Everyone has the right to know what's in our food. We
shouldn't need a degree to read labels and figure out
numbers.

Robert Charlton Australia 2017-02-02 I do not want to be poisoned by deviousness.

Josephine Stewart Auckland, New
Zealand

2017-02-02 It is poison and a basic human right is that we should be
advised if a product is dangerously harmful to us. At the very
least it should be compulsory for it to be clearly stated in the
good label that it contains MSG

Krista Petrauskas Berowra,
Australia

2017-02-02 Food labelling is crucial - for diabetics, allergy sufferers,
Crohn's disease and the obese trying to lose weight.Not
labelling food diligently could cause untold harm to people
who depend on accurate labels for their health

Shannon Booth Australia 2017-02-02 Labelling needs to be clear. Too many react and if reasons
are unclear then it cannot be traced.

Sue Whittle Bangalow,
Australia

2017-02-02 Hiding a known toxin in this way is stupid and dangerous
and shows a low level of concern for human health.

beth Baillie Australia 2017-02-02 We should all have the right to an informed choice.

Wendy Bryan Kew, Australia 2017-02-02 This is reprehensible, irresponsible and completely unfair.
People have a right to know exactly what they're consuming
and it should be 'clearly' stated on the label.

Paula Matthews Australia 2017-02-02 My sister suffers terrible attacks from MSG hidden in foods,
that have not alerted users, it is in their product.

Avril MacBain Australia 2017-02-02 I am one of the many people who cannot tolerate MSG
so I am horrified to read that approval is being sought
by manufacturers of various foodstuffs to use Protein
Glutaminase as a "processing aid". This is bad enough but to
not have this ingredient listed on the label of ingredients, is
alarming. FSANZ please do not approve this. The health of
so many consumers is at risk if you do.

Stuart Bell Farrer, Australia 2017-02-02 We should be improving our standards in terms of letting
consumers know exactly what's in our food not hiding this
information. Reducing visibility could potentially lead to life
threatening situations.
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Alan Burke M Ponds,
Australia

2017-02-02 SO disgusting that OZ politicians have NOT acted on this
immediately! D.Trump wouldn,t risk America,s health like
this!

virginia milson Australia 2017-02-02 I am signing because consumers simply must know what
is in their food.Too many people have had quite appalling
allergic reactions to MSG .The food industry MUST declare
these substances in legible writing on food labels.

Russell White Padstow,
Australia

2017-02-02 Approval of this application would be a blatant override
of the right to know the potential health risks associated
with bought food items being consumed. Such a move is
potentially hazardous & should be illegal.

robert rider Australia 2017-02-03 I am signing this petition because my son reacted rapidly
and seriously to miniscule amounts of MSG and other food
preservatives which, in many cases, were not included in the
list of ingredients on the packaging.

Rua Wetters Perth, Australia 2017-02-03 This should not be allowed

Roslynn Chalwell Australia 2017-02-03 i'm sick and tired of big companies placing profits in front of
health

Lauren Simmonds Caroline Springs,
Australia

2017-02-03 I'm allergic to MSG.

Sue Mayo Enoggera,
Queensland,
Australia

2017-02-03 It is unbelievable that anyone would consider it okay to
hide ingredients that cause such debilitating symptoms
in an increasing number of people There needs to be full
disclosure on all additives in food so that everyone can make
informed decisions about what they put inside their own
bodies.

Renee Knapp Australia 2017-02-03 Why do we need to put these harmful ingredients in food
when similar foods can be made using healthy non harmful
ingredients. We could alleviate so many of our health and
behaviour problems simply by looking at the ingredients we
use.

Antonia Palmieri Australia 2017-02-03 I suffer from it myself and it is not pleasent

Pauline Berry Australia 2017-02-03 Monosodium Glucomate can make some people very sick.
I witnessed the effect it had on my friend after being told it
wasn't in the food she was served.

Karen Hanlon Australia 2017-02-03 Firstly, there are well documented adverse reactions in
sensitive individuals to glutamates in food and the enzyme
Protein Glutaminase increases the level of free glutamates
in food when added to these foods. Secondly, I believe as
consumers we have the right to know exactly what additives
are in the foods we buy and therefore all INDIVIDUAL
additives should be clearly listed in the ingredients list.

Sarah Thompson St Georges
Basin, Australia

2017-02-03 I am severely allergic to MSG (621) it can actually kill me I
have had near fatal asthma attacks and reactions to it!
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Nicky Hargreaves Hamilton, New
Zealand

2017-02-03 I am signing because my son has recently had a bad
reaction to this.

Tara Iacovelka Australia 2017-02-03 It is disgraceful the poison that the food manufactures put
in food. It must stop. Australia has the opportunity to lead
the world on ensuring we eat clean, nutritious food. We rely
on our Food Standards Authority to be our first defense. I
call upon the Food Standards Authority to tighten control
and help build a healthy, happy nation.

Casie Fesing New Holstein,
Wisconsin, US

2017-02-03 This is sickening!! I don't even want to eat anymore!

Carol Muldoon Australia 2017-02-03 I myself suffer allergic reaction to msg.

Bernadette Judd New Plymouth,
New Zealand

2017-02-03 There is enough to try and avoid as it is, without being
deliberately misled. I get heart palpitations and sweat if I eat
foods with MSG.

sieglinde hopkins melbourne,
Australia

2017-02-03 as consumers we all have a right to know & choose what
we are consuming, which means all ingredients should be
disclosed CLEARLY on labels.

Fong Loke Bentleigh,
Australia

2017-02-03 I'm signing because I am alergic to MSG.

Carolyn Shurey Australia 2017-02-03 I believe that food should be correctly and openly labelled. It
should be my right to choose what I eat.

Tammina Askell Australia 2017-02-03 Experts say being healthy is up to the individual, with this
change that will not be possible. Everyone has the right to
know what they are eating. Without accurate labeling this
right has been taken away.

Janet Clifford Airlie Beach,
Australia

2017-02-03 We should know what is added to our food.

Donna Wilson Lismore,
Australia

2017-02-03 Don't hide poison in our foods!

Janet Cal Auckland, New
Zealand

2017-02-03 my husband is allergic to MSG

Yasmin Ford Australia 2017-02-03 I'm signing this petition because having this enzyme
available in our food goes against everything that is right.
We should have the right to know what is in our food.

Jennifer Long Australia 2017-02-03 I have a very significant reaction to msg, even when I don't
know it's in the food, I wonder what on earth is the matter
with me?????

Tracy Williams Aberfoyle Park,
Australia

2017-02-03 We have a right to know what is in our food
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Diana Adamson Australia 2017-02-03 I have multiple food intolerance, and it's most important
for me to know EXACTLY what is contained in every food
product I buy.

Louisa Lonsdale Australia 2017-02-03 It is unethical to allow people to unknowingly consume this
potentially dangerous additive.

margaret
thompson

Australia 2017-02-03 im am very allergic to msg

Christophe
Lebreton

Cheltenham,
Australia

2017-02-03 I m tired of having only shit produces available in australia
because the gouvernements are all so stupid that they won't
do anything .... Moeny is the only interest in this fucking
world even if it means killing people with shit food!

Janice Morrison Denmark,
Australia

2017-02-03 I can't believe this may happen. It's crazy.

Kathryn Rains Australia 2017-02-03 They need to stop poisoning us

Fiona
Wiersma-Clark

Australia 2017-02-03 This is disgusting and should not be allowed. It's another
attempt at a cover up of something that is detrimental to
the health of millions. "Food is thy medicine....medicine is
thy food". Well...not when you're allowing this garbage to be
added.

Alan Lipsett Hastings,
Australia

2017-02-03 I'm signing because I WANT THE TRUTH. I DESERVE THE
TRUTH.IT'S THEIR RESPONSBILITY TO BE TRUTHFUL.

Patricia Flynn Australia 2017-02-03 Stop messing with our food! Let us know what we are
feeding our children so that we can keep them happy and
healthy.

Val Matthews New Milton,
England, UK

2017-02-03 food labels should list every ingredient...how else are people
able to determine if the product contains something they
may be allergic to?

Michaela Skehan Australia 2017-02-03 I want to know everything that is in my foods. Not have it
hidden secretly under labeling laws.

Timothy Langford Australia 2017-02-03 I think food companies have been loading us up with
damaging additives for long enough.

Nikki Di Costa Mount Lawley,
Australia

2017-02-03 Too many reasons to express

Mary Millhouse Australia 2017-02-03 Of my grandchildren's health

Roy West Papamoa, New
Zealand

2017-02-03 We don't need msg to flavour our food. A little salt and
pepper is enough

Georgia Gacic Australia 2017-02-03 I want goverment start to take a care of their own people ,
the bad food has a huge impact on the health of our future
generation.
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Alana thomas Australia 2017-02-03 We have the right to know what is in our food!

Karen Rix Cannonvale,
Australia

2017-02-03 Msg is a problem.....hidden msg or other
ingredients/production processes is more than a problem,
it is taking our choices away and causing health issues. We
need to know what we are consuming and the impact it may
have on us.

Rita Spitzli Bern,
Switzerland

2017-02-03 I want clean, healthy food!

Janet Burcher Brisbane,
Australia

2017-02-03 People have enough trouble with additives why allow more
without people's knowledge- get rid of your poisons safely
not in animals and not in people

Rodney Jones Moryfield,
Queensland,
Australia

2017-02-03 MSG headaches are insane

selena powell Australia 2017-02-03 This is a issue everyone needs to be aware of. After nearly
a year of trying to avoid MSG as much as possible, if my
partner Nathan or I have so much as a twisty of doritio, we
are left struggling to breathe. It is already hard enough to
cut out MSG, let alone if this application is approved and we
have no way of identifying it in what we eat!!!PLEASE SIGN!

sandra flisk Australia 2017-02-03 I and many more people have a violent reaction to MSG. I
get really sick and covered frome head to toe in horrible red
rash . Why do,you want MSG poison in your food? We need a
BIGGER sign warning us of MSG in food.

Christine Pech Australia 2017-02-04 Sneaky is not an option for these poor people who would
suffer because of it

Fiona Farren Australia 2017-02-04 MSG is a vile substance and its use should be at least
transparent. I react to it and currently buy very little
processed food as it is in the strangest places obfuscated
under misleading labelling.

catherine bruce Australia 2017-02-04 Im signing because of the continued affects we have
suffered due to MSG

Mel Braddock Sydney,
Australia

2017-02-04 I'm highly allergic to MSG. If this labelling rule is changed I
will become chronically I'll.Consumers have a right to know
what they are eating.

Leonie Francis Australia 2017-02-04 you need to look at what you eat.

leonie elphick Australia 2017-02-04 I'm severely allergic to MSG and so are my kids

Matt Stubbs Australia 2017-02-04 This will affect my kids

REX Taylor Sydney,
Australia

2017-02-04 Honesty instead of profit...eg Australia's Fresh Food People
is ONE JOKE
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Natasha Kimlin Alexandra Hills,
Australia

2017-02-04 Approval of this additive would be potentially life
threatening for me. I have severe allergies (anaphylactic to
msg and high levels of free glutenates) which require clear
labelling or risk of a severe reaction. My daughter is also
highly food chemical sensitive. Increased glutemate levels
increase her anxiety, cloud her concentration, increase
heart rate, affect her mood and exaggerate her sensory
processing disorder and Aspergers indicators. Msg and high
free glutemate levels are often linked with asthma, eczema
and other physical and behavioural disorders. Addition of
a product which increases these chemicals without being
labelled will only widen the health concerns for so many
families and individuals

Fiona Newsome Australia 2017-02-04 I want clean living and food that is free of these chemicals
and anything not natural should be clearly visible to wants in
it

Harry B Bulls, New
Zealand

2017-02-04 Not needed

Karyn Seymour Australia 2017-02-04 It's disgusting what they can put in food!

Susan ingelido Brisbane,
Australia

2017-02-04 MSG is a poison to many people. Keep it out of our food at
all costs

Natasha Robertson Paraparaumu,
New Zealand

2017-02-04 We have a right to choose

Tasama Krueger Australia 2017-02-04 We want our food to be free from all toxins and chemicals so
our children can be safe

Penney BROWN Australia 2017-02-05 Enough is enough. Why is it that just about everything we
consume has to be loaded up with toxic additives.

Elizabeth Nicholas Australia 2017-02-05 Disgraceful. We all have a right to know what we are eating!

Rachael Tessendorf Mesa, Arizona,
US

2017-02-05 Adding MSG to food is wrong. Adding it without our
knowledge, is just criminal.

Stephen Le Page Wembley,
Western
Australia,
Australia

2017-02-05 MSG makes me sick. Food labelling laws need to mandate
mentioning MSG and related compounds in the ingredients
list to help consumers make informed choices and avoid
allergic reactions.

Maggie Gerrand Australia 2017-02-05 We have a right toKnow exactlyWhat is in the food we eat

Maureen Rose Australia 2017-02-05 It affects my whole body

Anna Erica
Hedberg

Goomalling,
Western
Australia,
Australia

2017-02-05 I'm sick to death having my husband suffer from migraines
and tunnel vision after accidently eating food containing
MSG. We avoid any product with it but if it isn't labelled it is
really hard to avoid!

Gary Hine Australia 2017-02-05 Believe in truth in labelling.
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Kelly Collier Australia 2017-02-05 Food companies need to include all additives on all labels
regardless of use

Kerry Mullins Australia 2017-02-05 Because I am sick of food companies poisoning our families.
Label things correctly and in a way that the ordinary person
can read and be able to make an informed decision.

Susan Stock Australia 2017-02-05 We should be able to choose what we put in our bodies
and if things like this are not required on labels how can we
make an informed decision.

Nyssa Millington Australind,
Western
Australia,
Australia

2017-02-05 Consumers ought not to be deliberately misled by the
classification of a substance that is used in food. This is
appalling that this happening.

Jane Roche Australia 2017-02-05 For my baby x

Melissa Guest Australia 2017-02-05 we are intitled to be given clear understandable labelling on
our food products so we can make our own choices on what
we are feeding our family.

Kate Nabbs Australia 2017-02-05 We deserve transparency on the ingredients in the food
we're eating.

kate wihlborg Australia 2017-02-05 We don't need additives in our food which is already
deprived in real nutrition as it stands

Helen Porter Pinjarra,
Australia

2017-02-05 My children's health and well being is so important.

mariandel de beurs onderbanken,
Netherlands

2017-02-05 i am against all kind of adds in food of which people can
suffer.

Jacqueline Young Australia 2017-02-05 You should not allow this additive to be approved.

Rebecca Boner Sydney,
Australia

2017-02-05 We have a right as consumers to know what is in our foods.
Transparency labeling is needed, not just for the health
conscious but for anyone actively seeking to avoid certain
additives and ingredients.

Alena Hughes Australia 2017-02-05 I wish to have fresh food on the table without additions of
MSG to which I have developed allergy in recent years.

Kylie Pritchard Australia 2017-02-05 Im sick of chemicals that hurt our kids and make it harder
for them to be calm and settled at school continually be
approved for use in our food.

Jeremy Tager Uki, Australia 2017-02-05 FSANZ needs to regain control over labelling - and stop
companies from using misleading names for common
ingredients that consumers want to avoid.

Dara Toms Australia 2017-02-05 I'm signing because everyone should have the right to know
their food is safe and what their are eat.
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Coral Beckwith Australia 2017-02-05 It's unnecessary to add & dangerous to hide

Rhonda Binns Cleveland,
Australia

2017-02-05 People, especially children and babies are suffering
because of companies/corporations only objective is profit.
Unethical. :(

Rosalind Virisheff Balmoral,
Queensland,
Australia

2017-02-05 We can't afford to hide ingredients from consumers - This is
potentially disastrous!

Katy Moylan Darlinghurst,
Australia

2017-02-05 my son reacts to many additives and chemicals. i need to
know whats in food before i give it to him, not wait for a
reaction i then have to treat

Susan Campbell Australia 2017-02-06 I am deeply concerned about the future of Australian
children's health with all the known additives let alone ones
we are not going to know about. I would urge all those
considering another "enzyme" to please choose our children
over profit.

Alan Smith Australia 2017-02-06 Because I have nearly choked to deathafter eating food with
added MSG

Geoff Thomas Australia 2017-02-06 This tricky legislation is no benefit to the citizens of
Australia, it will allow a small number of (probably) foreign
owned companies to inflict enormous harm on us.A
responsible Got. shuld never even countenance such evil.

Leah Nichols Australia 2017-02-06 I support full disclosure labelling of ingredients & industry
regulation

Ema Ashmore Yarra Glen,
Australia

2017-02-06 It's hard enlightenment already to decipher the ingredients
label, without having to look for things that are hidden as
well!

Gabrielle Clappison Warners Bay,
Australia

2017-02-06 All ingredients needs to be labelled correctly, even a small
amount can cause irreparable damage to someone who is
allergic. A label should have all ingredients listed, no matter
how small the amount!

Barbara Norton Australia 2017-02-06 We should know exactly what is in food products

Jackie Badcock Gold Coast,
Australia

2017-02-06 I want to know all ingredients in my food - I don't want them
hidden.

Tracey Bloxsom Australia 2017-02-06 Unbelievable that money out weighs health, absolutely
disgraceful.

Adam Clappison Australia 2017-02-06 It's wrong to hide ingredients

Katie Thomas Australia 2017-02-06 If we are digesting it it should be labelled as such for
consumer information, we have a right to know what's in
our food and what we are putting into our or our children's
bodies simple
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Teodora Dale Cannonvale,
Queensland,
Australia

2017-02-06 I have the right to know what's in the products so I can
make the right choice to buy or not.

Simone Triat Australia 2017-02-06 I want to know EVERYTHING that makes up the food I eat, so
I can make the best choices for me and my family.

Erin Marryatt Australia 2017-02-06 We need more visibility on what's in our food.

Helen McIntyre Australia 2017-02-06 I'm signing because I'm sick of food being a science
experiment !!

Rebecca McCrindle Australia 2017-02-06 We have the right to know everything that happens to our
food. From growing conditions to packaging. We should
be able to choose what we eat, which we can only do if all
processes are declared. Labeling in Australia is already a
joke and this would make it even worse.....

Anita Williams Sydney,
Australia

2017-02-06 This does not belong in the food chain.

Luke Williams Australia 2017-02-06 It's wrong

Dana Sladojevic Australia 2017-02-06 I believe mag and all genitically modified foods should be
banned in this country not only relabled!

Adrienne Yardley Australia 2017-02-06 Im alergic as im older to anything with msg and develop
raised heart beat etcWicked stuff

Karyn Batchelor Torquay,
Australia

2017-02-06 we should be aware of what we are buying, ingesting &
feeding our kids

gwen Lee Melbourne,
Australia

2017-02-06 Gwen should be clearly labelled

Susan Veness Australia 2017-02-06 We all have the right to know what is hidden our food

Vanessa Taylor Australia 2017-02-06 our kids are our future. Let's lesson the chemical load
for our little ones so that their bodies can be properly
nourished. Education is the key.

Camilla Galbraith Lathlain,
Australia

2017-02-06 I'm signing because it is hardenough to feed children (and
adults) nutritious food with more nasties being hiddwn
through a labelling trick

Maureen Kludass Australia 2017-02-06 There should be full disclosure in the foods we purchase and
consume due to the unwanted health effects it can have on
our families and children.

Sarah Dhillon Australia 2017-02-06 This is horrifying and removes our autonomy in deciding
what we do and don't eat. NOTHING should be added to
something we eat without disclosure.

Christine Pearse Australia 2017-02-06 I want stricter regulations on additives in our food, many
additives are banned in other countries yet we are allowing
them into ours! It is even more appalling that now some
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additives may be 'hidden' from ingredient lists, please don't
let this happen.

Elmerien Roets perth, Australia 2017-02-06 I want to know what is in the food I feed my children and
avoid giving them any crap.

Crystal Hansen Australia 2017-02-06 Regardless of what chemicals companies want to use in food
it needs to be listed so that consumers can choose if they
want to eat it or not.

Daisy Powell Auckland, New
Zealand

2017-02-06 I care about my and my children's health

Jacqueline Stewart Australia 2017-02-06 I'm signing it because I feel strongly about clear cut food
labelling. I want to make educated choices about the food I
buy

Zoe Maxted perth, Western
Australia,
Australia

2017-02-06 Companies NEED to be held more accountable for WHAT
they put into our products. I'm going vegan (currently
vegetarian) as I can't trust the health of myself OR my
children to companies CONSTANTLY lying on their produce.
Making my foods including tomato sauce from scratch is
what it's come down to and the kids are thriving because
of it. Special needs mother of two high functioning children
the choice to go back to basics with how I cook at home has
changed the way they behave, interact etc. Companies and
the GOVERNMENT NEED TO LIFT THEIR GAME!!!

Nicole France Australia 2017-02-06 These ingredients make me sick. I need to know if they are
being used!

Keira
meadowsKeiraMeadows

Palmerston,
Australia

2017-02-06 This makes me furious

Annie Failla Australia 2017-02-06 I'm confused and concerned about what is going into my
kids little bodies and that of the kids of Australia ##

Stephanie Selman Ropes Crossing,
Australia

2017-02-06 My son is also allergic to msg. Not severely, but it makes him
very itchy.

Saffron Dawn Australia 2017-02-06 this is so wrong

chloe Ramsden Australia 2017-02-06 Childrens health is important

Melissa Wakefield Australia 2017-02-06 We have right to know what we are putting in our mouths

Sharon Taylor Melbourne,
Australia

2017-02-06 We have a right to know exactly what is in a product that we
buy let alone what we eat and feed our children. Companies
should be responsible for what they put in foods. If they
are hiding ingredients or processed what is that saying?
How can people make healthy responsible choices if they
are in the dark about what they are consuming? And people
wonder why there is increased food intolerances, allergies,
and conditions such as ASD

dale Baldock Australia 2017-02-06 I'm a mother of three who cares about what is in my food!!
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Rebekah Brandt Australia 2017-02-06 I want food to be as fresh as possible & anything added
must be labeled with the name not number.

Rhiannon Briggs Australia 2017-02-06 I want complete transperacy. I want to know what I and my
children are consuming and I also want to know where it
comes from as well

Nieta Woods Australia 2017-02-06 We need to know exactly what is in our food.

Ananda Hivon Australia 2017-02-06 I buy a product based on the ingrefients list HOPING it's
safe to I I I buy a product by the ingredients listing. Please
increase food standards to protect us!

Amanda McIntosh Perth, Australia 2017-02-06 I have an intolerance to msg & don't need another hurdle
because of the food industry

Elliette
Prendergast

Melbourne,
Australia

2017-02-06 MSG affects the health and behaviour of both my children,
and I have a right to know that it's in a product so I can
make an educated decision to not purchase that product
and expose my kids to the effects it has on them.

Paulene Poustie Australia 2017-02-06 It is our right to know what is in the food we are eating.

Nikki Hawkes Australia 2017-02-06 I am allergic to msg and I already have to look for
the number on each packet. These preservatives also
effect behaviour in children (including mine) so without
ingredients clearly labeled, which is hit and miss with some
products, my house will be very unhappy.

Terri Bootsman Australia 2017-02-06 Msg gives my husband insomnia. How will he, and others
with more serious allergies, be able to avoid something
harmful if it's allowed to be hidden? In 2017 we should be
moving towards more transparency in labelling, not less!

Lauren Harris Australia 2017-02-06 I care about the health of every single child in Australia.

nemara hennigan sydney,
Alabama, US

2017-02-06 this will be dangerous for many people... could even be fatal.

Paige Withington Australia 2017-02-06 We deserve to know what is going into OUR bodies

Rebecca Wood Australia 2017-02-06 My son has terrible reactions to any food with MSG in it.
Artificial or natural. He is on a strict diet where he can't
even have some vegetables which naturally contain MSG.
This would be just awful and he would start reacting to
everything.

Emma Martin Dalkieth,
Australia

2017-02-06 We have a right to know what's in our food especially if
ingredients commonly cause reactions

leigh-ann forman Australia 2017-02-06 Glutamates are very dangerous and any form of increasing
them should be discouraged let alone disclosed on
packaging.
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Grace Graham Australia 2017-02-06 I have experienced the effects of MSG first hand and I
want to be able to buy real food without the rubbish in
everything!

Caitlin Purdy Australia 2017-02-06 I am allergic to MSG and need to know what food it is in!

Brenda Lang Australia 2017-02-06 Because l am covered in a rash just like this picture!

Judi Young Australia 2017-02-06 It is POISON full stop.

Alicia McInerney Perth, Western
Australia,
Australia

2017-02-06 It's wrong!

Saro Kelly Cannonvale,
Australia

2017-02-06 I have a right to know exactly what my family and I are
eating!

Lisa Gardiner Australia 2017-02-06 I have a baby, I want honest information!

Travis Ecclestone Canberra,
Australian
Capital Territory,
Australia

2017-02-06 Everyone has the right to know what is in our foods. Any
law maker who allows covering up what is in our foods is
complicit in hiding thinvs from consumers. We have the
right to known.

Mike Jolly Australia 2017-02-06 I want to know what I am eating!

Viv Rathgeber Stawell, Australia 2017-02-06 Putting these products in our food is poisoning us.

Sam Spunner Australia 2017-02-06 I'm signing this because it's a right of ours to know what's in
our food and it is vitality important for our children's health
and our future that food is transparent

Justine Ross Australia 2017-02-06 I don't believe we need this in our diets. It is not essential
therefore we put it in our food products!

Sharon Treanor Australia 2017-02-06 I care

Ann Powell Australia 2017-02-06 I strongly disagree with food containing nasties that we
won't even be told about. This is so wrong and cannot
happen!!

Tamara Breen Australia 2017-02-06 My partner has reactions to msg. He can't avoid it if it's not
identified as an ingredient.

Alison Fraser Australia 2017-02-06 I'm signing this because I want the best for my children and
this is the exact opposite of that!

Dayna Reimann Australia 2017-02-06 I want to know what is in the food I and my children eat and
think it is a basic right to be able to choose what I consume

Aimee oates Australia 2017-02-06 This is shouldn't be allowed

Louise Pack Australia 2017-02-06 you cannot continue to allow ingredients to not be disclosed
due to possible reactions
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Shannon Spenz Australia 2017-02-06 Something needs to change. Feeding our kids chemicals is
not on.

Leoni Marshall Australia 2017-02-06 Seriously, as if processed foods aren't bad enough you now
want to allow a process that allows manufacturers from
declaring allergens. You are playing with peoples lives! My
friend would suffer an anaphylaxis reaction if they ate a
product with MSG. It's a common allergy so I'm sure she's
not the only one. How many deaths or near deaths will it
take before things are changed again? #

Alicia Price Australia 2017-02-06 I have children and want the best health for all 5 of them!!

Lina Vrbancic Australia 2017-02-06 I want MSG or free glutamates listed as an ingredient if
used. All if our family avoids them as we feel swful after
consuming them.

Ewa Williams Australia 2017-02-06 Healthy eating is so important.

Ingrid Virgona Australia 2017-02-06 People will die. Also we need fewer food additives, not more.

Michelle Forsythe Melbourne,
Australia

2017-02-06 Consumers deserve to know exactly what is in foods they
are eating!

Julie Bennett Australia 2017-02-06 I am signing this because it's hard enough to read a label
and this will only make it harder. I would never let my family
eat anything with MSG!!

Lyn raward Australia 2017-02-06 We deserve transparent and informative food labeling.

Sally Shepherd Australia 2017-02-06 We have a right to know what is in our food to ensure that
we don't harm our children, the next generation!

Korin O'Brien Australia 2017-02-06 I suffer from severe allergic reactions to MSG and all flavour
enhancers in the 600 range, it is ridiculous how many
foods have these additives and how bad they are for our
bodies, I would hate to buy something thinking it didn't
have these and end up in hospital. It's an absolute disgrace
that companies think it's ok to hide this from te consumer!!!!

Kathy Roach Canberra,
Australia

2017-02-06 MSG plays havoc with my gut and exasperates my UC!

Jemma Doherty Australia 2017-02-06 I believe manufacturers should disclose all ingredients in
their products so that consumers can make an informed
decision when making purchases.

Angels Greenstreet Perth, Australia 2017-02-06 I have 2 babies, we need to know what is in the food we are
giving them

Melissa Alatupe Brisbane,
Australia

2017-02-06 Stop ripping consumers off with the trickery.

Maggie Koumi Melbourne,
Australia

2017-02-06 It is time consumers were offered full disclosure of ALL
ingredients and 'processing aids' , it is our right
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Raquel Henson Australia 2017-02-06 I believe all ingredients need to be clearly named on all food
labels, to prevent any reaction as a result of intolerance or
allergy

Rebekah McCaul Australia 2017-02-06 I am sensitive to MSG, and so are my children. It would only
further restrict our diet.

Michelle Speck Australia 2017-02-06 I am strongly opposed to the use of MSG.

Paloma Stipp Australia 2017-02-06 We have the right to know what we are feeding our families!!

Christine
McNamara

Australia 2017-02-06 Consumers have a right to know what's in their food
and home products, especially if they have allergies or
intolerances.

Brent Wismer Australia 2017-02-06 I have rheumatoid arthritis and my partner is allergic to 621

Paulina Browitt Australia 2017-02-06 Transparency is of paramount importance if consumer
choice is to be respected.

Deanne Round Melbourne,
Australia

2017-02-06 We should know what is in food! These extras must
be included for the safety of consumers. People do
everything in their power to be healthy or avoid particular
ingredients to ensure they stay healthy and don't have any
reactions, however if it's not included there can be serious
consequences.

stephanie raybould Metung,
Australia

2017-02-06 The consumer needs to know what is in products. We should
have the choice of whether to consume it or not.

Danielle Cormican Australia 2017-02-06 I care what my child eats and how it may affect them

Margaret
Carmichael

Australia 2017-02-06 I totally object to the application fur to the implications to a
persons health

Robyn Riley Brisbane,
Australia

2017-02-06 People die every year from food allergies. They must
be disclosed when adding msg and other allergens and
chemicals. Please do not allow the rules to be changed.

Sharee Stedman Australia 2017-02-06 I'm signing because I think in so many ways, our federal
government needs to take serious action on food labeling
and health ratings to ensure that the general population
are given instant accurate information on nutritional value
of food to enable them to make healthy choices. We need
to be serious about the messages we are sending to our
population in regards to food.

Atawhai Perrett Australia 2017-02-06 I want to know what's in my food

Alicia Forsyth Bray Park,
Australia

2017-02-06 We deserve to know what is in the food we eat!

Sarah Hamilton Redfern,
Australia

2017-02-06 I have an intolerance to msg, it exacerbates my psoriasis
and gives me headaches. I need to know what foods it is in
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Tania Nowlan Australia 2017-02-06 Foods equals behaviour and serious toxicity and cellular
damage. Time to wake up.people and correct health before
we are all diseased

Janelle Jeanes Australia 2017-02-06 Human suffering matters

Loren Downing Suva, Australia 2017-02-06 I'm a chronic asthmatic and it is triggered by MSG. It is hard
enough to navigate already!

Julie Lake Oakford,
Australia

2017-02-06 We have the right to know

Clarissa Robertson Australia 2017-02-06 My family or anyone else's for that matter should not have
to deal with msg in our foods it's unhealthy and unfair on
our kids they need to grow up healthy !!!

Michelle Darlow Australia 2017-02-06 My Son suffers the same reactions from the chemical shit
put into our foods. :(

Birgitta
Magnusson-Reid

Australia 2017-02-06 I do deserve to know what i am eating. So does everyone.

ANNE MCGUIGGAN repton, Australia 2017-02-06 Sick of our Governments allowing big Corporates to find
loopholes. We have a right to know!

Andrea Forero Australia 2017-02-06 We have the right to know what we are eating and there is
no reason why harmful substances should be added to food.

Kylie pheils Australia 2017-02-06 You need to start looking at the welfare of people not
just big business. Whilst these ingredients don't affect
everyone, the people that are affected (and that number is
increasing daily) do have a right to know exactly what's in
their foods. We need transparency. You cannot allow these
manufacturers to get away with this!

Lynn Deane Australia 2017-02-06 I don't like any preservatives in my food if I can help
it,certainly not hidden ones.

Jessica Hocker Australia 2017-02-06 FSANZ your the body that is supposed to inform and protect
Australians!

Stacy Reinhard Australia 2017-02-06 My daughter gets this rash when she eats certain biscuits!

Anita Sullivan Mount Lofty,
Australia

2017-02-06 I want to know what is in my food. Msg makes my kids
hyper!

Killian O'Shea Australia 2017-02-06 If we are to stay healthy we need to know what's in the food
we eat. It's a disgrace that the people in power can simply
hide these ingredients. Do they not realise their families
and friends will end up eating these types of food. Is it not a
crime to cause intentional harm?!

Penelope
McDonald

Alice Springs,
Australia

2017-02-06 We need to protect our food
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Kristen Hepple Australia 2017-02-06 consumers have the right toBe informed about what is
used to make the foods they are buying.My children have
had reactions to msg. I rely on the info provided on the
packaging in the supermarket when I am making choices for
my family.

Sarah Morris Sydney,
Australia

2017-02-06 As a consumer we have the RIGHT to know what we're
eating and what chemical crqp they're trying to hide from
us, I support FULL food labelling!

Derek Hamer Newbury,
England, UK

2017-02-06 People have a right to know what they are eating.

Alyson Walker Other, Australia 2017-02-06 If manufacturers are wanting to hide it, they know it's bad,
and they have no respect for people with allergies who have
to read all labels. Honesty in food marketing is essential, not
to mention ethical.

Anna Brien Australia 2017-02-06 Food is health and everyone needs good health

Lucy Kazda Kladno, Australia 2017-02-06 As a health conscious woman, wife and mother, I care
greatly about what I eat and feed my family. It is unfair
to hide ingredients in food if there are such side effects. I
shouldn't have to buy "organic" food just to avoid additives
like MSG all food should be sold with the health of the
consumer in mind.

Triston Mullins Darwin,
Australia

2017-02-06 I'm MSG sensitive

Rita Lynd Burnie, Australia 2017-02-06 MSG should never be used in food.....ban it for good!

Mellissa Kirk Australia 2017-02-06 Msg should be clearly labelled to allow choice

Greg & Sharyn
Richards

Australia 2017-02-06 I care about my family

Ann Snell Australia 2017-02-07 This is our right.

Terri Johnston Australia 2017-02-07 I am anti all additives and preservatives harmful to us

Cindy Macdonald Adelaide, South
Australia,
Australia

2017-02-07 I want healthy food

Caroline Crawford Brisbane,
Queensland,
Australia

2017-02-07 We need less hidden additives in our foods, not more!

cassandra
scott-finn

Australia 2017-02-07 i believe MSG should not be hidden from parents

Sue Pacey Sydney,
Australia

2017-02-07 As a migraine sufferer, I am very mindful of the hazards of
msg to both my health and day to day to life...one migraine
can write me off for up to 3 days!!
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Marianne Engelen manly vale,
Australia

2017-02-07 We have right to know, we are what we eat

Eve Lewis Launceston,
Australia

2017-02-07 This material is so dangerous, should never be added to
food products or anything that is ingested.

Jes panov Australia 2017-02-07 We deserve to have the information available to make
informed decisions about pre packaged foods.

Annie Goldner Adelaide,
Australia

2017-02-07 We deserve to know what is in our food

Suellen Evans Australia 2017-02-07 Because I had nasty reaction to MSG in Chinese food. I had
an increased heart rate that was quite frightening. I have
never eaten at that restaurant again!!

sapna takke
veethal

North Lakes,
Australia

2017-02-07 I have the right to know what goes into tje products i buy
and i dont want msg in what ever name

Detlef Planko Australia 2017-02-07 We don't want hidden ingredients.

Wilma Anvieh Australia 2017-02-07 it is all too common knowledge that MSG causes many
health issues for children, we do not need this product in
the food, especially if its not shown in the ingredients, that is
deceiving the public.

Sally Ford Queenstown,
New Zealand

2017-02-07 We should know what is in our food. Leave us with choice.
We have one child with food allergies.

Graham Shepherd Armadale,
Australia

2017-02-07 Accurate and complete food labelling is essential and many
things which are now allowed should be banned.

Chris Hinch Australia 2017-02-07 I myself have a MSG Alergy and it is very important to me
that I know my food contains it

bethany fairbairn London,
England, UK

2017-02-07 I have felt the effects of MSG. Food should be as natural as
possible!

Lyndie Gebert Melbourne,
Australia

2017-02-07 I believe we MUST know all ingredients incur foods

Leeanne Booby Tumut, Australia 2017-02-07 I suffer from Migrains and cannot find out what sparks it off
at times so maybe this has been the cause Hidden reason
also I want my Grandchildren to grow up Healthy and aware
what they are eating

Erin Grech Australia 2017-02-07 Because I react badly to chemicals and preservatives. I have
a right to know what is in my food and choose not to feed
my children food with certain ingredients. It makes me sad
that so much bad is allowed in or food.

Sue Tambree Caringbah,
Australia

2017-02-07 I am sick of these additives in our food! NO MORE! It has to
STOP now!
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Sharka Bosakova Logan Village,
Queensland,
Australia

2017-02-07 sorry .. but this is called a crime perpetuated on the human
race ..

Ramona O'Rourke Gladstone,
Queensland,
Australia

2017-02-07 Please disclose any presence of MSG as it has such
significant health effects on so many people. We are entitled
to know what is in our food, there shouldn't be hidden
ingredients.

nicolette smith Perth, Australia 2017-02-07 I do not want MSG in my food or my childrens food. we have
a right to good labelling so we can choose the foods without
MSG.

Martyn Shaddick Taradale,
Australia

2017-02-07 I'm signing because as a qualified food sientist I object to
the unlabelled modification of foods. People have a right to
know what they are buying.

Belinda Abel Australia 2017-02-07 My son reacts

Annette
Vlaanderen

Ashmore,
Australia

2017-02-07 I react to msg and I want my family to be healthy

Paula Wyeth Westfield,
Washington, US

2017-02-07 Anything detrimental to health must be on labels.

Gemma Jackson Australia 2017-02-07 What we eat is so important to our health. We need to
know what we're putting into our bodies so we can make
informed choices.

Cheryl Lovell Australia 2017-02-07 I do not agree with this people need to know what is in there
food

Annalisa Noto Australia 2017-02-07 I don't want my children or anyone else's children ingesting
this chemical.

Donna Torrance Australia 2017-02-07 I have had reactions to MSG

Renee Gray Australia 2017-02-07 Australia needs to step up in enabling people to make
informed decisions by providing all the info. If you're hiding
it why is it in there?

Kyley Slattery Australia 2017-02-07 I'm sick of being poisoned. I Can't even shop at regular
supermarkets anymore

Carly Findlay Melburne,
Australia

2017-02-07 While I understand the outrage about these food additives,
where is the outrage about this near naked kid, being used
as the clickbait for a petition, shared far and wide? The
photo strips this kid of their privacy and dignity - probably
without the kid's permission. The point about food additives
and skin irritation could have been made by cropping the
photo.I understand the kid's family has given permission to
share their photo. I'm sure the adults in the family would be
happy for their near nude images to be all over Facebook
and the wider Internet too ;) I am not signing the petition
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for the additives, I'm signing it to let you know this photo is
unacceptable.

Lori Lee Australia 2017-02-07 I have an intolerance to MSG

croisella trengrove dunedin, New
Zealand

2017-02-07 i like to know what is in thefood that i eat and also that i
provide for my children - and don't believe that anything
potentially harmful should be knowingly put in food and
that inclusion deliberately withheld from consumers. .

Shannon Cotterill Australia 2017-02-08 We need to know what is in our food!! It's a joke that there is
so much crap on the market already

Marianne Hardwick Australia 2017-02-08 I'm signing because I am sick of feeling like shit because
of food additives, especially MSG. It affects my work
productivity, my every day life as well as my children

Tracy Clough Sydney,
Australia

2017-02-08 MSG is not food in my opinion and full disclosure is
necessary for my freedom of choice.

Heba Iskender Australia 2017-02-08 I don't want msg in my food

Nioka Jeffery Australia 2017-02-08 I have had reactions to MSG so I have avoided it for many
years where possible. We have a right to know what is in
the foods we buy and what is used in the processing. It is
dangerous and ethically wrong to not inform customers.

Inge Meldgaard Belgrave
Heights, Victoria,
Australia

2017-02-09 More regulation regarding detailed labelling is required, not
less.

Catherine de
blaauw

Adelaide,
Australia

2017-02-09 i have children with intolerances this would cause a huge
problem for.

Jen Crosbie Australia 2017-02-09 My husband and two boys are incredibly food intolerant and
have life altering side effects.

Rachael Crane Australia 2017-02-09 Consumers should have a choice to know what it is their
food

Darren Langsford Australia 2017-02-09 We have the right to know what is in our food and this has
to come before corporate convenience and profit.

Ann Shepherd Australia 2017-02-09 We have family members with proven (Royal Prince
Alfred Hospital Allergy Unit) sensitivities to MSG. It causes
migraine, nausea and other problems.

Matt Tubb Australia 2017-02-09 My child has food intolerances. It is plain irresponsible to try
and hide nasty additives. For that matter it is irresponsible
to use them in the first place.

Elizabeth Muir Mont Albert,
Victoria,
Australia

2017-02-09 I want transparent food labels.

Toni Ferris Australia 2017-02-09 it's call informed consent !
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Melanie Reid Australia 2017-02-09 I'm signing because I'm a dietitian who works with food
sensitive clients, some of whom react significantly to
MSG. In addition, one of my sisters gets migraines from
glutamate. I object to any measure that makes it more
difficult for these people to avoid the foods that will make
them ill.

Ali Ando Australia 2017-02-09 We have a right to know what's in our food and the food we
feed to our children. Please sign this petition!!

Anna Nicholson Australia 2017-02-09 MSG causes me horrendous migraines. It's already hard
enough to find food safe to eat

Susie Thompson Australia 2017-02-09 MSG can be dangerous for some people. Everyone has the
right to know what they are consuming!! #

helen nemet Australia 2017-02-09 We have a right to know exactly what additives have been
used to produce the food intended for human consumption
and we need to know for health and safety reasons. If
potentially harmful additives are in our food we need to
know and it needs to be clearly printed. Also do not mislead
and lie on food packaging as already happens.

James Brown Boronia,
Australia

2017-02-09 Well it's self explanatory really I want to know what I am
eating

Sascha Newton Sydney,
Australia

2017-02-09 I want to protect our children

Rebecca Bielecki Australia 2017-02-10 Food manufacturers need to have more integrity and care
about what they are giving people to eat.

John Crocombe Australia 2017-02-10 My daughter has allergies and needs to know what she is
ingesting.

Kate Croft Australia 2017-02-10 My children react to Flavour enhancers and we are
very careful with our diet. I read all labels, but if the
manufacturer has not listed it, then my children are
vulnerable.

Donna Bradnock Rangiora, New
Zealand

2017-02-10 It's deceptive and dangerous.

pearl green Australia 2017-02-10 because it should be considered a chemical weapon
chemicals in good that are hidden

Kim Fischl Australia 2017-02-10 My daughter complains of a sore tummy most of the time
and the cause is unknown. I would like to rule out the
possibility of msg and need to know what foods its in.

Sheldon Oliver Melbourne,
Australia

2017-02-10 Information is power to make informed decisions

Sam Simpson Larpent,
Australia

2017-02-10 One if my kids is anaphylactic to a range of foods and we
HAVE to know what is in things before we feed it to him. This
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might not set my kids off, but it could kill another if they are
allergic.

Nicolas Borchardt Upper Ferntree
Gully, New South
Wales, Australia

2017-02-11 We have right that all food is labelled honestly whats in
there, no one deserves this kind of self harm like MSG!

Patricia Carter Australia 2017-02-11 It is important that people with intolerances to glutamate
can discern from the label where or not the food contains
glutamate.

Gordon Watts Australia 2017-02-11 My family have various food additive intolerances, in
particular MSG and I am disgusted in the way that some
food companies try to disguise additives in their products.
If the ingredients/ additives are noted we can avoid the
terrible discomforts that can be associated with the
intollerences that my family suffer from, in particular MSG!!

Jennifer Watts Australia 2017-02-11 Four generations of my family, including myself, have an
inolerance to msg as well as other food chemicals and
additives. We really need to know what companies are
putting in their products to avoid becoming ill. Hiding the
use of msg will cause people to become sick and is showing
that companies are definitely prioritising profits over the
health of consumers.

Sarah Simpson Los Gatos,
California, US

2017-02-11 I get hives from MSG. My husband gets headaches from
MSG. Food containing MSG should always be labeled
contains MSG.

Marie Simpson Inverell,
Australia

2017-02-11 MSG and its relatives are a completely bad item to put into
any food. My daughter had paralysis from MSG and relatives
in food.

Kerrie Robbins Australia 2017-02-11 I have allergic reactions to MSG from feeling very unwell to
swollen lips, eyes and on a few occasions the tongue. I also
come out in itchy welts. I thought I was avoiding all MSG, as
an avid ingredient reader, which I must say is a big pain. I
discovered HVP is a way of hiding it in ingredients. Extremely
frustrating and debilitating. If thats what it does to me, I can
only imagine how bad it is for many people, even without
physical signs

Melanie Winters East Killara,
Australia

2017-02-11 I have multiple food intolerances and rely on food labels
to determine whether I will react to the food or not. If this
change goes through I will often be crippled with vomiting
and migraines without know long which food has caused it
and this how to prevent it reoccurring. Please change the
labels to help us understand our food, not disguise what is
actually in it.

Andy Anderson Australia 2017-02-11 All foods must be labelled correctly - we must have the right
to choose.
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Judith Jackson Sydney, New
South Wales,
Australia

2017-02-11 I want truth in labeling, to know what is really in my food -
whether as an ingredient or as a "processing aid".

Peta Capararo Australia 2017-02-12 How dare they put these toxins in our foods they are
effecting the lives of families everywhere. Where is there
accountability.

Catherine Martin Australia 2017-02-12 We have a right to know what is in our foods!

Charmaine Taylor Australia 2017-02-13 I want to be able to control what chemicals my family
consumes.

Angela Flynn Australia 2017-02-13 We need to know what goes into our food. It's a basic
human right.

Sandra Page Australia 2017-02-13 Food labelling in Australia needs to be less confusing not
more confusing.

Barb Revill Darlington,
Western
Australia,
Australia

2017-02-14 Nothing, absolutely nothing, should be hidden from
consumers.

Meredith Huggins Strathblane,
Wyoming, US

2017-02-14 We don't need this rubbish in our children's food!

Kaurie McWhirter Australia 2017-02-14 Absolutely ridiculous that this crap can be added to our food
and not shown on label!

Joanne Bauer Toowoomba,
Australia

2017-02-14 I react very badly to MSG. I know within half an hour if I have
eaten something that contains msg, also known as flavour
enhancer. My heart rate more than doubles up to 160 beats
per minute. I feel this is a very dangerous reaction and could
one day get worse. We need to know what is in our food!

Patricia O'Keefe Australia 2017-02-14 I have reactions- headache, tachycardia = to MSG.

Joy Arrowsmith Brisbane,
Australia

2017-02-15 This is wrong !!!

Leanne Beecher Australia 2017-02-15 Everyone has a basic human right to be told the truth about
what additives are in ours and our children's food, especially
when those additives make people sick.

Shireen Turnbull Australia 2017-02-16 I have severe food intolerances that cause debilitating
health problems, including chronic fatigue and fibromyalgia
symptoms. Transparency in food labelling is vital for my
health.

jenny mclellan Auckland, New
Zealand

2017-02-17 Dreadful

Fiona Devereaux Epsom, Australia 2017-02-17 I have suffered from severe food intolerances which nearly
killed me. My Professor had no idea on how to treat me
when my leaky was so bad I couldn't tolerate the necessary
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antibiotics to treat SIBO. More info needs to be publicised
about SIBO!!

Dr Howard
Dengate

Woolgoolga,
Australia

2017-02-18 Hi Carly, yes the photograph is confronting, but so are the
symptoms that people suffer from glutamates and MSG.
Many reactions are not photographable (think headaches)
so we are pleased to have clear parental permission to use
this photo to make concrete the effects of food.

Viette Luu Australia 2017-02-18 MSG is a poison. I get heart palpitations for days after
consuming it in food. Why people still this product I dont
understand!

Gaby Wade Australia 2017-02-21 We should know what is in our food.

nairi watts Australia 2017-02-21 I have the right to know

Tania c Australia 2017-02-21 I dont like to be fooled or misled and my 3 young children
have the right to be fed food that isnt going to harm or
hinder their health or development. Its my choice as mother
to decide what food i provide my children, but not being
given the chance to knowing avoid such additives frustrates
me and adds to the guilt we parents already have when
making mistakes in our role as primary caregivers.

Donna Stokes Sydney,
Australia

2017-02-21 This affects my family greatly, we are all intolerant to
chemicals in our food. Hopefully we can put a stop to this :(

Angela Squire Australia 2017-02-21 My children have allergies to colours, flavours, preservatives
particularly msg. How can I protect them if I don't know
what is really in the food I am giving them?

Rachel De angelis Australia 2017-02-21 We should be able to know what we are eating.

Christine Jeffries Australia 2017-02-21 Msg is wrong anyway. To hide it in food is atrocious

Jake Mealand Australia 2017-02-21 I refuse to let government pass law that enables foods
and food labels to include hidden added ingredients that
the intended consumer of the product is unaware of. It is
currently illegal and should remain that way forever without
reviewal

Sasha Pavy Adelaide,
Australia

2017-02-21 We all have rights to know what we are eating. If they are so
convince they do not cause harm, then clearly show it on the
label for us consumers to make our own decisions. These
kind of deceptions are criminal and make me sick.

Kerryn Gouldson Australia 2017-02-21 MSG gives me a swollen face, weird vivid dreams and night
sweats. My kids end up with silly behavior and an inability
to concentrate that takes days to come down from. We
should have a clear choice when we buy processed food
to know what is really in it, not play guessing games once
the symptoms have started about which food it might have
come from. Why bother labeling at all if the label is filed with
misinformation. And if the misinformation is necessary to
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make the product appealing, it shouldn't count as food fit
for for human consumption.

Susan Thomas Brisbane,
Australia

2017-02-21 Transparency in what I am eating

Sarah Moreland Bannockburn,
Victoria,
Australia

2017-02-21 I need to know what is in my kids food

Bronwen Brasch Melbourne,
Australia

2017-02-21 It is absolutely criminal that companies think they can add
these chemicals to food and just expect the consumer to
accept it. So many people have shocking reactions to MSG-
we the consumer should be given 100% facts of EVERY
ingredient listed in any food product bought!

leasha selfridge Highgate,
Australia

2017-02-21 We should know what is in our food! Keep it clean!

Renelle Pearce Australia 2017-02-21 We have a right to know what is in our food.

Roxanne Lyon Australia 2017-02-21 It is wrong to hide an ingredient in food that has many
negative effects on sensitive people. Processesing aids
need to be listed so consumers know exactly what they are
consuming.

Linda Mason Australia 2017-02-21 Consumers have the right to know what is in food products,
so we can make informed choices whether for health,
lifestyle or other reasons.

Vivien Dockerty Clifton Beach,
Queensland,
Australia

2017-02-21 We should not be blindly following the FDA, they usually
have ulterior motives than begin with $s.

jean wilson Australia 2017-02-22 I have seen what first hand food intolerance do to you. We
have a right to know what we are REALLY eating.

Maureen
McGovern

New Berlin,
Wisconsin, US

2017-02-22 My brain is crashing from MSG!

Jocelyn Thomas Australia 2017-02-22 I am signing because I believe reducing food chemicals
results in better food and a better society

Sarah Tate Australia 2017-02-22 If I am the one consuming these products, why would I NOT
have the right to know what is in them?

Karen Yee Queenstown,
Australia

2017-02-22 I am sensitive to MSG.

Elizabeth Simner Australia 2017-02-22 As an everyday Australian I am completely knocked down by
MSG contained in the food I eat. I can't work, look after my
family for up to three days at a time. I NEED to know if the
food I am purchasing contains it!

Annette Woods Australia 2017-02-22 People with food allergies need to be able to identify what is
in the processed food they buy.
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Anneliese
Alexander

Australia 2017-02-23 Consumers have a right to know what is in their food,
and removing MSG from labels could have catastrophic
consequences for those with MSG allergies/intolerances.

Christine Letcher Golden Grove,
Australia

2017-02-24 This is so wrong! We have a right to know what is being
added to our food, what we as consumers are PAYING for!
We have a right to keep our kids and ourselves safe. We
teach our kids to read the labels so that they can make
choices about what is safe for them to consume, this move
takes away their choices. It is creating a very dangerous and
for some a life threatening situation. NOT OKAY!

Michael James Australia 2017-02-24 I get of all the rubbish that is put in food that simply does
not need to be there, and especially the stuff that is hidden.

Natalia Franco France 2017-02-24 Food companies must write down on their food labels
EVERYTHING they put into the products. No misleading
names please!!

Karen Fielke Australia 2017-02-24 We are entitled to know what we are eating

Jen Fitzgerald Wanaka, New
Zealand

2017-02-26 All my family (both immediate and extended) are sensitive to
MSG. This needs to be on the label for everyone's health.

Leeanne Dequintal Australia 2017-02-26 I have kids, small kids, and I try all I can to avoid any
addictive in food, to avoid them getting sick but the labelling
has become confusing and one cannot recognise MSG or
other bad chemicals in our foods anymore.

Heather Little Australia 2017-02-26 I have massive food intollerences and the consequences
of eating trigger foods/ chemicals are very painful among
other problems. I and many other people NEED to know
what is in their food !!!!

Els Davis Australia 2017-02-27 I want to know what I feed my family.

Diana Wallis Paddington,
Australia

2017-02-27 I demand to know what is in my food.

Susan Calligaro Perth, Australia 2017-02-27 Shocking! To add MSG to foods is criminal.

Louise Smith Australia 2017-02-27 Don't try and pretend its not there - if it's there! It's just
avoiding the truth!!

Adela Woodford Eastleigh,
England, UK

2017-02-27 I am against food being hidden with MSG's and have strong
concerns about the side affects.

Nicole Beaumont Ottawa, Canada 2017-02-27 I was diagnosed with a MSG intolerance at age 3 by my
pediatrician. I avoided the ingredient and had about 4
accidental adverse reaction. In 2008 I was chronically ill,
unable to finish my University studies or work for 18mths
until I realized the new ingredient labels by chance. All my
symptoms (migraine (12-72 hours), occasional fever 102°F,
nausea, sensitivity to sound, light and slower cognitive
processes, burning in upper intestines severe fatigue.) were
alleviated after eliminating all free glutamate ingredients.
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I had triple the amount of adverse reactions beacuse of
mislabelling and the obsureness of the "new" labelling
practices. I have to check all ingredient lists at restaurants,
cafes and at family and friends. The research on the adverse
affects of glutamate are wrongI can eat foods such as
grapes, tomatoes, Parmesan cheese, mushrooms with no
ill affects. In addition, the "safety" results are inaccurate.
Individuals with an processed glutamate intolerance could
not continue the study and would

Neil Bassett Andover,
England, UK

2017-02-28 We need to know what is in our foods, as when/if there is
a problem, we/doctors need to be able to trace similarities
and chain of events if/when things start going wrong.

Natalie Doepke Australia 2017-02-28 And yet.....the main ingredient that it is made from is
corn. Yet there are no complaints about corn. Corn is in
everything. Ah! I know, because if corn was removed from
all the chemicals, materials, food, and cleansing products we
use everyday, people might just become....healthy!

Jocelyn Hesketh Australia 2017-02-28 Concerned out what is going into our food

C Harbour Kewdale,
Australia

2017-02-28 Without fail, if I have food with added MSG, I get the worst
headaches I have ever had. Definitely MSG related. I am able
to avoid it when it is written in an ingredients list, so if it is
hidden I will be exposed to the risk of more headaches.

Bec Everett Australia 2017-02-28 This is poison! The people that are allowing this product to
be in our foods should have someone close & dear to them
to have a reaction so they know first hand how awful this is.
And then they might have a second opinion & think twice
about allowing this poison in product that we consume.

Rieks Van klinken Australia 2017-03-02 My child's health is severely affected by additives including
glutamates, which affect his mood, concentration ability and
bowels. Using labels to avoid glutamates has changed his
life, he is now able to concentrate at school. Please don't
make it impossible for us to choose not to eat them.

Rosie Van klinken Australia 2017-03-02 I also react to msg

Siall Waterbright Australia 2017-03-02 Being able to confidently identify the ingredients in the
food we buy is vitally important. Any change to legislation
that threatens our ability to know what is in our food is
dangerous and wrong. Please continue to protect citizens
and consumers by ensuring all ingredients, including
additives and elements added for processing, are clearly
labelled in a form that means individuals can avoid those
that cause problems to them.

Ken Aberdeen Brisbane,
Australia

2017-03-02 Kids lives can be totally messed up by this sort of thing

Derek Megraw[A
hunter]

Innisfail, Alberta,
Canada

2017-03-02 Let stop the big food manufacture's from saving money for
big profits at the expense of our health
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Judith Everett Australia 2017-03-03 Consumers should always be informed of the contents of
what they buy to consume.

Jeannet Kessels Australia 2017-03-03 It's a massive problem for adults and children alike.

Michelle Elmer Australia 2017-03-03 NO TO ALL MSG

Rachel Boehmer Australia 2017-03-03 My daughter's health is severely affected by msg. We need
straight forward transparent labelling on food to keep her
safe.

Rohan Cramsie Australia 2017-03-03 I don't want my children consuming this.

Sharon Hillcoat Gold Coast,
Australia

2017-03-04 I believe strongly we should know what we are eating so we
can make choices for ourselves.

Barbara Marshall Secret Harbour,
Western
Australia,
Australia

2017-03-04 I care about what's in my food that I and my children are
eating. As a mum of three with special needs, we have more
than enough problems and we don't need any more caused
by outsiders to our family.

Patricia Morris Australia 2017-03-04 I'm signing because I suffer intense thirst and abdominal
problems after consuming MSG by mistake. I know when
it has been added to food by the intense symptoms I get
after ingesting it and need to know if it has been added to
my food . Please make it mandatory to be listed on all food
products.

Natalie Bergen Australia 2017-03-04 I'm allergic to MSG

Robin Fisher Loburn, New
Zealand

2017-03-04 I'm this petition because people have a right to know what is
in their food and those sensitive to MSG are greatly at risk.

Simonette Desensi Australia 2017-03-06 No msg thanks!!!!

Lisa Griffiths Australia 2017-03-06 It bothers me greatly what has happened to our food and
this is most concerning also !!

Patrycia laForty Australia 2017-03-06 We need a regulation to show the free glutamate content
of foods on all ingredients labels so that such flavour
enhancers are in public gaze, forcing food manufacturers to
reduce use.

Tarryn Richardson Australia 2017-03-06 This is ridiculous! What will be next??

Sandra Paton Auckland, New
Zealand

2017-03-06 My daughter is on dialysis and on a certain diet it would be
detrimental for her life to hide ingredients in food products
makes me think you shouldn't eat any processed products
at all. I would not be buying any from now on. Shocking
application.

Belinda Letty Australia 2017-03-07 These chemicals are detrimental to our health and wellbeing
and not good for society as a whole
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Pamela Jeffress Australia 2017-03-07 I think people should have a choice to decide what they and
their family have in their food.

Mafruha Sabrin Australia 2017-03-07 Because msg is very bad for our health.we should avoid it in
our food.

Violet Meineke Australia 2017-03-07 V. Meineke

sarah wallace Australia 2017-03-07 we deserve to know what's on our food. I also suffer
migraines from MSG and have a cardiac condition, and
when I accidently get MSG in my food when it hasn't been
labelled correctly I get SVT.

Kerri Turner Australia 2017-03-07 I'm signing because I'm sick of feeding my children
chemicals and dealing with the extreme behaviours!

Penny Flaherty Merimbula, New
South Wales,
Australia

2017-03-07 Too many people are adversely affected

Joanne Thompson Australia 2017-03-07 My mother is allergic to MSG and she already has a lot
of health issues without the added drama of unwittingly
ingesting a chemical that is toxic to her.

Su Fraser Australia 2017-03-07 I don't want additives to good to be hidden. Consumers
need to be aware and be able to make choices. It would be a
health risk to some.

Belinda Connor Australia 2017-03-08 My son reacts to MSG. He is 8. I don't like being deceived
by food companies and my son having reactions. My
son doesn't like how he feels when he reacts, including
breathlessness, sleeplessness, restless. It's just not
necessary.

Judith Chapman Australia 2017-03-08 I have significant reactions to MSG as well as preservatives
and salicylates. My children and grandchildren also suffer
from reactions to these. It will be even harder to avoid these
if they are not listed.

John Jackson Christchurch,
New Zealand

2017-03-08 Make showing the use of Palm Oil mandatory as well.

Karon DEVINE Australia 2017-03-08 I'm signing because I am a sufferer too. The more
processing in food allows for more additives and
preservatives when natural foods don't need them. ALL
FOR A LONGER SHELF LIFE or to reduce expenses???? Lets
support our own farmers and produce while protecting
us and a new generation from exposure to these toxic
chemicals added to out foods. Karon

Barb Rimington Balnarring,
Australia

2017-03-08 too many of us have and are affected by a range of
chemicals. All foods need to be labelled so we can make safe
choices about what we eat!
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Kathie Strickland Australia 2017-03-08 I am allergic to many chemicals and need to know what I am
buying

Dianne Selway Alstonville,
Australia

2017-03-10 I detest deception!!!

susan turner lawrence, New
Zealand

2017-03-10 I'm signing because this is so wrong. What's wrong with
creating real unprocessed food that uplifts humanity and
health not destroy it.

Jess de Ridder Dunedin, New
Zealand

2017-03-11 We should have the choice what we do & do not want to
put in our bodies. Every food label should show ALL the
contents!

lloyd fafeita palmerston
north, New
Zealand

2017-03-11 It is simply not right, show what is in the product. Its about
living in a democratic society not a dictatorship.

chris Williams Australia 2017-03-11 Products should not be able to say that no msg or 'no added
flavour enhancers' are in a product if it contains 'yeast
extract' which is alsoa form of MSG and cant be tolerated by
a lot of people/

kathleen sanders Cromwell, New
Zealand

2017-03-11 I want food that is beneficial to my health...not toxic!

Carol Mathewson Australia 2017-03-13 Action should be taken now to remove MSG from all foods,
people's health would improve, less burden on the health
system and less chemicals being unknowingly forced into
our systems and I into our children of the future. This is only
requested by greedy multi national companies looking to
increase their profits. Consider health first profits second.

Marilyn Linwood Lydney, England,
UK

2017-03-15 This must end.

Kelly Mathews Australia 2017-03-17 My children dobt need to suffer even more when it takes
longer to shop than normal. Now they want to hide MSG like
this?! Unbelievable.

sandra bernardo Melbourne,
Australia

2017-03-17 I have children with severe allergies (Anaphylaxis)

Judith Ware Australia 2017-03-18 An immunolgist supervised challenge demonstrated that
msg triggers 3 day migraines for me.

Melissa Gillespie Thornlands,
Queensland,
Australia

2017-03-20 MSG gives my 10 year old son Severe Migraines. We have
the right to know what is in food products so we can avoid it
if we need to. Simple.

Kylie stewart Australia 2017-03-20 I try to feed my kids healthy food and don't want my kids
eating msg

Mandy Healy Australia 2017-03-20 I want to improve food quality and decrease reliance on
chemicals
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James Turrell Broadstairs,
England, UK

2017-03-20 It makes my blood boil how food companies get away with
half of shit they get up to. People > profits

a r ørbæk, Denmark 2017-03-20 I wish to unsure that our children will be able to get natural
healthy food

Amy Warrener Australia 2017-03-22 We have a right to know how are food is being processed,
what is in it and who it's made by.

Lyndal McKay Hazelbrook,
Australia

2017-03-22 I'm signing this petition because my kids..... And we as a
nation should be putting their own interests as well as our
own in high priority. Not hiding stuff from the consumer in a
bid in increase profits.

A Hill Australia 2017-03-22 All toxins should be removed or at leased declared by
food producers so people can make informed choices and
companies are held accountable for their choices.

John Mahoney Enola,
Pennsylvania, US

2017-03-22 Our food should be left alone.

Maureen Nelson Kaikohe, New
Zealand

2017-03-25 Maureen Nelson

Deborah Mckeown Auckland, New
Zealand

2017-03-25 I don't want hidden MSG

Geoff Leaver Australia 2017-03-26 geoff leaver

Pataka Tepohe Mount Isa,
Australia

2017-03-26 My sons have severe behavioural reactions to MSG. This
should not be in good in any way!

Meg Johnson Australia 2017-03-27 I implore you to ensure that this enzyme be listed clearly on
food labels for what it is ...MSG. There are many people who
need to avoid MSG in their diets as it causes severe reactions
in those who are sensitive to it. Our government has a duty
to protect the right of consumers to make informed choices.
This is a health issue for so many people. Please ensure
that labelling of this product is clear and identifiable by
consumers. Consumers have a right to know what is in the
foods that are being marketed to them, please uphold that
right.

Vikki Bradford Australia 2017-03-27 i end up in hospital every time I eat something with a
glutamate in it. They should not be allowed at all.

Raylene Swain Warwick,
Queensland,
Australia

2017-03-27 I'm signing because of all the additives I get a dry mouth
and almost choke sodium, msg all this stuff in our foods!!!

Patricia Hawcroft Australia 2017-03-27 We need unadulterated food, not more additives added by
profit seekers. Enough is enough.

Nina Woods Australia 2017-03-28 I want to know what is in my food! It is my health, my body,
my quality of life.
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ian frazer
thepeppers29@yahoo.com

Australia 2017-03-28 i have seen what it has done to people after eating chinese
food,if the food is good enough it does not need flavour
enhancement

Laura Bodin Mount Juliet,
Tennessee, US

2017-03-28 My husband Ken was diagnosed with Parkinson's in July
2015. It was not Parkinsons, it was MSG and Aspartame.
He has NO symptoms today, because he stopped drinking
bodybuilding protein powders.

Ken Bodin Mount Juliet,
Tennessee, US

2017-03-28 IT has happened to ME

Ken Garratt Australia 2017-03-29 I'm signing this because of my experienced downside of
eating food laced with MSG to "enhance" flavor in food. I
dislike the enhanced taste anyway and the after-effects one
must suffer as a consequence.Cheap food, low grade chefs.
Ban it, ban them.

Danielle Parker Sai kung,
Australia

2017-03-31 My son has a strong intolerance to MSG. His, and our lives
would be miserable!

Nicole kulesza Australia 2017-03-31 Iam signing this us I react to msg and various other
additives. So does my children, I beleive the australian food
standards need to change and became more inlined with
europian countrys. Suggestion is to have warning labels
on items that contain msg. Iam constantly shocked at how
many food outlets/ resturants. still add msg to their food
dont disclosure whats in the food. I suspose everyone reacts
differently , but this is a health risk to Australian comsumers.
That Australian Food Standards need to start to take so
accoutabity for.

Monika Parker Hong Kong,
Macau

2017-03-31 I am signing because I value my life and my good health and
am not willing to put it on the 'plate' for companie's profits

Marianne Atkins Hong kong,
Hong Kong

2017-04-01 We don to need this rubbish in our foods, we need to stop
the nonsense of fast food depending on such toxins.

Kathleen Mc Lean Dallas, Texas, US 2017-04-01 We should be appraised of all the additives in our food
products --- lives depend on this information!

Robert Webb Australia 2017-04-02 I think that msg should not be hidden in foods but should be
listed on the labels whichever way it is used

Julie White Australia 2017-04-02 I suffer from MSG intolerance and scrutinise my food
purchases to ensure no form of this substance is included.
There are many people like me who will but unable to
identify its presence until after such foods are consumed,
and the inevitable reactions suffered. Masking the presence
of any form of MSG is callous and thoughtless.

Anne Southon Australia 2017-04-03 I to have allergies to MSG as to other family members, so
tired of the labeling laws in Australia . They need to change
we are being killed by our food.
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Jim Winn Woodcroft,
Australia

2017-04-03 As consumers, parents and grandparents we're entitled to
know what's used in the foods sold to us. It's a human right
- no more, no less!

Maureen Howland Seacliff Park,
Australia

2017-04-03 I have allergies - I need to know what's in my food

Adam Yearsley Adelaide,
Australia

2017-04-03 I have a right to know what is in the food I eat!

Margaret Cargill Australia 2017-04-04 I'm signing because I want to know what is in the food I buy,
and I don't want MSG or its relatives.

Sheena Sullivan Australia 2017-04-04 Im allergic to msg and another hidden ingredient.
Have such a massive reaction. Hives...massive fluid
retention....swollen lips...tongue....just such a bad
ingredient.

Nina Blake Australia 2017-04-07 I have a child who gets excema from glutamates, I wish to
know when this enzyme is added to goods so I can avoid it.

Elizabeth Dent Australia 2017-04-07 So fed up with the labeling laws in Australia. It's exhausting,
to constantly read labels and then have to contact
companies before I know if my family are safe to eat the
item. It's about time labelling laws change in Australia! I am
a Parent with two Anaphylaxis children. It's a full time job
just to buy regular groceries from the supermarket.

Della Isackson Australia 2017-04-08 I'm signing because I believe free glutamates in processed
foods affects many children (and adults) insidiously. At least
if it's labelled, people can choose whether to consume it.

Vera Pennisi Brisbane,
Australia

2017-04-08 Please don't allow the food industry to include ingredients
that are "hidden" in labelling with other names. We have
a right to know exactly what is in our foods and we have
a right to food labels in plain English. The law profession
changed so that all legal documents are in plain English, so
why are our food labelling laws exempt?

Jenella Downing Australia 2017-04-08 My child will break out in skin rashes if he eats this

Tara Wells Australia 2017-04-09 Unlabelled "processing aids" means that we, as consumers,
have no idea what we're buying. The premise of capitalism
is to "let the market decide", but you can't decide what you
don't know about. In some cases, this legislated ignorance
can have dire health effects to more vulnerable members of
our society... for the convenience of manufacturers.

Karl Lazdins Australia 2017-04-09 Consumers need to know and have a choice!

Valerie Hill Australia 2017-04-10 I don't want to be eating food with additives I don't know
are there.

Cassie Van Diemen Pakenham,
Australia

2017-04-10 MSG and it's derivatives causes me migraines
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Kevin Bergin Melbourne,
Australia

2017-04-13 I suffer from horrific migraines whenever I ingest MSG.

Hannah O'Rourke Australia 2017-04-13 I'm allergic to MSG. My face swells, most notably my top
lip. It's painful and takes a week to subside. When I lived in
China, my Canadian friend's face turned to full covered acne,
she put on weight and didn't get her period for 9 months. It
was later discovered to be due to MSG.

David Schwartz Sydney,
Australia

2017-04-14 It's horrifying how far corporations are prepared to go in
search of profit.

Sandra Tait Australia 2017-04-17 My son and I are both intolant to MSG. For him though with
to much it can be deadly. Stop putting in to our food what
we do not want

Gwen Gerroll Parbold,
England, UK

2017-04-19 I have a reaction to MSG and it is debilitating. All additives
needed to be on the label so I can avoid it.

stephen
Lansdowne

Australia 2017-04-20 People have a right to know what they consume.

Jenny Christie Australia 2017-04-22 My daughters has had hives for 3 months which we believe
to be caused by natural food chemicals

Di Jaksic Australia 2017-04-23 I'm signing because I am highly allergic to MSG, it has a
drastic effect on me, and we should not be subjected to
having additives put in foods without it being clearly stated.

Leanne wills Australia 2017-04-24 I have a high level chemical sensitivity and I need to know
and have a right to know, what is in my food

Annette Reid Australia 2017-04-24 I have sensitivities to food

Karen Gallagher Australia 2017-04-24 I have a right to know & choose what my family is
consuming

Carol Borham Seaford,
Australia

2017-04-24 I also have a problem with MSG. Unable to eat anything with
added MSG.

Michelle Potter Australia 2017-04-24 I get migraines from eating food with msg in it how can we
avoid it if we don't know it's there until it's too late

Nicki Wright Sydney, New
South Wales,
Australia

2017-04-24 My children and I all react to preservatives in food, MSG
being a major issue for us. A preservative free diet reduces
dramatically my son's behavioural issues. The 10% law that
means producers don't need to label additives if they make
up less than 10% of a food is bad enough. This new law
would make it virtually impossible for families like mine to
make healthy choices about what we eat. Please, please stop
this loophole.

Jacinta Ferguson Australia 2017-04-24 I believe nutrition and ingredient information on food
packing should be transparent. Australian's have a right to
know what they are consuming.



Name Location Date Comment

Kristina nailon Australia 2017-04-24 Our family can't eat products with MSG - altering the label to
make it harder to identify puts us at risk of health problems

A Saville Australia 2017-04-24 My family are particularly sensitive to msg and need to
know what's in our food. My mum is sensitive to the point of
anaphylaxis. Very frightening!

Trudi Elyard Australia 2017-04-24 Many have reactions to MSG/glutimates in food. There
needs to be more transparency not less.

Kathryn Ward Olinda, Victoria,
Australia

2017-04-24 If this is approved it could cause health problems for a lot of
people.

Bernice Mahoney Melbourne,
Australia

2017-04-24 We have a right to know EVERY ingredient used in or to
process food. People's lives and wellbeing are at serious risk
if we don't.

Kate Beattie Australia 2017-04-24 As a parent with a child with severe food allergies I find
anything being hidden from food labels very concerning.

Lydia Burth-Weir Australia 2017-04-24 I'm signing because I strongly believe that we have a right
to know what exactly is in the product that we are buying to
eat. As a consumer I don't want to me mislead. The product
ingredients need to be transparent to the consumer.

Dianne Smith Melbourne,
Australia

2017-04-24 I believe food additives are harmful to us all including
children.

melanie Conway Gold Coast,
Australia

2017-04-24 We, as consumers, have the right to know what we and our
families are eating.

Alison Bithell Bayswater
North, Australia

2017-04-24 Everyone has the right to know what they are consuming. Be
transparent.

Emily Richey Australia 2017-04-24 My son

sharon hensby Australia 2017-04-25 I would like food additives to be removed or clearly labelled
on all food

Katie Wright Norman Park,
Australia

2017-04-25 My son experiences severe night terrors with even the
smallest amount of MSG. This processing aid approval
would greatly distress our family.

Jessica Luly Australia 2017-04-25 Luly

Patricia Angley Australia 2017-04-25 My child had a similar reaction which had a debilating effect
for 1-2 months of pain and discomfort. I was being vigilant
in reading labels but the disgustingly shocking labelling laws
in Australia still allowed this to happen. Get it together and
dirt out the labelling laws.

Kim Tout Australia 2017-04-25 MSG in foods gives me rapid heart beat, and foggy brain
symptoms. Please do not allow this to happen.



Name Location Date Comment

Michelle Graham Australia 2017-04-26 Both children have different reactions to these chemicals-
one gets asthma and the other with mood and behaviour
problems

Jacqueline Payton Australia 2017-04-30 I'm allergic to msg!#

Tamara Kenyon Australia 2017-05-05 We have a right to choose what we eat

Helen Humphreys Australia 2017-05-05 My son has numerous allergies and reacts to msg with a
rash

Diane McCormack Australia 2017-05-06 I'm signing because, as an adult, I react to MSG with severe
pains in the chest for 5 hours! Don't use it in our foods!

Mary Krix Scullin, Australia 2017-05-06 I'm signing this because I suffer from intolerance to MSG

Sue Scordo Australia 2017-05-11 allergy and intolerance to chemicals in foods

Melina Burbury Australia 2017-05-11 Everyone deserves to know what's in their food

Bianca Parker Cannon Hill,
Queensland,
Australia

2017-05-12 We deserve to know what's in our food

Pam lloyd Farnham,
England, UK

2017-05-12 Food intolerances are becoming a major problem in the lives
of adults and particularly so many children. These additives
can be life threatening and life destroying so why are we
allowing them???

Sara Logan Australia 2017-05-15 My son is allergic to many additives. Eating something with
a hidden chemical he reacts to is potentially life threatening.
He is not yet 3.

Julie Donald Australia 2017-05-15 Living with chemical issues and having seen multiple people
react to MSG, what more needs to be said.

Neola Johnson Australia 2017-05-15 We should be moving towards more transparency in our
labelling not less. Especially with an ingredient that many
people react to and are concerned about.

Phillip Dwyer Australia 2017-05-15 I have a severe allergy to theses additives and need to know
if they are in the foods before purchasing

Lyn Hough Melbourne,
Australia

2017-05-15 I'm signing because I beleive we should know every thing
that goes into our food and what things happen to our
food.....

Maree Hingston Heathcote,
Victoria,
Australia

2017-05-15 Because I can't bear to think of little children suffering
allergies when they can be avoided.

Bethany Cole Australia 2017-05-15 This should not be hidden from consumers. People have
the right to know what is in their food and how it is being
processed. Especially if it could be the difference between
life or death for those with allergies



Name Location Date Comment

Shirley Brown melbourne,
Australia

2017-05-15 MSG is POISON!!

Glenda Lovell Nelson, New
Zealand

2017-05-15 All ingredients should be listed not hidden!

Tricia Cheel Browns Bay,
Auckland, New
Zealand

2017-05-15 Our children, and ourselves, deserve the best food money
can buy and that includes the choice of not buying food
laced with chemicals.

Lucy Roche Australia 2017-05-15 We should all be able to make informed choices about what
we eat.

Denise Cellier Australia 2017-05-15 I react to MSG type additives and preservatives and try to
avoid them but it is very difficult. I need the additives to be
clearly labelled even if only small amounts.

ken braines waiwera, New
Zealand

2017-05-15 as a often visit to australia the thought of not knowing if
one is buying gmo foods or organic and gmo free is a basic
human right

ken braines waiwera, New
Zealand

2017-05-15 people in both australia and nz have the democratic right to
know what is in the food we eat and give to our loved ones

Shirley Mendoza Auckland, New
Zealand

2017-05-15 MSG Is really poison however you call it

Peter Gipp Australia 2017-05-15 Want to eat healthy plus we as consumers should be told
every thing that's in our food

Lindy DoLambert Australia 2017-05-15 I'm signing because my son gets these rashes. Terrible!!

Kevin Mills Auckland, New
Zealand

2017-05-15 This is rediculous and can't be allowed to become standard
practice

Judith Furlong Auckland, New
Zealand

2017-05-15 I don't think MSG should be used in our food!

Dawn Kuchel Australia 2017-05-15 My son and his children are adversely affected by MSG and
we need to know what is in the food we eat, without it being
masked.

Donna Trott Leatherhead, UK 2017-05-15 My child is allergic to it & causes problems for others too!

Anne Vorley Auckland, New
Zealand

2017-05-15 We are entitled to know what additives are in our food. I
hace high food allergies abd a chronic illness. This is vital for
my health.

Bianca Kuchel Australia 2017-05-15 I need to know what is in my family's food due to food
intolerance reactions (and the need to avoid certain
additives and chemicals). Increasing chemical levels in the
food (from natural state) without labelling required could be
dangerous to my family's health.



Name Location Date Comment

Michelle Preston Auckland, New
Zealand

2017-05-15 My son has had this skin reaction to food

David Lorier-May Auckland, New
Zealand

2017-05-15 Consumers have the right to know what's in their food
especially something that is known to cause severe
reactions in some people

Natalie owen Auckland, New
Zealand

2017-05-15 MSG shouldn't even be in our food. Period. Let alone hidden
from consumers.Awful, awful stuff, and our bodies are not
designed to tolerate it.

Kim Martini Australia 2017-05-15 Msg is an insidious substance and its presence should not
be allowed to be hidden within foods

Kym Caffery Australia 2017-05-15 The inclusion of these additives in foods at all is unnecessary
and harming; the devious attempts to hide these additives
by "spin-doctoring" is downright malicious. These
companies who adopt this practice should be ashamed -
they are morally crippled and showing open disdain for
industry ethics.

Samantha Nepe Wellington, New
Zealand

2017-05-15 This is pathetic and can't believe the government is agreeing
to this but then again grow your own whānau. Don't be lazy
and don't be put off by them selling it cheap.

julie Powell Auckland, New
Zealand

2017-05-15 I want to know if foods I am purchasing have msg
contaminating it. Simple

Renae Riedell Australia 2017-05-16 I' m signing because I believe the consumer should have
complete transparency about a foods origin & how it is
processed

Barbara Jones Auckland, New
Zealand

2017-05-16 Because cheating and LYING about nasty deadly additives in
OUR food chain is sneaky & CORRUPT !!!!!!

Neera Giri Auckland, New
Zealand

2017-05-16 I want all GM foods to be labelled - GM foods don't get to be
processed by our bodies

Francis Castellino Australia 2017-05-16 MSG in any form is harmful to health and I believe the
Government owes it to the Australian common people to
prevent unscrupulous additives to our food.

t Foulds Australia 2017-05-16 I believe we should have the right to make a choice what
food we consume without being deceived

Kim Andrews Auckland, New
Zealand

2017-05-16 We should be able to know what we are eating.

Cassia Isaiah Hamilton, New
Zealand

2017-05-16 I'm allergic to MSG so I NEED to know if it's in food!!!!

Therese Egan Australia 2017-05-16 My son reacts to preservatives and flavour enhancers

Anne O'Donnell Sydney,
Australia

2017-05-16 I react to MSG and the food labelling laws should help
protect me, I already spend alot of time reading food labels
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and if food labels aren't reflecting the true ingredients then
why bother with food labels at all

Cherrisse Walker Australia 2017-05-16 Glutamate makes some people very sick! We deserve the
right to make the decision whether to ingest something that
has been processed with or contains it.

Lone Hansen Sawtell, Australia 2017-05-16 I want to know exactly what I eat.

Ewa Nawrot Kuala Lumpur,
Malaysia

2017-05-16 I want to eat healthy!!!

Nikki Young Whitianga, New
Zealand

2017-05-16 My son is intolerant to msg and alot of people are so it's
inportabtbfor me to know what he can and cannot have

Hanna Edwards Joondalup,
Australia

2017-05-17 My son has additive, preservative and colour intolerances
I don't think it's fair for companies to get away with their
"hiding" renaming tactics ITS morally WRONG!

Sandra Johnston Worongary,
Queensland,
Australia

2017-05-17 ALL of our food should be clearly labelled - To not do so can
harm people and should be illegal.

geoff clark nelson, New
Zealand

2017-05-17 i would be stupid and irrisponsible if i didnt ...a no brainer ,
sick of being poisoned without my consent .!!!

Sarah Young Sydney,
Australia

2017-05-17 I want to know what is in my food!

Marika Graf Melbourne,
Australia

2017-05-17 My child sensitive to MSG & the like.

Justine Warrington Auckland, New
Zealand

2017-05-17 Because it's important to know what's going into our food.

Pamela Harvey Manukau, New
Zealand

2017-05-17 Allergic to MSG

Camilla Donnelly Bukkulla,
Australia

2017-05-18 My children react to products containing MSG and I think
the addition of protein glutaminase to foods is misleading
consumers.

helen Wilson Neerim South,
Australia

2017-05-18 Glutamate containing substances give me really horrible
nightmares. Please refer to "Excitotoxins: the Taste that kills"
by Russell Blaylock

Anne Wilson Auckland, New
Zealand

2017-05-18 This happened to my son too

Jo-Anne Rich Waikato, New
Zealand

2017-05-18 I am totally allergic to MSG.., I sign because I have a right to
know what is TRUTHFULLY in my FOOD

neville bennett chch, New
Zealand

2017-05-18 MSG is life-threatening to me
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Christine Flexman Te kuiti, New
Zealand

2017-05-18 I think we have the right to know what we eat. No hidden
MSG

Sue Chivilo Australia 2017-05-18 I want food companies to be transparent about what they
add to the food. Fresh is best but if they are allowed to add
things to even meat products, what hope is there

Kirsten Forrester Dunedin, New
Zealand

2017-05-18 Additives are so insidious.

Agustine Affandi Wellington 6022,
New Zealand

2017-05-18 It is imperative that food labels are included on all food
products especially on processed foodstuffs.

Tracy Livingston Tauranga, New
Zealand

2017-05-19 I am aware that MSG and free glutamate are harmful
and will do all I can to reduce my family's intake including
avoiding processed foods.

Ann Hamilton Wellington, New
Zealand

2017-05-19 It is time to realise our governments do not have our best
interests at heart. They are for the industries. It is time to
vote with our wallets and stop buying fake food.

Kathleeen Smith Australia 2017-05-20 honesty in products is a right they keep trying to deprive us
of .we should not be denied this health right.

Bron Pollnitz Australia 2017-05-20 I react very badly to MSG.

Shirley Shannon Australia 2017-05-21 We need to know as health issues are involved

Fiona Gringel Australia 2017-05-21 We have the right to know what we are putting in our
bodies.

Daniel Reurich Lower Hutt, New
Zealand

2017-05-22 Stop poisoning our food!!

Cristy-Lee Frewin Emerald Beach,
Australia

2017-05-23 This is harming us and our children. It has to stop. We have
a right to know what is in our food. Stop trying to hide it.
You're going to end up killing someone. STOP

Marianne Grant Australia 2017-05-23 We have a right to know what is in our food. Manufacturers
seem slow to realise that suspicious consumers will stop
buying processed food if it can't be trusted - who wants
their children to eat a "cake" made of 10 or more listed (and
legally unlisted) chemicals!

Patrick Condon Wilsonton,
Australia

2017-05-24 We have enough medical issues with kids adults as it is.
Weight issues out of control. Stop it

Alan Burke M Ponds,
Australia

2017-05-24 I can understand the perverse greedy, capitalist,companies
doing this,BUTT NOT "OUR" GOVT. PERMITTING IT!

James Fleming Moonee Beach,
Australia

2017-05-24 Ingestion of Hidden Glutimates in food would result in my
wife being rushed to hospital with arrhythmia.

Julie Fleming Australia 2017-05-24 Answering a question with a question - How dare anybody
put chemicals in my "fresh" food without labelling???It is
hard enough to sort through the myriad of numbers and
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hidden ingredients without MSG being added to the list. This
product should be banned!!

Dirk Pfluger Australia 2017-05-25 Been right into your site for years. Annoys me heaps that
governments/organisations and the general public don't
get right behind what your doing. We are continually being
conned. thanks

Corinne Stanaway Birmingham,
Australia

2017-05-26 ALL GMO products must be labelled and listed on packet as
well as each ingredient.Better still, ban all GMO's and get rid
of Monsanto!

Dianne Mann Australia 2017-05-26 This is really bad stuff, it should not be put in our foods!!!

sara straub Australia 2017-05-27 I ate the Seaford hotel in adelaide.the chicken Maryland

Rachel Lewis Australia 2017-05-29 transparent eating choices

urs zaugg Box Hill,
Australia

2017-05-29 Why is the government permitting it? It is because of
kickbacks in form of donations to the parties from those
companies.

Dave Ryan Australia 2017-05-29 If they want to hide it, it probably isn't good. I want to know
what I'm eating.

Louisa Tareha Australia 2017-05-31 Our family is affected by food allergy and intolerance.
There needs to be transparent information in regard to all
food additives. People suffering from varying degrees of
reactions to food additives need to be able to access this
information freely. Unravelling food allergy/intolerance
is extremely challenging and legislation regarding food
additives needs to make access to this information
easier not more challenging for those affected. Food
allergy/intolerance can be very distressing and very costly
and time consuming to to treat.

Andy Eastman Australia 2017-06-01 MSG is officially regarded by scientists and health experts
as a neurotoxin : it can POISON a person's nervous system.
Any food sensitive person can suffer extreme events such
as Grand Mal migraine headaches from MSG or its relatives
among artificial flavor enhancers.

Iris Carpenter Waycross,
Georgia, US

2017-06-01 I want to know what is in the food I eat.

Les Richters Medowie,
Australia

2017-06-02 I have recently found I am aleric to MSG and food
preservitives, everyone has the right to know whats been
added the food they consume

Warren McLaren.
BVSc, MVSc, MSc
(Env. Studs.)

Australia 2017-06-02 Our Watchdogs are always around for us -waiting for a pat
on the head but doing little in the way of "WATCHING' out
on our behalf. We need a failsafe process to determine if
the regulators are primed to detect thes introductions (food
processing enhancers) and ensure they are labelled. How
can this be ensured?
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Pauline Gauci-Chua Australia 2017-06-02 I have seen the bad effects of glutamates on an adult family
member. It is deplorable that we do not know, simply and
precisely, what is in our foods.

Maureen Johnson Australia 2017-06-04 I'm signing because I am a 62 year old chronic MIGRAINE
sufferer. My first attack was at age 12 beginning with
the distinctive neurological symptom of partial vision
disturbance before typical onset of unrelenting one-sided
headache and nausea followed by severe prolonged
vomiting attacks. It took decades of trial and error with diet
and doctors to manage the stress triggers for an attack.
Today I am in NO DOUBT that monosodium glutamate is
a poisonous neurotoxin. Surely it is a basic human right to
feel safe to eat to sustain one's life. I therefore DEMAND of
FSANZ to diligently protect consumers from unscrupulous
covert food labelling practices. If this is not done perhaps a
legal CLASS ACTION may be the appropriate solution.

Kylie Hall Australia 2017-06-05 Food standards should ensure food safety

Graham Porter Australia 2017-06-05 Labelling should be available to help not to trick us.

Sarah Tilde Sydney,
Australia

2017-06-08 all glutamates should be clearly listed in the allergy advice
on all foods in AU-NZ

Jacqueline Barnett Australia 2017-06-08 What we put into our bodies should always be an informed
choice. Labelling laws need to open up visibility not hide it.
Allergies or not! We will all suffer.

Guilda Kriletich Thames, New
Zealand

2017-06-10 Because we don't need flavor enhancements and chemicals
in our food. We want natural flavor and real, wholesome
food without additives. Should be banned. Definitely
labelled. It is unnecessary and just another assault on the
human body and mind.

WIREMU PAIRAMA Waitakere, New
Zealand

2017-06-10 I'm signing because i feel this is just Inhumane to all Our
Children infected with this gruesome VIRUS man Created

Pauline Tasker Golden Bay, New
Zealand

2017-06-10 We have the right to decide what we put in our bodies, and
what we chose to leave out.

Amanda Blackburn Edison, Australia 2017-06-12 Get this out of our food!!!!! We need full disclosure on our
labels.

Ben Snare Newnham,
Australia

2017-06-12 I believe we should be the ones who decide what is in our
food, not major corporations and companies bent on profit.

Caren Behrens Australia 2017-06-12 I care about what goes in the food we eat

Julia Owens Burnie,
Tasmania,
Australia

2017-06-12 Those that should be protecting our rights to choose what
we put in our body, are being manipulated by industry into
cover-ups that could prove to be fatal.

Ellen Langston Australia 2017-06-12 This is a dangerous additive. To put it in food so deceitfully
can cause death.
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Gemma Bennett Australia 2017-06-13 I cannot eat msg. Having it hidden in labels will be
disastrous to the health of people

Natalie Seaburn Australia 2017-06-14 This is insane and should not be allowed!

John McPhail Australia 2017-06-14 I like so many other do not want my food to contain
controlled poisons added by the food industry to prop up
big pharma. Enough is enough .

Helen Mann Christchurch,
New Zealand

2017-06-15 MSG is a horrible additive and its absolutley ONLY use is to
make to make manifacturers money.

Belinda Symons GRANGE, SA,
Australia

2017-06-15 FSANZ need to protect us, the consumers, not the
"food" (used loosely) processing industry. Lift your game
FSANZ (and Australian government) or just call yourself
FANZ.

amanda jeans toronto, Canada 2017-06-15 I Know I am sensitive to MSG ... I resent it when I have a
reaction that I couldn't avoid

Mandy Spiero Adelaide,
Australia

2017-06-15 Consumers need to be protected from these additives, to
some they can be life threatening!!! Disgusting that this is
even being considered!!!

Cheryl Pearce Adelaide,
Australia

2017-06-15 I believe we must know what we are eating. Additives can
kill.

Connie Larsen Sydney,
Australia

2017-06-16 There are many people with severe allergies caused by MSG,
some may even die, if you allow corporations to force this
vile product down our throats

Anne Grace Australia 2017-06-17 I think all food products need to be labeled clearly so
consumers know what they're putting in to their bodies
or the choice to not put in their bodies. I have chemical
intolerances and have recently found relief from eliminating
them from my diet. I was surprised that foods I thought
were healthy, really aren't!

Brian Mutton Australia 2017-06-19 I need to know the ingredients in food and all the additives
for health reasons. Dread having unpleasant reactions!!!

Shelina Thomas Spokane,
Washington, US

2017-06-21 This is dangerous and irresponsible for the health of many
people.

Natasha Tilley Auckland, New
Zealand

2017-06-21 Food should be raw or natural as intended.

Eluned Smith Auckland, New
Zealand

2017-06-21 I am allergic to MSG and I avoid glutamates generally all the
time. I need to continue to do so.

cherie gwilliam auckland, New
Zealand

2017-06-22 Food has become so distorted and far from what we once
knew. Time to go back to more natural times that the body
can handle
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adrian sharp Auckland, New
Zealand

2017-06-22 Thats just bad

david crabbe Auckland, New
Zealand

2017-06-22 I want to know exactly what I'm eating.

Ellen Mancer Tauranga, New
Zealand

2017-06-22 MSG also has a a very negative effect on sufferers of
Ménière's disease, causing overwhelming dizziness and
vomiting.

Vanessa Lynch Christchurch,
Australia

2017-06-22 My kids are allergic to msg and it's so hard to buy food for
them because msg is hidden in so many different processed
foods.

Heather Waldron Australia 2017-06-22 I am signing this petition because I want to know what
is in the food I serve my family. I want to know about
additives. I want my son to be able to eat food knowing that
he won't react badly because there is hidden msg in the
form of Protein Glutaminase in it. It causes him to go into
a rage, scary for him and everyone else. I strongly object to
anyone being allowed to hide ingredients by some backdoor
method. It's not fair and it's not what consumers want. I
strongly urge you to not go down this slippery slope. Say no
to A1136.

Gillian Kidd Australia 2017-06-22 There are so many hidden chemicals that cause reactions
that most people cannot identify - we do not need another
one.

Francesca Nguyen Hanover,
Maryland, US

2017-06-23 Msg makes my arthritis ache so much it's hard to sleep.

Leigh Scheltinga Australia 2017-06-24 Why would you allow that to happen.

Michelle Sarkar Auckland, New
Zealand

2017-06-24 Transparency and safety of every ingredient injected,
ingested, inhaled, and drunk is imperative to good health
and survival. Saying NO to toxic chemicals.

Shauneen Brandon Auckland, New
Zealand

2017-06-24 My son has a sensitivity to it and avoiding so difficult
because it has so many names that it can be hidden under
already.

Sarah Bagley Auckland, New
Zealand

2017-06-24 Things need to change

Kirstyn Marriott Thornlands,
Australia

2017-06-25 MSG causes many issues for me. Hiding it in food would
make life a tough gig.

Sydney
Modelbuilder

Australia 2017-06-26 Food should not be allowed into Australia, or other
countries,by this back door method that New Zealand users
and promotes.

patrizia cusack Australia 2017-06-26 Msg banned in USA 30 years ago not this dumb country. Too
many people who love garbage!
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Cassandra Wagle Pueblo West,
Colorado, US

2017-06-26 MSG is a chemical that makes me very ill. If I ingest it I
get awful migraines, and I've even been hospitalized after
consuming it. Hiding this new chemicals name is very
immoral, because it will damage people's lives and health.

Melissa Martinie Springfield,
Illinois, US

2017-06-26 I have an allergy to msg.

Melissa Katsakos Rancho Santa
Fe, California, US

2017-06-27 We have the right to know what is in our food. For many of
us, this is a grave health issue.

Renee Sorrell Waynesboro,
Virginia, US

2017-06-29 Please stop all the additives. They are slowly killing all of us

Alex Thelwell Worthing,
England, UK

2017-07-01 Because MSG and ribonucleotides are making us sick and
we need to if it's in something we buy the same way peanuts
are listed.

Diana Shaw Australia 2017-07-02 My children and I are highly sensitive to many additives and
foods including MSG. More clear labelling is required not
less or hidden

Nicole Wood Auckland, New
Zealand

2017-07-05 There should be no way to hide poison in any of our food.

Tania George Auckland, New
Zealand

2017-07-06 Why the hell don't I have the right to chose what goes into
my body? I've only got one to get me through life, perhaps
you worthy decision-makers keep a spare in the back of your
wardrobes and don't have to worry about such things trivial
things as health.

Annie Macdonald Edinburgh,
Scotland, UK

2017-07-09 Stop trying to hide what's in our food have some respect
and make your profits honestly not through deception, let
people decide what they want to consume

Jeanette Cohrs Australia 2017-07-10 It should be manditory for all food to show all additives etc
on their packaging, including meat, fish and small goods.

Jennifer Fraser Australia 2017-07-13 I am sick of food companies trying to trick us and risking our
health in the process.

N A Australia 2017-07-19 I thought msg was banned years ago, I'm shocked to find
it's still used and hidden in foods. It is a consumers right to
know exactly what they are putting in their bodies. I have
severe food intolerances now and have been living in hell for
the last two years, I miss a lot of work, this is not good for
anyone.

Scott Dykstra Kitchener,
Canada

2017-07-21 The consumer cannot defend themselves against this
stuff.We don't have Trycorders from sci-fi that we can scan
our food before we eat it.There is absolutely no way a well
informed customer can choose to avoid it.Not with it being
so deliberately and intentionally hidden.
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Susan Prosser Australia 2017-07-21 I have the right to know what I'm putting in my body, and
my children's bodies. Please ensure accurate labeling to
allow consumers to make educated choices.

Cheryl Seeto Australia 2017-07-21 allergies are on the increase and everything we put in our
mouth and on our skin should be properly labelled

lila tseglakoff Melbourne,
Australia

2017-07-22 All companies need to be held accountable for their
product's being safe and transparent with all the
ingredients.

Susan Peik Portland,
Oregon, US

2017-07-23 Thank you for signing. This is an immediate global ethical
and health and safety issue for many and the long term
effects for all have not been responsibly investigated or
reported.I have a frightening reaction to MSG and additives
like it and must avoid them so I need them included as
ingredients, plus we all have a right to know what we're
eating and buying.Within minutes my throat and mouth
swell and I can't breathe freely, and my blood pressure and
heartbeat spike as though I'm having a heart attack. Panic
from the above reaction turns into 'brain fog' so I can hardly
collect my thoughts to ask for help. In less than an hour
my stomach and belly bloat painfully and very noticeably.
2 hours later I'm debilitated by migraine headaches that
can last days, diahrrea, and an itchy ugly rash that remains
for up to 2 months.I cannot ingest MSG or any of the other
amines/ribonucleotides that are also 'flavor enhancers' (with
various names and numbers) without having this reaction,
so must read every label to avoi

Susan Peik Portland,
Oregon, US

2017-07-23 Thank you for signing. This is an immediate global ethical
and health and safety issue for many and the long term
effects for all have not been responsibly investigated or
reported.I have a frightening reaction to MSG and additives
like it and must avoid them so I need them included as
ingredients, plus we all have a right to know what we're
eating and buying.Within minutes my throat and mouth
swell and I can't breathe freely, and my blood pressure and
heartbeat spike as though I'm having a heart attack. Panic
from the above reaction turns into 'brain fog' so I can hardly
collect my thoughts to ask for help. In less than an hour
my stomach and belly bloat painfully and very noticeably.
2 hours later I'm debilitated by migraine headaches that
can last days, diahrrea, and an itchy ugly rash that remains
for up to 2 months.I cannot ingest MSG or any of the other
amines/ribonucleotides that are also 'flavor enhancers' (with
various names and numbers) without having this reaction,
so must read every label to avoi

Dianne Blay Australia 2017-07-24 Because this should be regulated...no one should have to
suffer a reaction to something hidden in foods that can
potentially kill them

Cheryl Johnson Australia 2017-07-24 STOP ADDING GLUTAMATES TO FOOD SOME PPL HAVE A
VERY BAD REACTION TO THEM LIKE MY SON DOES .. STOP
ADDING GLUTAMATES TO OUR FOOD



Name Location Date Comment

Marilyn Mallett Aucklanf, New
Zealand

2017-07-25 I am signing up because as a long term sufferer of food
intollerances I am sick to death of all these additives .
To now start hiding these on labels as something else is
unbelievable! Surely this has to be illegal !!

Connie Choi Australia 2017-07-27 My son is suffering food additives allergies

Cheryl Cawthorne Australia 2017-07-27 I'm signing because im very intolerant to MSG ....if i have
had some in my food that night i am having cramps
..vomiting ... diarrhea for at least 2 to 3 days ..not a nice
feeling...#

David Cavanagh Australia 2017-07-28 Glutimates effect me in a number of ways and the current
regulations means so many foods are flooded with them
making it difficult to stay off them.

kathleen jackson melbourne,
Australia

2017-07-31 I find that msg is poison I always exclude it from my food
dreadful reaction to my mind

Gina Walker Wellington, New
Zealand

2017-07-31 So many people have adverse reactions to foods and
additives that it is completely irresponsible and dangerous
to add anything to a food product without absolute clarity
and honesty about exactly what the product contains

David Slee Australia 2017-08-05 I want to know what is in foods that I am consuming

Maureen Ryan Australia 2017-08-05 I have intolerances to many foods especially those with
salicylates preservatives sulphites colours including natural
colours 160b & cochineal. I dont believe it necessary to add
so much to enhance flavour.

Jenny Bott Australia 2017-08-08 I am intolerant of glutamate. If it is hidden in processed
foods (i.e. not labelled) my diet will be further reduced as I
will not be able to trust food labels.

Neil Phillis Australia 2017-08-09 There must be no ambiguity in food labeling. Also the
labeling must be truly factual and independently verified to
be fit for use, let alone purpose, and this must be done long
before any additive or modification is endorsed for use or
consumption.

Neil Phillis Australia 2017-08-09 There must be no ambiguity in food labeling. Also the
labeling must be truly factual and independently verified.

Jennifer Wood Hobart, Australia 2017-08-13 I think I am sensitive to these additives too and experience
itchy angry rashes.

Rasheed Ahmed Hamilton, New
Zealand

2017-08-14 Fed up with all the excito-toxins, additives, chemicals,
fluoride, industrial waste, colours, "flavours" etc in my
children's food and drink. We want food not rubbish please.

Inez Addison Australia 2017-08-14 We need this to stop. Let's consider how many children are
anaphylactic today compared to when we were kids ? Then
ask yourself why !



Name Location Date Comment

Gillian Kidd Australia 2017-08-18 There are many people who have no idea that they are
affected by MSG. If the new food preservatives cannot
be identified then there will be a new wave of patients
that Doctors cannot diagnose symptoms and they will go
untreated, or worse, be treated for conditions that they
might not have. We have the right to know what is really in
our food. A food industry that relies for its profit on cheating
consumers is symptom of out of control society.

Gillian Kidd Australia 2017-08-18 There are many people who have no idea that they are
affected by MSG. If the new food preservatives cannot
be identified then there will be a new wave of patients
that Doctors cannot diagnose symptoms and they will go
untreated, or worse, be treated for conditions that they
might not have. We have the right to know what is really in
our food. A food industry that relies for its profit on cheating
consumers is symptom of out of control society.

Jan Campbell Australia 2017-08-26 I follow your failsafe diet....sals gluten and dairy free for
me....which is not easy....but your info and website are a way
of life for me now. It works!

Jan Campbell Australia 2017-08-26 We have a right (or should have....seems we don't at times)
to know what we are putting into our mouth/bodies....this
is just another example of big dollars and corporate greed
manipulating to their own end.

Dana Wagnon Stephenville,
Texas, US

2017-08-26 Because so many people cannot tolerate MSG and it needs
to be plainly stated or avoided.

Kate Fulton Wairarapa, New
Zealand

2017-08-27 I suffer from MSG migranes .It should never be put in any
foods - ever .

Robyn Allen Australia 2017-08-27 I want nothing hidden in labelling

Chris Lewis Queenstown,
New Zealand

2017-08-27 Because I care !

Doreen Jones Wellington, New
Zealand

2017-08-27 This shouldnt be allowed

Wilma van Eyk Pakenham,
Victoria,
Australia

2017-08-27 There should be no ingredients hidden in our food.

Phillip Thomas Australia 2017-08-28 Food labeling should be as transparent as possible.

Adrienne Howlett Ballarat,
Australia

2017-08-28 Shocking to hide things. This could be life threatening for
some

Nico Vegt Hamilton, New
Zealand

2017-08-28 Just disgusting when there is no recourse for this. It's just
disgusting!



Name Location Date Comment

Nico Vegt Hamilton, New
Zealand

2017-08-28 I am a big time fruit and Veggie guy and try to get the
freshest and safest, worth the money, every penny and
where I can I grow my own

Stephanie Trimas Australia 2017-08-28 This must not go ahead. I already avoid a lot of foods such
as processed meats, Chinese and Asian food in restaurants,
takeaways, all fast foods because of digestive symptoms.
Chemicals and glutamates are gradually killing us and I'm
sure processed foods increase our risks of cancer, dementia,
heart disease, diabetes, autoimmune disease, arthritis and
probably neurological disease etc. If this is introduced all
prepared food s will need to be avoided and we will have
to revert back to growing and producing all our own food
individually. The food industry is already responsible for
causing much ill health, disease and suffering and obesity
and diabetes type 2 are only the tip if the iceberg. We won't
even know which foods to boycott! This is criminal and is
purely profit motivated.

Christine Liddiard Australia 2017-08-28 This is not good stuff

jodie munday Australia 2017-08-28 Living with food allergies and intolerance is nightmarish
enough for many. Don't make it harder or our lives worth
even less some of these symptoms lead to bigger problems
and can cause death very quickly. We all as consumers have
the right to know what we are putting into our bodies.

Julie Forsyth Australia 2017-08-28 I am asthmatic. MSG upsets my body.

Suzie Moore Hobart, Australia 2017-08-28 We need to know just what is in the food we buy. That's why
ingredients are listed...

Nell Liquorman Land O Lakes,
Florida, US

2017-08-28 I have been writing about toxic food in the USA which have
gone on for more than 2 decades.

Kirsten McCulloch Canberra,
Australian
Capital Territory,
Australia

2017-08-28 We all have a right to know what is in the food we are
consuming.

Yavanna Gould Brisbane,
Australia

2017-08-28 This is DISCUSTING!!! How Irresponsible and very
Dangerous.

Naomi Cordell Australia 2017-08-28 The only true way to protect yourself against these harmful
additives is to avoid anything processed or pre packaged.
Cook from scratch like generations did before us. Some of
these added chemicals can have devastating effects.

Terri Newport Australia 2017-08-29 We have a right to know what is in the food we eat

Frank Demaria Melbourne,
Australia

2017-08-29 Gotta keep an eye on da corporate sleezebags

Frank Demaria Melbourne,
Australia

2017-08-29 I had MSG once from a chinese restaurant, the side of my
head blew up to the size of a basketball (came back to
normal after an hour)



Name Location Date Comment

Polly Walters Melbourne,
Australia

2017-08-29 I'm signing this in the interests of safe food without hidden
additives, for those of us wanting to maintain good health.

Sharon Gundry Grovedale,
Victoria,
Australia

2017-08-29 Something needs to be done about this.

Sandi Cooper brisbane,
Australia

2017-08-29 We should have a right to choose what we do and don't
eat. Food labels need to be clear and need to state all
ingredients so consumers can make informed choices for
themselves.

Karen Walker Ballarat,
Australia

2017-08-30 I too react to MSG...... need to know it vitally important !

Sue moore Australia 2017-08-31 I am a cardiac patient and can't have MSG no matter how it's
hidden

Kathy
GODSENCOURAGER

Australia 2017-09-01 I've been caught out with MSG in Rice crackers, corn
chips and Takeaway food where it was in fine print or not
disclosed that MSG was in these foods. I had a massive
allergic reaction Christmas 2015

Anne Connor Australia 2017-09-01 We should be working towards less additives rather than
more of them. Hopefully people power can influence the
greedy food manufacturers...

Charlotte van
Dongen

Australia 2017-09-01 How can people have the freedom of choice if ingredients
are hidden? Some of us have major reactions to food and
deserve to be protected.

Jenny Clifton Australia 2017-09-01 I have had three life-threatening anaphylactic episodes due
to flavour enhancers (especially 635) and I try to avoid any
processed foods but read labels and make enquiries when I
do have to. If this new glutamate is approved many people
could inadvertently ingest food containing it and this could
result in death.

Sarah Meek Ashburton,
Victoria,
Australia

2017-09-01 I look for e621 (msg) in ingredient lists and avoid it like the
plague because it gives me palpatations and insomnia!

Jeanine Muddle Australia 2017-09-01 It is sad that these days this crap is still happening

Colleen Chauntler Tewantin,
Australia

2017-09-01 I come out in a rash also when i have MSG

Nicole Teasdale Australia 2017-09-01 I'm signing this because we have the right to know what
ingredients are in the products we buy and make an
informed choice. Also, the health risks are quite a concern.

George Barnett Manly, Australia 2017-09-01 Food ingredients should be labelled. Simple.



Name Location Date Comment

Johanna Wiech Australia 2017-09-01 I work as a volunteer in a children's dermatology clinic I
don't want to see little ones right up to teenagers come in
for treatment because of what hidden in our food

Sarah Tilde Sydney,
Australia

2017-09-02 I am in agreement that we should be doing all we can
related to correct labelling of food. Hiding processing
agents is bad. However I generally wonder who has
actually read the application and the scientific data on
what it is. Mixing terms and conflating MSG with other
glutamates is doing a disservice to what you are trying
to achieve. I have severe asthmatic reactions to MSG
so don't think that I am trying to fling mud. People
should be more informed about what this is about
<a href="https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles"
rel="nofollow">https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles</a> /PMC92152/
<a href="https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Deamidation"
rel="nofollow">https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Deamidation</a>
also self referencing your own fedup website isn't really
considered a trusted source. There is an abundance of peer
reviewed quality research that would add more weight
regarding the adverse reactions people have to MSG.I have
signed the petition on the grounds that we should not be
hiding ingredien

Judy Joseph Australia 2017-09-02 I am very allergic to MSG and have to read labels to see
what I can and cannot eat . If it's not on the label I will spend
a great deal of my life having debilitating migraines

Jenny
Mathews-Nagai

Australia 2017-09-02 My whole family reacts adversely to MSG. We prefer to know
if it is in our food so we can avoid it.

Michelle Towle Heybridge,
Australia

2017-09-02 We need to know what's in our food.

Alex Elias Australia 2017-09-02 people need to be made aware of how they are being
duped and harmed by these evil companies and their
government cronies.Accountability for the sufferings of men
women and children in our society who are knowingly being
harmed....shame on you.

Sharon Prior Australia 2017-09-03 MSG causes severe reactions in my children and myself.

TAUPOU KEKEC Wellington, New
Zealand

2017-09-03 I believe MSG in food is another cause of diseases especially
cancer in our bodies. I really have no idea why thus rubbish
is allow in food. If anything cause problems with our health
why allow it. It's killing people###

Rebecca Lehman Seattle,
Washington, US

2017-09-04 I have an awful reaction to msg. Please don't let this go
unnoted in food labelling--it is hard enough needing to read
the fine print on labels!

Julieanne Worth Sydney,
Australia

2017-09-04 Julieanne Worth

Mary Lozina Sydney,
Australia

2017-09-04 We need to know what we are eating.



Name Location Date Comment

Lone Hansen Sawtell, Australia 2017-09-05 Food labelling should be transparent.

Julie Samuels Australia 2017-09-05 I will not have my health compromised by lack of listing
of ingredients on a label. MSG is dangerous. Where is the
compliance with standards for health here?

Arte Mis Australia 2017-09-05 Knowing and choosing what myself and my family consume
is important to me.

amber van dartel Sawtell, Australia 2017-09-05 Dangerous stuff! We as consumers have a right to know
what it isnwe are purchasing!

Sue Johnson Terang, Victoria,
Australia

2017-09-05 We all know someone that this is very important to.

helen Wilson Neerim South,
Australia

2017-09-05 Bloody msg in ALL its forms gives me awful nightmares and
I am sick of food manufacturers trying to hide it in foods so
it's like continually dodging the bullet. Eating out is fraught.
It is not msg is an essential nutrient like iron for example!

Derek Whitehead Australia 2017-09-06 We should know what is the food we buy.

Yvonne Hughes Coffs Harbour,
Australia

2017-09-06 This is DISGUSTING! EVERYTHING contained in our foods
should be clearly labelled! Especially for those of us, who
consciously avoid MSG because of it's effect on our bodies!
Food manufacturers being given a free reign to hide
what they're doing to us is CRIMINAL and should NOT BE
ALLOWED UNDER ANY CIRCUMSTANCES!

Tasha Johnson Australia 2017-09-06 It is unethical and outright dangerous to not disclose every
ingredient within a product!

Gail Schmidt Seaford,
Australia

2017-09-06 I want to know what is in my food - always!

joan paterson Melton, Australia 2017-09-06 Because of my 4 young grandchildren

Antonia Beemster Sydney,
Australia

2017-09-07 MSG causes me to have migraines and headaches

Chenae Carbines North Shore,
New Zealand

2017-09-07 I suffer from bloatedness, cramps and headaches
(sometimes into migraines) from eating MSG. Have to read
ingredients lists and avoid takaways when the famoly has
a treat. I would hate to have reactions to foods after not
knowing they contained MSG.

Lisa Ray Sydney,
Australia

2017-09-08 I need to know everything that goes into making the food I
eat to avoid getting sick.

Margaret McKay Australia 2017-09-08 They need to stop putting profit before the health of people
and animals.

Mell Lynch Australia 2017-09-13 I react to msg. What's it doing to our kids?



Name Location Date Comment

Catherine O
Sullivan

Australia 2017-09-14 Food and stomach issues are the gateway to our brain

Rachael Duncan Footscray,
Australia

2017-09-14 MSG has appalling consequences for me and my children,
PLEASE LABEL IT.

Samantha
Middleton

Australia 2017-09-15 I would like it to be clearly labelled on the front of the
products.

Judy Schulze Australia 2017-09-15 This is outrageous and should not be allowed to happen.
Their is enough cancer and sickness now with out adding to
people's issues.

Victor Rolfe Newcastle,
Australia

2017-09-16 Any additives in food need to be clearly labeled some allergy
problems can be avoided for people's health and safety

Rosie Shannon Australia 2017-09-21 I have sensitivity to all soy products and derivatives

Jessica Faulkner Australia 2017-09-22 Because msg has affected my whole life.. I get constant
headaches, vomiting and stomach pains, itchy skin and
brain fog.. in order to make it though the day I need to know
what chemicals are in my food

Anna Erica
Hedberg

Goomalling,
Western
Australia,
Australia

2017-09-22 It is hard enough already to try to avoid MSG in foods
resulting in one family member having severe migraines
and loss of vision several times a week, sometimes more
than twice in a day !!

Kelly Edwards Tyabb, Australia 2017-09-22 My kids react badly to msg with one of them who kicks the
walls and screams out all night in their sleep after having
it. We should have a legal right to choose whether or not to
feed it to our kids and need to know all the ingredients in
their food

Anna Clements Brooklyn Park,
South Australia,
Australia

2017-09-22 Fed up with FSANZ.

Sandy Wainwright Yokine, Western
Australia,
Australia

2017-09-22 I'm allergic to MSG and I don't need it hidden in food #

Diana Meyer Brisbane,
Australia

2017-09-22 No one should have the right to poison our food and the
governments should never allow these things to happen, full
disclosure should be law.

Louise Murphy Millswood,
Australia

2017-09-22 MSG and other glutamates cause negative health reactions
in m children. Australian consumers have the right to
make informed decisions about the food they consume,
including avoiding foods that contain ingredients that
compromise their health. It is not in the best interests of the
Australian public to make it possible for food companies to
hide ingredients (by not naming them on the label). With
the growing incidence of food allergies and intolerance in
our country, FSANZ should be actively working to make



Name Location Date Comment

the list of ingredients and additives more transparent for
consumers purchasing products.

Julie Klaffer Providence,
Australia

2017-09-22 We need to know when MSG is in our food - there must be
NO hiding it.

Don Paulsen Elwood,
Australia

2017-09-22 I agree to limit MSG. And to disclose its use

Judy stevens Australia 2017-09-22 "It is the right thing to do !

Kim Giddens Lynwood,
Australia

2017-09-22 Knowing what is on our food is a right and essential to
inform the health and safety of my family

marg ewings Nana Glen,
Australia

2017-09-22 why shouldn't they name this on packaging we must stop
this ,msg 's reaction to the body is so harmful

Anne Elizabeth Australia 2017-09-22 my family reacts to many additives including MSG.

Marcela Garrido Margaret River,
Australia

2017-09-22 Any artificial product to the food is not good for our health!
We dont need all that bad stuff! Please keep away from our
foods!

Heather Cox Sydney,
Australia

2017-09-22 It should be clearly labelled if it is in a product but why does
it need to be added anyway?

Jo Anderson Toowoomba,
Australia

2017-09-22 My son is sensitive to food colours, flavours, additives &
preservatives.

Colleen Furber Townsville,
Queensland,
Australia

2017-09-22 Food companies need to disclose to people what is actually
in their doodle products, so that we can all become
informed before having a reaction or breakout which has
the potential to cause harm an in some cases death.

Belinda Powell Australia 2017-09-22 My daughter and I both have reactions to MSG- my heart
races and I get very hyper, can't sit still, want to run around
everywhere. Hidden MSG is a big problem.

Rebecca Southon Australia 2017-09-22 I'm signing because my nephew reacts severely to this and
it'll only make it harder on his parents to find safe food
which is already very limited to what he can have. Makes me
angry that this is even trying to be concealed and not put
on labels it's deceitful and very inconsiderate to people's
allergies

Lyn bulger Australia 2017-09-22 We should have a say in what's added to our food no
wonder so many children have allergies these days

Christine Allomes Australia 2017-09-22 We need to know what has been added to our food.

Anita Morgan Punchbowl,
Australia

2017-09-22 Everything should be on the label

Marilyn O'Reilly Australia 2017-09-22 Marilyn O’Reilly



Name Location Date Comment

Edwina Mulholland Australia 2017-09-22 I am one of the people unable to eat glutamate due to a
diagnosed food intolerance. These are real and those of us
with food intolerances need to know EXACTLY what is in our
food.

Cloe Denman Australia 2017-09-22 This is absolutely ridiculous and so dangerous for those that
it affects!!

Fran Moffatt Australia 2017-09-22 Because allergies are no joke and ALL companies should
be put on notice that we will no longer stand for it and they
should be dragged over the coals for putting ppl at risk

Lisa Turner Australia 2017-09-22 This is unacceptable to do to people's food.

Tracey Jago Australia 2017-09-22 A friend has a son who reacts badly and she needs to know
what's in his food to avoid the bad effects it can have on her
son

Racheal Dolbey Longford,
Australia

2017-09-22 Because this can be incredibly dangerous for some kids
and not only that we don’t want to pump our bodies full of
chemicals!

Dannielle young Australia 2017-09-22 It is a hidden poison. We are trying to make our children
healthy not sick.

Nicole Francke Australia 2017-09-22 It is vital we know what is in our food. As consumers we
need all the infornation on ingredients list so we have the
option of making an informed choice.

Debbie Goodyer Australia 2017-09-23 We should be informed about what we are consuming

Tracey Fry Australia 2017-09-23 Food should not be hard to understand.

Suzan Pedley Mount Eliza,
Australia

2017-09-23 Msg is toxic, I wouldn't let any human or animal consume it!

Anntoinette
Franken

Dubbo, Australia 2017-09-23 Food is getting out of control and so is the health of our
children

Tina Sutton Australia 2017-09-23 I'm signing this as I believe that we should all be able to
read the label of food products & see exactly what is in
them.

Alicia Bakker Brisbane,
Australia

2017-09-23 Chemicals such as this have absolutely no place in our foods
and should be fully disclosed whether used as an ingredient
or part of the process.

Kim Davidson Australia 2017-09-23 We need to return to real whole foods & support our
farmers not these big businesses that make processed
rubbish being passed off as food. Our children deserve
better & so do we.

Zoe Hannam Stannifer,
Australia

2017-09-23 Everyone has the right to choose what they put in their and
their families mouths.



Name Location Date Comment

Esther Brunner Australia 2017-09-23 I have a right to know what's in my food.

Linda McCarthy Australia 2017-09-23 Should not be adding things like this to food

Sheryll Gray Warner,
Queensland,
Australia

2017-09-23 I care about what we eat and believe in full transparency of
ingredients used to consumers.

Sally Goan Sarina, Australia 2017-09-23 I am allergic to MSG 621. I always check all products I
purchas for ingredients which is very time consuming.
There are so many products that people are eating or
using everyday with MSG in which is bad for those with bad
reactions.

Tammy Ctercteko Australia 2017-09-23 It's just wrong not to tell people what is in food - plain and
simple.I can't have MSG as my throat swells, so I definitely
do not want this to be allowed!

Katrina Hull Australia 2017-09-23 This is not acceptable to have these chemicals in so many of
our 'foods'. For the sake of our nations health, please listen!

Katrina Jensen Australia 2017-09-23 I'm also allergic to msg

Mikhaila Robertson Australia 2017-09-23 We've seen the effects on MSG & glutamates first hand
in our family! Our food labels need to be completely
transparent and information on MSG and other harmful
additives need to be available to everyone...

Sarah Laurie Australia 2017-09-23 I want to know what I am feeding my family.

Kate Taylor Australia 2017-09-23 Having had severe reactions to MSG in the past, this
manipulation of food additives should be excluded at all
costs. The food industry needs more transparency not less.

Amy Young Australia 2017-09-23 We have a right to know what is in our foods and there are
too many additives & preservatives that should be banned
anyway!

Lauren Atkinson Australia 2017-09-23 I have a severe allergy to msg and it's hard enough to find
out what it's lurking in now!

Judi DePamphilis Adelaide,
Australia

2017-09-23 Food needs to be only food not additives

Karen Mitchell Australia 2017-09-23 My grand daughter has anaphylaxis to dairy protein as well
as other food allergies. My daughter has to read all products
she buys to make sure it is safe. All additives must ge on
food labels!!

Jacinda Clarke Australia 2017-09-23 I will no longer be able to make educated choices about
what I eat and what I feed my family on foods that contain
msg. Just terrible and makes me sick to think how much msg
people consume everyday and how badly it can react in our
bodies.
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Karen Mitchell Australia 2017-09-23 My grand daughter has life threatening food allergies.
Please stop adding these additives to our food

carmen Williams Wynyard,
Australia

2017-09-23 I have a son that has gone to hell and back
with food allergies! Its scary but its soo real yet
preventable....unneccesary pain

Amanda
Williamson

Casino, Australia 2017-09-23 My body. My choice.

Erin Smith Chiswick,
Australia

2017-09-23 Things like this should not be in our foods!!

alison boyd Sydney, New
South Wales,
Australia

2017-09-23 We should be able to know what we are eating.

Johanna Adriaans Australia 2017-09-23 Keep our food pure, stop making us sick with hidden poison

Susie Cairns Australia 2017-09-23 They shouldn't but things in foods like that if things are goin
to happen it looks very sore n painfull they need to stop with
all these chemicals

Christie Corse Australia 2017-09-23 My 6 yr old daughter struggles with this on a daily basis!

Lorraine Clark Gin Gin,
Australia

2017-09-23 This is why organic food production will win in the end, the
lies and deception of the GMO industry will stem it growth.
My husband and I will not be eating GMO foods

Elizabeth Rowlings Australia 2017-09-23 I don't like additives and preservatives in the food I and my
family eat

Robyn Norman Australia 2017-09-23 MSG should have been outlawed 50 years ago. Today to
hear of the serious health issues it can create is totally
unacceptable.

Susan Harris Australia 2017-09-23 I am tired of the food industry poisoning us with their toxic
habits.

Sandra Fanning Australia 2017-09-23 I think it's wrong not to put these ingredients on the labels I
have granddaughters to protect

Holley woodward Australia 2017-09-23 All my children have Varying allergies and packages don't
clearly state what's inside makes it hard for mothers to
make sure that children are eating right now

Martina Evans Australia 2017-09-23 My kids react to msg and it should be banned

Michelle James Australia 2017-09-23 Changing food standards in Australia

Lauren Chappell Australia 2017-09-23 I want clear labeling of what is in my food

Judy Duncombe Australia 2017-09-23 We dont want this hidden in our foods

Rachael Hamblin Australia 2017-09-23 We have the right to know what's in the food we are eating
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Bonnie Cassen Gerroa, Australia 2017-09-23 Many people react to MSG and when they do, it is often
severe and distressing. Food must be labeled so that
consumers know what is in their food so that those who do
react can make informed choices. To hide MSG in food is
deceitful. Why does it need to be hidden one must ask.

Diana Conway Brisbane,
Australia

2017-09-23 I'm signing because my grand children can not eat any
foods that have artificial ingredient in them. My daughter
cooks nearly all the food eaten in their house because her
easy to get on with kids turn into children you wouldn't like.
MSG is a no no.

Jodie Knights Mornington,
Victoria,
Australia

2017-09-23 I want to know what's in the food myself and my family eat

Tina Billing Australia 2017-09-23 MSG severely affects me

Lauraine Neilsen Australia 2017-09-23 I would like people held accountable for their blatant
disregard for the health of society. reprehensible behaviour.

Donna Lewis Melbourne,
Australia

2017-09-23 An absolute disgrace!

Ashleigh Ludlow Australia 2017-09-23 Because it's wrong you don't need this in baby food!

Vickie Hughes Croydon,
Victoria,
Australia

2017-09-23 Msg gives me migraines- I need to know which foods to
avoid!

Vickipeter Oo Australia 2017-09-23 The lawn need to change to save our children

Salena Brown Australia 2017-09-23 We deserve ro kow exactly what is in our food!

Caroline Mullan Port Pirie,
Australia

2017-09-23 This should be written boldly and clearly ..

Lisa Cook Mount Low,
Australia

2017-09-23 I also have a reaction to MSG and do not want it in any of my
food.

Lorraine Harley Australia 2017-09-23 Allergy to msg

Balasaravanan
Palanirajh

Colombo, Sri
Lanka

2017-09-23 Government has to stop msg import and additives.Unilever
Lanka adds msg to their food products.

Kellie Brandenburg Australia 2017-09-23 I deserve to know what I'm putting in my family's food.

Lesley Murray Australia 2017-09-23 This is a very significant issue with huge onsets of allergic
reactions in young children

Edell Robertson Australia 2017-09-23 Stop hiding stuff that is so harmful to people's bodies.

Karrie-Anne
Lawson

Walkerville,
Australia

2017-09-23 I have severe reactions to MSG, I can not breathe and come
out in a rash over my body. As such I need to avoid all
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foods containing MSG, irrespective if it's a production aid or
additive. MSG needs to be on labels

Samantha Issom Australia 2017-09-23 My son had a severe allergy to this in chinese food! #

Dawn Eagle Melbourne,
Australia

2017-09-23 I'm highly sensitive to msg and I cook back to basics now
but this is so dangerous as it gives me asthma attacks
please ban it

Anna Hood Adelaide, South
Australia,
Australia

2017-09-23 Full labelling of ALL ingredients should be required

angela sutton Australia 2017-09-23 Food should be food

Linda Teese Byron Bay,
Australia

2017-09-23 MSG gives me asthma

Kerry Simpson East Perth,
Australia

2017-09-23 I'm signing for my niece and her two beautiful children xx

Belinda Holmes Regents Park,
Australia

2017-09-23 We need to know what we are putting into our body

Elizabeth Ryan Brisbane,
Australia

2017-09-23 I absolutely avoid MSG because it brings on violent
headaches. This would make eating out very difficult.

Amber Beck Australia 2017-09-23 We need to know what is in our food!!!!!

Veda Tallebudgera
Valley

Australia 2017-09-23 I've seen adults have instant anaphylactic reactions to msg
in food and I'd hate anyone I know or love to go through
such trauma. Besides who gave these people the right to
put added chemicals to my food - I didn't.

Margaret Cameron Wantirna South,
Australia

2017-09-23 We have a right to know exactly what we are eating.

Robyn Bakker Brisbane,
Australia

2017-09-23 Stop allowing these poisons to be put into our foods in any
amount or form. Enough is enough #

Melissa Lanzilli Australia 2017-09-23 I do not want msg in our foods it's so harmful with so many
negative side effects...it needs to be regulated and we
need to know if it's in our foods so we have an informed
choice....why can't we just be able to get real food anymore
without all the added crap?

Genevieve Salce Australia 2017-09-23 This should not happen.

Samantha Webb Australia 2017-09-23 Food should be natural with no additives. Our bodies are
not built to cope with this sort of stuff so no wonder people
have these terrible side effects.

Maria Mondini Bendigo,
Australia

2017-09-23 Remove this poison from our food
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Alexandra gillespie Australia 2017-09-23 We are trying to eat healthy food, everything should be
displayed

Brandon Davis Charlottesville,
Virginia, US

2017-09-23 Many of my friends and I have negative health reactions
after ingesting MSG.

ila bugg Australia 2017-09-23 Ila bugg

sheryl phelps kingscliff,
Australia

2017-09-23 This should b banned

Michelle McBurney Tenterfield,
Australia

2017-09-23 People with allergies must know which foods to avoid.

Rachael Ward Gladstone,
Queensland,
Australia

2017-09-23 I am not happy. I have food allergies & shopping is hard
enough trying to decifer the labels on packaging. Please
stop killing us slowly

Heidi Walton Australia 2017-09-23 We consumers have a right to see all our ingredients before
we eat them, to choose what we put in our bodies.

JULIA
BRANDENBURG

Australia 2017-09-23 I know quite a few people, young and old who are affected
by chemicals in their food. If an addition is not included
clearly on labels, selections become even more difficult
sometimes resulting in extremely uncomfortable results.
Consumers have a right to know what is in their food!

Di Wojcik Australia 2017-09-23 We need to know what is in the food we eat

nicole rees Croydon,
Australia

2017-09-23 I'm sick and tired of not knowing what goes into the food we
consume.

Andrea Cazier Australia 2017-09-23 I'm signing because the health of my family and I is my
biggest concern.

s siddle Australia 2017-09-23 Becauae this shit almost kills me and its hidden sooo mamy
producta

Jo scott balhannah,
Australia

2017-09-23 No-one should have to suffer these type of reactions
because big business wants to hide what they are adding to
our food. And for what? The almighty dollar once again! It's
the reason behind most of these atrocious decisions.

Anna Harves Australia 2017-09-23 I have the right to know what's in my food and choose
whether or not to feed it to my children

Lucy Teresi Australia 2017-09-23 It effects us in our family

Diane Dreise Campbelltown,
Australia

2017-09-23 My Daughter has this reaction.

Prue Martin Australia 2017-09-23 I get an allergic reaction to it and too often it is hidden in
food

Lynn Delaney Australia 2017-09-23 No ingredients should be hidden, this is DISGUSTING
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Cherie Foyster Blackburn,
Australia

2017-09-23 I'm signing this because food producers are killing us.

Lyndall Tieste Australia 2017-09-23 I agree we need to know what's in our foods.

Renee Hood Perth, Australia 2017-09-23 Stop poisoning us with this crap. So many people suffer and
have no idea that the cause is MSG. An for when they figure
out how to recognize it on an ingredient list, you change the
name of it!

Kristy Jones Australia 2017-09-23 Additives, preservatives & all things processed cause my
daughter to become weak & unable to walk. It's hard
enough now trying to keep the nasties out of her diet.

Jan Quinlan Australia 2017-09-24 I am allergic to MSG and it makes my life a misery even
when I domy best to avoid it.

Kerry Ross Sydney,
Australia

2017-09-24 All ingredients should be on the label.

Sandra Piercy Tauranga, New
Zealand

2017-09-24 This disturbs me greatly having family living in Australia. All
ingredients should show on labels

marjory
goodenough

Australia 2017-09-24 I am signing as food in shops need to labeled in a way that
shoppers can easily see what is in products

Heidi Scott Brunswick,
Australia

2017-09-24 This needs to be sorted out. It MUST be included as an
ingredient!

Tamara Ball Toowoomba,
Australia

2017-09-24 It is a basic right to know what we are feeding our families

Kylie Williams Australia 2017-09-24 because l do believe the food laws do need to change

Margaret Smith Dingley,
Australia

2017-09-24 I have experienced the effect of msg in food and agree that
it should be banned

Fiona McSwan Brisbane,
Australia

2017-09-24 Just no.

Laura Williams Australia 2017-09-24 Have a right to know what we are consuming

Karisaa Pleasance Australia 2017-09-24 There's enough bad stuff out there as it is. Now they want to
hide it in foods? #

Lucinda heads Australia 2017-09-24 I'm signing because I suffer with migraines related to
msg and I need to be careful of what I eat otherwise I
get migraines and cant go to work. There's also no real
need for you to do this unless there's a hidden agenda
there... I would really appreciate it if you could allow for
companies to label the msg contained within the product on
the packaging. Many thanks.

Brett Butler Australia 2017-09-24 My daughter Sienna can't hold her weight if additives and
preservatives are in her diet. My wife has heart issues when
these nasties are added to food. Our family is not alone.
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EVERYONE has the right to know what is in the foods they
buy! For our family it is a necessity. Please sign and share.

Kym Sheppards Noosaville,
Australia

2017-09-24 My family has sensitivities and we need to know what is in
our food

Mark Gough Australia 2017-09-24 People should know

Kim Murdock Australia 2017-09-24 I have a reaction DECLARE contents

Elizabeth
Merrington

Australia 2017-09-24 To protect those would cause their allergic reactions

Tamara O'Neill Australia 2017-09-24 We should have the right to know what is in everything we
buy and consume!

Alice Owen Brisbane,
Australia

2017-09-24 I am allergic to Soy proteins which are added as cheap fillers
to everything these days so I read every label nd don't take
any chances -Im also gluten intolerant .recently I have been
getting arthritis like symptomsfrom something else -for
goodness sake don't keep adding new possible allergens to
what isnsupposed to be FOOD

Megan Andrews Baulkham Hills,
Australia

2017-09-24 For our and our children's future. Imagine the stress on the
health system if this was approved. A child should not have
regular headaches or rashes or foggy brain. This is not fair
those affected imagine what a crappy life they would live if
they couldn't confirm the source.

Jeanette Hotop Australia 2017-09-24 I'm concerned for my health.

Orla Seccull Sydney,
Australia

2017-09-24 It's already hard enough to navigate food labels within the
boundaries of Current regulations.

stephanie pietsch Australia 2017-09-24 We as consumers have a right to know what is being added
to our foods. Allergies are becoming more problematic for
many people. Do not allow this to happen!

Kelly Cannings Medowie,
Australia

2017-09-24 MSG should be banned. It makes people including myself,
very unwell.

Kathy Nathan Perth, Western
Australia,
Australia

2017-09-24 It's time the food industry was stopped. They are poisoning
us and most people do not know enough to avoid these
toxic chemicals.

Sharon Hope Australia 2017-09-24 Natural foods are best .everyone knows what's in them as
they grow

Deb Koch Australia 2017-09-24 Allergies to MSG can be fatal, put it out there

Bernie C F Payne Australia 2017-09-24 We need to know what is in the FOOD! or we'll think you are
deliberately trying to kill us off.

Debra Trickey Australia 2017-09-24 Too many kids suffer from msg
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Bahrom Raja Elliminyt,
Victoria,
Australia

2017-09-24 MSG WILL KILL THE COW TOO

Vicki Bradshaw Australia 2017-09-24 Ingredients need to be made clear and simple. No hiding. It
is our right to know what is in our food if we are paying our
money to companies fir profit.

Sandra Faber Broome,
Australia

2017-09-24 We need to protect consumers and be truthful and open in
labelling contents on products plus my mother is allergic to
msg

Ruth Smith Australia 2017-09-24 MSG is something I can't tolerate and so I believe it must be
listed as such wherever it is included in foods. We can't have
pictures like this ever.

Kerry Brennan Australia 2017-09-24 I know after i have unknowingly digested MSG that i have a
headache and i would like the heads uo to avoid this

Deborah Brian Brisbane,
Australia

2017-09-24 We need clear labelling of ALL food additives!

Mary Norton Mordialloc,
Victoria,
Australia

2017-09-24 I want to know EXACTLY what is in my food .... especially
additives like MSG etc

Tor Pearce Elliott Heads,
Australia

2017-09-24 We have the right to know what it is we are putting in our
bodies. Can't companies just be honest about what the put
in their products??

rachael kaye Australia 2017-09-24 My son is allergic to msg and prervatives because he was
injected with vaccines that had them in it. Its hard enough to
find safe food as it is

Sharon Helder Australia 2017-09-24 We should all know what is in our food.

Sharon Helder Australia 2017-09-24 It is outrageous we should all know what is in our food.

Linda Cooper Australia 2017-09-24 I am concerned about the health of all

Elisabeth Tye Australia 2017-09-24 Elisabethtye

Denise Ammidas Townsville,
Queensland,
Australia

2017-09-24 I'm allergic to MSG so I want to know all the stupid names
for it in the ingredient list! It's horrible stuff - just a cheap
flavour enhancer so it doesn't even need to be there!

John hannam Australia 2017-09-24 We deserve to know. Too much cancer from unknown
sources.

Brenda McGibbon Perth, Australia 2017-09-24 We need to know what's in everything we eat.

Rachel Martin Australia 2017-09-24 I have personal and family reasons to encourage industry
to label food products in a way that will clearly signal
what ingredients are in a food. I know first hand the
consequences of not having full information about the food
we eat, and hope that this petition will assist in keeping
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food labelling open and understandable by the majority of
people.

Bob Haigh Bendigo,
Australia

2017-09-24 I have an allergy from msg so all foods should be clearly
marked that contains it.

Jody Whyte Maroubra,
Australia

2017-09-24 I have mild symptoms... we need to know what we are
eating

Didi Dwiar Adelaide,
Australia

2017-09-24 People NEED to be made aware!!!!

carol williamson barrow in
furness,
England, UK

2017-09-24 I agree with all that's said

Emma Faehrmann Flagstaff Hill,
Australia

2017-09-24 We react to msg and can't believe they are making a product
that will be even worse #

Dianne Cutting Ringwood
East, Victoria,
Australia

2017-09-24 I have PKU and I cannot have high amounts of protein,
additives such as aspartame and sweeteners have a protein
I can't have. I believe all additives should be declared - not
just their numbers.

Trish Hull Kuala Lumpur,
Malaysia

2017-09-24 It is essential that people are told ALL the truth about what
is in their food so that they can make educated decisions
about what to buy.

Nooz Gardner Perth, Western
Australia,
Australia

2017-09-24 It's appalling that food can be laced with this shit. ###

Dana Eager Sydney, New
South Wales,
Australia

2017-09-24 I have sever reactions to MSG. I must know when it’s in my
food.

Margit Meisel Mistelbach,
Austria

2017-09-24 Glutamates should not be mixed into food! No matter what!

Margit Meisel Mistelbach,
Austria

2017-09-24 Loads of allergies derive from such mixtures into pure food.
Let´s stop that!

Joy Taylor Australia 2017-09-24 There should be full disclosure of all ingredients in all foods!

Susan Maclean Australia 2017-09-24 Consumers are entitled to be informed about ANYTHING
and EVERYTHING that is contained in the food we pay for
and ingest.

Karen Scotford Glen Parva,
England, UK

2017-09-24 Karen Scotford

Madonna Vickers Australia 2017-09-24 We all have the right to know what's in the food we eat

Julia Birch Warana,
Australia

2017-09-24 We should all know every ingredient of what we are
consuming.
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sue
aitchison-windeler

auckland, New
Zealand

2017-09-24 ALL ingredients should be listed.

Elke Meyer Brisbane,
Australia

2017-09-24 Absolutely disgraceful...another example of just how
screwed up the system is...

Nicola Larwill Australia 2017-09-24 I think as consumers we have a right to know what
chemicals go into our food even as part of the processing.
As a GP I have many patients who suffer allergy or
intolerance to things in processed foods.

Jenny Bonner Australia 2017-09-24 I believe our food standards are so far behind the rest of the
world and it' disgraceful that companies hide msg and other
toxic details in their prodcucts... just to make a buck

Lindsay Jones Australia 2017-09-24 This is my daughter and granddaughter. This is totally
unacceptable that these additives are put into food and they
also hide the fact of what is added.

Sue Dakin B, Australia 2017-09-24 We have had to declare ingredients for consumer choice
for years to protect allergy sufferers. Overseas companies
should comply with a better reason than it makes the food
taste better.

John Briggs Australia 2017-09-24 Just the food, only the food....NO additives which are used
primarily by big business to make more money

Christina Josephs Australia 2017-09-24 I suffer migranes from food additives. Purchased a kebab
with garlic sauce yesterday, many hours later i am still
suffering. What did the sauce contain???

Anne Butler Strathfieldsaye,
Australia

2017-09-25 No child should be inadvertently put in this danger

Michelle Borg Australia 2017-09-25 More visibility not less.

Sally Reed Australia 2017-09-25 I know the affect is has on me when IU eat food that has
MSG in it.

Joanne Hurley Fort Mill, South
Carolina, US

2017-09-25 Msg should not be in food

Lynn Woods Australia 2017-09-25 Food should be kept natural we don't need ya added extras

Lindsey Stoni US 2017-09-25 Lindsey stoni

Marion Leggo Brisbane,
Australia

2017-09-25 MSG should be clearly indicated if it is present in foods or
drinks or any other item for consumption.

Jodi Joynes Australia 2017-09-25 Because we should be able to eat without wonxering what is
in it

Jocelyn Gandy Hobart, Australia 2017-09-25 MSG gives me a migraine ! Even the smallest amount makes
me feel ill !
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Claire Wotton Yamba, Australia 2017-09-25 I have an adverse reaction to. MSG and we should know
what we are ingesting

Chris O'Kane Mapleton,
Australia

2017-09-25 I have a lot of pain and discomfort including swelling in my
throat when I inadvertently consume msg. From my reading
it’s clear that it is also a neurotoxin

yolande d Australia 2017-09-25 Trying to deceive people for profits is wrong.. this includes
the political parties that would appove this being allowed to
happen.

sue jobson Australia 2017-09-25 my son is already allergic to glutamate

Leanne Huxtable Gold Coast,
Australia

2017-09-25 There are so many people especially children this affects
this needs to be band completely out of all foods The food
industry needs to have all ingredients on all food labels
including GMO

Anna karvonen Australia 2017-09-25 Give us consumers rights back, cmon we want to know what
we eat!!!

Kathryn Day Cedar Creek,
Australia

2017-09-25 We deserve clean food !

Melissa Eather Australia 2017-09-25 Not right

Judy Elder Australia 2017-09-25 I have seen the effect that additives can have .. Have
experienced MSG REACTION myself..

Susan Lisson Clarkson,
Australia

2017-09-25 We need clear and precise definitions of chemical additives!
Stop this underhanded and sly play with words. This is our
health we're toying with.

Therese
Murray-Graczyk
Graz-t@westnet.com.au

Sydney,
Australia

2017-09-25 Stop this ASAP

Kylie Benson Australia 2017-09-25 What a disgrace

maureen Trainor Australia 2017-09-25 Please help to ban MSG

Lindy Hewett Terrigal,
Australia

2017-09-25 We need to protect our food standards and our health, that
why we need transparency with what we are being fed

Beverley Rawson Eagleby,
Australia

2017-09-25 Some of are being poisoned by additives and it places our
body under huge stress trying to balance - Plus the costs of
additional medical visits and prescriptions

bill burbon pyrmont nsw,
Australia

2017-09-25 it should be held accountable for the poison they hide in our
foods

Rita Fry Australia 2017-09-25 Keep them honest.
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Sally Turnbull Australia 2017-09-25 Australia needs to provide all added ingredients on Food
products so that those of us with allergies know what we
can and can't eat.

leslie moore Wingham,
Australia

2017-09-25 Stop it. Enough ofnyour hidden agenda to make us sick.

Annie St Clair Australia 2017-09-25 Everything in food needs to be declared. So sick to death of
these creeps cutting corners to turn themselves fat cats. :-(

Melanie Every Perth, Australia 2017-09-25 We have to look more closely at why the food industry is
'hiding' in our food!

Sonia Gulwadi Ormond,
Victoria,
Australia

2017-09-25 It is a totally unnecessary additive/processing aid and
therefore should be allowed. We need tobe improving the
quality of our food supply, not contaminating it further

cindy ravonokula new lambton,
Australia

2017-09-25 We are appalled at Australia's lack of food standards and are
victims of neglect caused by the food industry

Eva Taylor Toronto, Canada 2017-09-25 It makes me sick.

Narelle Hahn-Smith Mildura,
Australia

2017-09-25 I suffer from food intolerances and I need to know what's in
my food!

Anne Chapman Melbourne,
Australia

2017-09-25 I have an anaphylactic reaction to all peppers which is often
not listed in ingredients or labelled as spices. Our food
needs to be clearly labelled so consumers can avoid foods
that can make them very unwell or even kill them.

Rebecca Hemsley Palmyra,
Western
Australia,
Australia

2017-09-25 Some people have life threatening reactions to MSG. It
should be on the food labelling just like nuts, gluten, soya....

Leanne
Koutoukidis

Moonee Ponds,
Australia

2017-09-25 I'm sick of big business finding new ways to be deceitful
in an effort to trick consumers into buying their products.
Governments should be protecting consumer rights and
insisting manufactures be OPEN and TRANSPARENT

Denise Roberts Surry Hills NSW,
New South
Wales, Australia

2017-09-25 Total transparency on what is in our foods! The people
demand it!

Ele Diamond Australia 2017-09-25 We deserve the right to full disclosure and choice. Stop
poisoning the human race with all these chemicals and
bring back natural, organic food that doesn't need to be
paid for to be accredited and affordable for everyone.

judi smith Australia 2017-09-25 I'm sick of big business finding new ways to be deceitful
in an effort to trick consumers into buying their products.
Governments should be protecting consumer rights and
insisting manufactures be OPEN and TRANSPARENT

Denise Dritsas Australia 2017-09-25 I’m signing because we should have the choice of knowing
exactly what’s in our food because it’s important as to
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whether we choose to put it into our bodies. A lot of the
population have food allergies as well and to prevent us
getting sick again it’s important we know what is added to
our food

Charlotte White Simpsonville,
South Carolina,
US

2017-09-25 I have a severe gluten intolerance and if I eat it my skin
looks a lot like this photo. It's so important for people to
know exactly what they are eating so they can prevent
severe reactions.

Daniela Schuster Charlotte, North
Carolina, US

2017-09-25 I am for clean food!!

Dana Lashendock Tenafly, US 2017-09-25 I do not want people harmed by ingredients they don't
know are there. This could cost the government and people
millions in healthcare bills

Andrew Linaker Southport,
England, UK

2017-09-25 MSG is also an ingredient in some vaccines so no surprise
some have a reaction to it.

Helen Evans Brisbane,
Australia

2017-09-25 I am seriously intolerant to msg. After seeing it removed
from many foods am I now to be subjected to never
knowing it is in anything. Please no!

Kim ALSINA Pompano Beach,
Florida, US

2017-09-25 I Can’t have Msg

Susan Patterson-O Clover, South
Carolina, US

2017-09-25 I have a child with food sensitives.

LEONIE HEWITT Holyhead,
Wales, UK

2017-09-25 This stuff should be eliminated from our foods

Andrew Booth Kulnura,
Australia

2017-09-25 All ingredients should be on labels

Rachael Stevens Australia 2017-09-25 Makes my family sick

Anita Brown Australia 2017-09-25 Food is medicine and not poison! Stop feeding us this shit
and making people sick!

Jan Benson Robinson,
Australia

2017-09-25 MSG is a toxic ingredient and should not be used at all in
food products. It should certainly be listed as an item in the
ingredients so that people can make a choice to be healthy
by avoiding it.

julie Van bavel Charlotte, North
Carolina, US

2017-09-25 I believe consumers should.be able to make I formed
choices abut what they buy.

Robyn Beasy Ropes Crossing,
New South
Wales, Australia

2017-09-25 Dishonesty in food labelling is akin to fraud. Fraud is illegal.

Tammy Smith Blackbutt,
Australia

2017-09-25 Full disclosure of what we are buying and eating is
absolutely necessary
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Angela Mataconis Charlotte, North
Carolina, US

2017-09-25 Consumers should know what we spending our money on.
We need accurate food labels so we can make informed
decisions.

Geoff Powell Noosavile,
Australia

2017-09-25 I want real food, not capitalist shit!

Marianne
Kuiper-Linley

Australia 2017-09-25 We need MORE transparency in food-labelling, not more
hidden ingredients and additives.

Diana Wigginton Australia 2017-09-26 We should know what is in our foods, and then if allergic you
can identify any potential problems and so avoid them.

Raymond Allan Melbourne,
Australia

2017-09-26 We deserve to know what we are eating and to decide for
ourselves

Natasha Price Australia 2017-09-26 We need to stop these toxic ingredients in our food

Jess Finn Australia 2017-09-26 We have a right to know what's in our food.

Rosemary Moyle Australia 2017-09-26 Don't need substances like this in our foods. We need to
protect our health not unknowingly damage it

Debra Penny REdcliffe,
Australia

2017-09-26 msg is a silent killer. people have the right to know whats in
their food.

Karina bailey Australia 2017-09-26 My son looked like this and it is difficult to go through!

Sue Graham Australia 2017-09-26 We need to be more aware of what is in the good we eat.

Sherri Willock Cloverdale,
Australia

2017-09-26 Its unexceptable to be deceived. .

Scott Wilding Cooks Myalls,
Australia

2017-09-26 ALL additives in the FULL PROCESS must be stated to the
consumer!And ALL suppliers be held accountable for any
detrimental additives.

Catharina Scholten Australia 2017-09-26 Get back the Australia of my youth when this wasn't an
issue!

Raelene Andrew Australia 2017-09-26 I believe we did not need extra chemicals put internet us
and especially our children there is enough chemicals we
absorb every day we don’t need to add to ot

Virginia Gilliland Meadowbrook,
Queensland,
Australia

2017-09-26 I'm signing because MSG affects me and I need to know if it
is present in the foods I'm considering purchasing

Kimberley Priest Australia 2017-09-26 This is me after eating numerous things. Sometimes I'm too
scared to eat at all. The pain and itching is intolerable. It can
have a severe impact on all aspects of your life; inclusive of
your mental wellbeing!
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Frances Maguire Queensland,
Australia

2017-09-26 I'm signing because we have the right to know what is in our
food. Consumers must be able to make a choice about what
they eat.

Shekinah Ohara Brunswick
Heads, New
South Wales,
Australia

2017-09-26 I'm signing because we know that you know how dangerous
chemicals in food are and you don't care one little bit ... and
that's not ok ..

Helen Simmons Australia 2017-09-26 It should always be shown on the label

kristie palmer Australia 2017-09-26 I'm signing beacause I believe there are too many "food like"
products and not enough real food. Everything is modified
to last, go back to old school days when u ate straight from
the tree, bush, ground!!!

sarah vanscolina Australia 2017-09-26 We have to know

sarah simsy Utopia, Australia 2017-09-26 I'm signing because we don't need added flavours in our
food, and we have a right to know if it does. We need the
liberties to choose what we want to consume.

Melanie Creedy Mountain River,
Tasmania,
Australia

2017-09-26 We need transparency in food ingredients and labelling.

Vicki Gehrer Australia 2017-09-26 I have a mild reaction to it and want it clearly labelled so as
to avoid it

David Vassallo Australia 2017-09-26 Msg is bad mmmkay

Eve Burrows Australia 2017-09-26 We should all know what is in our food to make informed
decisions

Frances Matlock Australia 2017-09-26 I have always been concerned about MSG in any food,
Chinese or any food.

Ryan Crowhurst Christies Beach,
Australia

2017-09-26 Transparency is crucial to honest business

Michael Porter Australia 2017-09-26 it's just wrong to try hiding things like this

elaine deverell Australia 2017-09-26 This is wrong

Rose Stagg Australia 2017-09-26 I am allergic to msg

Danielle Bugden Woodville,
Australia

2017-09-26 We need to know what is in our food. They shouldn't be
allowed to hide and risk our health. We, as Australians
deserve better. Our families deserve better.

Carlie Sheehy Fernvale,
Australia

2017-09-26 Please don't hide information on what's in our food.
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JuliJulie O'Shea Tallai,
Queensland,
Australia

2017-09-26 Absolutely no necessity for msg in any food for anyone. Ban
it please!

Robyn Martin Australia 2017-09-26 I have several medical conditions and food intolerances and
have to be on a low salt diet. MSG causes hideous reactions
and should not be in anything that anyone eats.

Esther Azzopardi Livonia,
Michigan, US

2017-09-26 I know what MSG does to my body. As a consumer, I need to
know what I am eating

christine walker Noosa Heads,
Australia

2017-09-26 people need to be aware.

Beverly Johnson Australia 2017-09-26 It seems subtlety is the name of the game here, as not many
people have been aware of the devastation MSG can cause.
Please Australia, help keep this unnecessary food product
out of our supermarkets & ultimately our homes. This is
URGENT. Enough is ENOUGH......

Christine Cory Subiaco,
Australia

2017-09-26 We should be informed about everything that is added to
our food so consumers can make an educated decision. So
sick and tired of our govt taking our rights away from us.

Kara Lee Menora,
Australia

2017-09-26 My children react to MSG

Ashley Scutts Sydney,
Australia

2017-09-26 The public deserves to know everything that is in their food.

Ivana Sanzari Athelstone,
Australia

2017-09-26 I will not stand for this chemical being added to the food we
consume. It is not ok!!

KATE WADE Australia 2017-09-26 I want to know what is in my food

Britt Hewitt Bentley,
Australia

2017-09-26 Because we have the right to choose what we eat

janelle b Bendigo,
Australia

2017-09-26 Food industry needs to be transparent .nothing to hide
means just that...

Jennifer Maurier marrara,
Australia

2017-09-26 My family turn into monsters after eating MSG. We avoid it
like the plague!!

Denise Clancey Melbourne,
Australia

2017-09-26 I want to know what I'm putting into mine and my kids
bodies. Everything should be on the label.

Carolyn Saunders Australia 2017-09-26 I have reactions to MSG that are very unpleasant.

Lesley Nicholson Australia 2017-09-26 We deserve the right to know what we are eating. To protect
our health and choose what we ingest

Peta Elderfield Australia 2017-09-26 MSG is a neurotoxin that is best avoided. It should be clearly
stated on the label.



Name Location Date Comment

Sonje Tettey Perth, Australia 2017-09-26 It's bad enough people want to use it, so make them label it,
more transparency

Lara Sargent Gosnells,
Australia

2017-09-26 I care about additives in our food.

Cynthia Manietta Ipswich,
Australia

2017-09-26 I used to look like this for over 12 years of my life

Margaret
DELMONEGO

Sun City,
Arizona, US

2017-09-26 because I hate MSG's

Diana Creighton Auckland, New
Zealand

2017-09-26 I am very allergic to msg

Nicole Amos Mooloolaba,
Australia

2017-09-26 I want to know what is in my family's food -- and I don't want
msg to be be hidden in it!

Carolyn Graham Noosa Heads,
Queensland,
Australia

2017-09-26 We need to know what it is that we are eating, and what
it is that our children are eating. Hiding damaging and
destructive ingredients in processed foods is not acceptable
on any level.

Catie Helms Monroe, North
Carolina, US

2017-09-26 My husband gets extremely sick from MSG!

Sinikka Liisa Australia 2017-09-26 I do not want msg or similar additives in my food without it
being declared on the label. Food labels need to be honest!

Kathry Coutts Australia 2017-09-26 naturl natural natural ! stop making it so hard for people to
feed their children. we dont need all this crap in our food!

Julie-Anne Jolly Australia 2017-09-26 My daughter is allergic to a preservative and I know how
difficult it s to avoid additives, even when they are named,
but to have allergic people put at risk without the chance to
know what is in the food that may affect them is criminal!
We should all sign this petition

Sarah Eather Wallsend,
Australia

2017-09-26 We avoid msg. I dont want hidden msg in our foods

Gabby Hunt Australia 2017-09-26 I have every right to know what's in the food I eat without it
being hidden from me, in order to sell more product (at the
risk of everyone's health).

Carly Wills Australia 2017-09-26 People before profits. People want real food not additives &
consumers have a right to know what is in the products they
are buying

Belle Power Australia 2017-09-26 We should know what is in the food we are buying and how
it's processed. Transparency is important for health issues
and dietary concerns.

Jackie Brauer Australia 2017-09-26 Food should be clearly labelled with what is in in.



Name Location Date Comment

Kylie Robertson Australia 2017-09-26 I am allergic to MSG, it makes me extremely ill. There is
absolutely no need to put it in foods.

Lucy Plikss Newcastle, New
South Wales,
Australia

2017-09-26 The health of our familIes and transparency in what we are
ACTUALLY purchasing matters!

Micah Elder Rotorua, New
Zealand

2017-09-26 Its disgusting and its hard enough to keepnour children
healthy without things like this in our food

Dallace Menchin Australia 2017-09-26 It is un natural and has side effects that are harmful

kate jago Barrine,
Australia

2017-09-26 Food producers should be completely transparent with what
is in their food products.

Judy Halligan Victoria Park,
Australia

2017-09-26 I thought this had already been banned in Australia bit
shocked to find it isn't

Kathryn Holmes Sydney,
Australia

2017-09-26 MSG makes me incredibly unwell and I need to be able to
check ingredient panel for it.

Gabby Fleming Australia 2017-09-27 I have severe reactions when I consume msg, it cannot be
hidden in foods as I will never know what to avoid. When
reactions can occur there needs to be transparency in
labeling!

Debra Davies Australia 2017-09-27 I look for foods without MSG because MSG causes reactions
as this photo so aptly shows. Good labelling should reveal
ALL ingredients and their original names. Foods that have
been banned should not be permitted under a diferent
name!

Pauline Coke Lake Boga,
Victoria,
Australia

2017-09-27 I have suffered an acute MSG reaction. Not fun.

Rachael Bareket Melbourne,
Australia

2017-09-27 I am always getting MSG'd in restaurants ....losing 2
days with a migraine and having to spend a fortune on
medication not on the PBS.


